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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this dissertation is to explore the intentions of teachers who report
incorporating gender and women’s experiences into their social studies curriculum and how
those intentions are manifested in the classroom. I examine how teachers talk about the purposes
of social studies education, their reasons for incorporating gender and women’s experiences into
their curriculum, and their descriptions of incorporation (the intended curriculum). Then, I
analyze how the intended curriculum is enacted in the classroom.
Using educational connoisseurship and criticism and portraiture, I construct narrative
portraits of the phenomena analyzed. Both educational connoisseurship and criticism and
portraiture consider the production of knowledge a creative act; scholarship, as an act of
representation, is always mediated. These narratives, culled from participant interviews and
classroom observations, form the basis of my data analysis.
Findings indicate participants share similar values for social studies education,
encouraging them to incorporate gender and women’s experiences into their curriculum. These
values include idealistic and ameliorative views of social studies education. Participants craft a
complementary curriculum expressed in the pedagogical tools they utilize, reflecting their
personal values and beliefs about the purposes of education. Participants also face multiple
challenges when incorporating gender and women’s experiences into their curriculum. These
challenges include conflating “gender” with “women;” the encouragement of compensatory
incorporation—fitting women into traditional male roles; and student resistance to nonnormative
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gender roles. Student resistance acts as a “diffracted curriculum” changing the shape and
direction of teachers’ intended and enacted curricula.
The research suggests students respond constructively to nontraditional curriculum when
mediated by discussion. Therefore, teaching pre-service and in-service teachers discussion
pedagogy and encouraging their use has the potential to support student learning of gender and
women’s experiences in the social studies curriculum.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Introduction
Before my career as a teacher, I was a professional dramaturg. The work entailed textual
analysis, historical research, and consideration of the myriad ways a play and its characters could
be interpreted by actors, directors, designers, and audiences during live performance. Studying
and working in the theater shaped my view of texts as inherently unstable objects whose
interpretation is dependent upon the intersection of personal and communal experience. My
reluctance to accept a singular narrative in the artistic world transferred to my study of history—I
view “History” as a discourse that may be constructed with multiple texts from all arenas of
human experience—from public and private spheres, political and personal realms, intellectual
and creative arts. So, when I walked into a high school European History classroom and
examined the content I was expected to teach, I looked with a skeptical eye. The history textbook
I was provided (and many others I examined over the years) followed a familiar narrative
emphasizing the seeming inevitable rise of the West and its political and economic dominance of
the globe. I found this dominance rarely questioned, defined in masculine terms, and driven, for
the most part, by white male figures.
My awareness of this privileging of male experience over female was not new to me. I
encountered faculty in my theater program who questioned the inclusion of female playwrights
because they were not “canonical.” When I suggested including a female Restoration playwright
on a theater history syllabus, the choice was challenged as merely checking a diversity box, even
though the playwright, Susanna Centlivre, was one of the most popular and successful
1

playwrights of her time. Thus, when I became a teacher, I brought with me the belief that it was
important to hear the voices of women as I did not feel they were often heard or considered in
traditional historical narratives. How might the inclusion of their voices and experiences change
what we know?
During my doctoral studies, I explored research about women in social studies
curriculum. Most research centers on history curriculum, specifically the absence of women as
well as the ways in which those women who are in the curriculum are depicted. There are also
many ameliorative articles proposing what to teach about women and how to teach it. However,
very little research explores how teachers actually teach about women in their social studies
courses or how they discuss their aims and intentions. Thus, while many scholars (myself
included) write about ways to incorporate gender and women in the curriculum or why the
curriculum lacks women’s presence, there is little research exploring the ways teachers who
incorporate gender and/or women in their curriculum regularly think about, discuss, and enact
this curriculum. How can we know the work we produce has an ameliorative effect if we do not
go into the classroom and examine what happens when those experiences are integrated? It
seems a fundamental piece of the puzzle is missing: there are few explorations of teacher
intentionality about and curriculum enactment of the integration of gender or women’s
experiences in the social studies curriculum.
Despite (or because of) state standards, textbooks, accountability assessments, etc.,
teachers make choices about content and pedagogical methods to use. These decisions about
content and method define teachers as curricular-instructional gatekeepers (Thornton, 1991,
2005). “Gatekeeping encompasses the decisions teachers make about curriculum and instruction
and the criteria they use to make those decisions” (Thornton, 2005, p. 1). In other words, an
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exploration of gatekeeping requires us to examine the how and why of these decisions. Because
school time is limited and demands on teachers are great, teachers gravitate towards methods that
are practical and useful (Doyle & Porter, 1977). We know social studies teachers rely heavily on
the textbook (Thornton, 1991, Loewen, 2007). However, there are teachers who go beyond the
textbook to select alternative curriculum lenses. I am interested in those teachers. In particular,
this study will explore the intentions of teachers who choose gender and women’s experiences as
curricular lenses and how their intentions regarding aims and goals are enacted in their
classrooms.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is twofold. First, I examine the ways in which teachers who
report they regularly incorporate issues of gender and/or women’s experiences into their social
studies curriculum describe their reasoning and intentions. Second, I explore how those teachers’
expressed aims are manifested within their classrooms.
Rationale for the Study
Little research exists exploring teacher reasoning and intentions for the integration of
gender and women’s experiences in the social studies curriculum, especially how teacher
intentions to incorporate gender and women’s experiences are enacted in the classroom. Much of
the research about gender and women in the social studies involves developing curricular
frameworks and concepts, providing resources, and developing lesson ideas and activities.
Several scholars have consistently advocated for discussions about gender in the social studies
classroom (e.g., Crocco, 2008, 2018; Hahn, 1996; Levstik, 2009; Noddings, 1992, 2001, 2015;
Schafer & Bohan, 2009; Woyshner, 2006), and newer scholars are joining the conversation (e.g.,
Bair, 2008; Engebretson, 2016; Schmeichel, 2011, 2014, 2015). However, most of this work
either analyzes curricular materials or discusses trends in pedagogical methods for preservice
3

teachers. Only a handful of studies have looked at how gender and women’s issues are
incorporated into the classroom (e.g,, Bair, 2008; Hahn, 1996; Levstik, 1998; Levstik & Groth,
2002; Stevens & Martell, 2016, 2019; ten Dam and Rijkschroeff, 1996; ten Dam and Teekens,
1997). Little work has been done on the arguments teachers make for including gender or
women’s experiences or what their looks like in the classroom. In addition, there is little research
exploring the connections between gatekeeping (Thornton, 2005) and the null (Eisner, 2002;
Flinders, Noddings, & Thornton, 1986) and complementary (Moroye, 2009) forms of curriculum
when analyzing teacher intentionality and reasoning for incorporating gender and women’s
experiences. Thus, my research addresses these absences.
Research Questions
•

In what ways do teachers who report they regularly integrate issues of gender and/or
women’s experiences in their social studies curriculum describe their intentions?

•

In what ways do teachers who report they regularly integrate issues of gender and/or
women’s experiences in their social studies curriculum do so in the classroom?
Conceptual Framework

Intersecting Curricular Forms
I explore teacher intentionality and enactment of curriculum integrating gender and
women’s experiences through the lenses of curricular-instructional gatekeeping (Thornton, 1991,
2005) and complementary curriculum (Moroye, 2009). I also examine the ways in which the null
and explicit curriculum (Eisner, 2002; Flinders, Noddings, & Thornton, 1986) might shape the
decision-making process. The null, explicit, and complementary are ways of thinking about a
teacher’s intended curriculum (what content and pedagogical methods the teacher says motivates
her or his teaching) as well as the enacted curriculum (what content is actually selected and the
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pedagogical methods by which it is taught in the classroom). In this section, I describe
curricular-instructional gatekeeping, and the null, explicit, and complementary curricula.
Curricular-instructional gatekeeping. According to Thornton (2005), curricularinstructional gatekeeping is the process by which teachers consciously and unconsciously control
the content students learn and the ways in which they learn it: “As gatekeepers, teachers…make
the day-to-day decisions concerning both the subject matter and the experiences to which pupils
have access and the nature of that subject matter and those experiences” (p. 1). The classroom is
a “fluid and uncertain environment” (Thornton, 2005, p. 104) where teachers navigate curricular
expectations (e.g., standards and mandated assessments), student needs, abilities, and interests, as
well as their own values and beliefs. Between these potentially conflicting and competing
expectations, teachers make decisions about what content will be emphasized (and thus, deemphasized) as well as how to enact that content (e.g., direct instruction versus inquiry-based
models).
The gatekeeping process is not always strategic or purpose-driven. To help with decisionmaking, teachers often employ a “practicality ethic” (Doyle & Porter, 1977; Janssen, Westbroek,
& Doyle, 2005). For teachers to implement a particular curriculum in their classroom, they must
find it workable, based on their experiences (instrumentality); it must fit with their self-image
(congruence); and it must be worth the effort to implement (cost). Thus, while a teacher might
express belief in the aim of inquiry-driven education, she may not follow through if she does not
feel the aim is feasible, matches her personal teaching style, or is cost-effective.
Another issue to consider is curriculum consonance (Thornton, 1988), “the relationships
among what teachers plan to teach…, what ensues in the classroom…, and what students learn”
(p. 310). Consonance between intentions and enactment is rarely straightforward, as we have
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seen. Teachers may display a disconnect between their professed pedagogical aims and their
actual teaching style; their lofty and abstract aims may not match their detailed activities and
behavioral objectives; and conflicts might arise between the stresses of teaching and the demands
of administrators (Thornton, 1988).
While many social studies teachers view curriculum as “a body of knowledge identified
by ‘experts’ and encapsulated in a textbook” (Thornton, 1991, p. 246), I am curious about the
intentionality and curricular enactment of those teachers who view curriculum creation as an
interactive process. As Thornton (2005) argues, to achieve educational improvement and student
success, teachers must become “purposeful” (p. 6) and consider their role as a gatekeeper:
“Curricular-instructional gatekeeping…is moral intellectual work insofar as it relates to the
teacher’s capacity for knowledge and understanding as well as concern for the students
flourishing” (p. 67). Teachers who choose to integrate gender or women’s experiences in their
curriculum have made decisions with a certain level of purposefulness: I would like to explore
what that “purposefulness” means to those teachers and how it unfolds in the classroom.
The explicit curriculum. According to Einser (1994), the explicit curriculum is a set of
publicly stated goals for education—teaching students to be literate, for example. To consider the
school subject of social studies, there are also more specific goals outlined by governmental and
discipline-oriented institutions, and professional groups. States, for example, outline standards
for proficiency in social studies. Organizations such as the National Council for the Social
Studies, the National Center for History in the Schools, the Council for Economic Education, and
the National Council for Geographic Education have also published curriculum standards
outlining the knowledge and skills K-12 students should learn and the grade in which they
should learn them. Standards, as part of the explicit curriculum, then, have the potential to frame
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the type of content teachers choose to emphasize in their classrooms, especially when attached to
accountability assessments, such as state tests. What I explore is why and how teachers
incorporate curricular content found not only in state and national standards, but also content
beyond them.
The null curriculum. Eisner (2002) defines the null curriculum as what is not taught in
schools. He considers the null curriculum encompassing such elements as subject matter, skills,
and intellectual processes. The null is differentiated from the explicit curriculum—the publicly
stated goals for education; it is also distinguished from an implicit curriculum—values and
beliefs about school, schooling, and what is considered appropriate educational content,
knowledge, and behavior. These beliefs and values are not publicly stated like the explicit
curriculum; rather, the implicit curriculum encompasses our social and cultural assumptions
about the purposes and experience of schooling. What is significant for Eisner about the null
curriculum is not merely absence; rather, it is what absence implies. When a particular subject
matter or pedagogical method is ignored, students potentially lose understandings about the
world a different perspective may provide—and this loss cannot be considered neutral:
“[I]gnorance is not simply a neutral void; it has important effects on the kinds of options one is
able to consider, the alternatives one can examine, and the perspectives from which one can view
a situation or problem” (p. 97).
Flinders, Noddings, and Thornton (1986) remind us that the study of the null curriculum
is “exhortative” (p. 38). Those employing the notion of the null “want to draw something to our
attention, to council caution, to urge us towards even-mindedness” (p. 38). The absent
curriculum is subjectively determined by one’s values and beliefs. Might an absence potentially
encourage a teacher to seek out content or pedagogy for inclusion? So long as the subject or
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method is seen as congruent with a teacher’s self-image by that teacher (Doyle & Porter, 1977),
she may choose to include it in her curriculum.
The complementary curriculum. Moroye’s (2009) description of the complementary
curriculum focuses on the teacher’s practice in the classroom. She defines the complementary
curriculum as “the embedded and often unconscious expression of a teacher’s beliefs” (p. 792).
While the null curriculum highlights an individual’s subjective belief of what is absent from the
curriculum, the complementary curriculum embodies the teacher’s conscious and unconscious
mapping of beliefs, values, and knowledge onto the explicit curriculum. The complementary
curriculum, then, overlaps with gatekeeping: gatekeeping is the conscious and unconscious
decision-making process; the complementary curriculum is the manifestation of the enacted
curriculum. Therefore, my study explores the imbrication and interaction between gatekeeping
and the complementary and null curricula.
Key Definitions/Terms
Sex and Gender
Muehlenhard and Peterson (2011) discussed the unsettled debates surrounding the
definitions of “sex” and “gender.” While imperfect, and acknowledging the arguments that “sex”
may be as socially-constructed a category as “gender,” for the purposes of clarity in this
dissertation, I use the term “sex” to define individuals or groups by biological components such
as “chromosomal, hormonal, anatomical, and physiological differences” (Rosenblum & Travis,
2003, p. 23) and “gender,” when discussing “the socially constructed roles of each sex” (ibid.).
In this view, gender is not innate, nor is it biologically determined.
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Curriculum
A critical feature of curriculum is its interactivity between the teacher who provides it,
and the students who receive it. Thus, as a general definition, curriculum is a series of
interactions between the teacher who brings content, pedagogical methods, and personal values
and beliefs about them, and the student who brings her own experiences, values, and beliefs to
the classroom and responds individually to the content and pedagogical methods she encounters.
For Dewey, curriculum was, at its heart, an experience before subject matter. When providing a
curricular example, he argued: “Geography is not only a set of facts and principles which may be
classified and discussed by themselves; it is also the way in which some actual individual thinks
and feels the world. It must be the latter before it can become the former” (cited in Tanner, 2017,
p. 42). Therefore, according to Dewey, “[i]t is not the question of how to teach the child
geography, but first of all the question of what geography is for the child” (cited in Tanner, 2017,
p. 43).
Explicit curriculum. I follow Eisner’s (2002) definition of explicit curriculum:
“In that culture called schooling, there are certain publicly explicit goals: teaching
children to read and write, to figure, and to learn something about the history of the
country…. Not only do these goals appear in school district curriculum guides and
planning materials that teachers are asked to prepare; the public also knows that these
courses are offered and that students in the district have the opportunity to achieve these
aims, at least to some degree, should they want to” (pp. 86-87).
Intended and enacted curriculum. Uhrmacher, Moroye, and Flinders (2017) define the
intended curriculum as what the teacher “desires/plans to happen” in the classroom (p. 24). The
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enacted curriculum (what they call the “operational curriculum”) is what “actually occurs” in the
classroom (p. 24).
Curriculum Consonance
Following Thornton (1988), curriculum consonance is the degree to which a teacher’s
stated aims and intentions are manifested, or enacted, in the classroom.
Teacher Intentionality
According to Eisner (1988), intentions are critical to education because they “tell the
young what adults think is important for them to learn; they convey our values” (p. 25).
Returning to Uhrmacher, et al. (2017), intentionality is defined by a teacher’s thinking about and
discussion of the outcomes they desire for their teaching and why. However, intentionality is
shaped by personal and social values and beliefs not always consciously known. Our stated
intentions may reflect a self-image we wish to put forth publicly; however, social pressures and
expectations, not to mention past experiences, have the potential to lead us to unconsciously
contradict those public expressions.
Significance of the Study
There are two reasons why this study is important for both social studies research as well
as social studies teacher education and professional development. First, this study provides
insight into the values, beliefs, and discourses of social studies teachers who aspire to gender
parity in their classroom curriculum. One way in which this is be achieved is through the
analysis of curriculum consonance (Thornton, 1988) between teacher intentionality and
curricular enactment. This research, then, may provide teacher educators with information about
how to encourage preservice teachers to be more inclusive in their consideration of content and
development of curriculum. Second, by using curricular-instructional gatekeeping as an
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overarching frame, the study sheds light on how the null and complementary curricula work in
tandem to shape teacher intentionality and curriculum enactment.
Conclusion
Exploring how teachers conceptualize incorporating gender and women’s experiences in
the social studies curriculum and how they implement (or not) their intentions may provide
insight as to how teachers and teacher educators can encourage more curricular inclusivity. This
is a critical task for educators who believe the limited inclusion of women and traditionallygendered perceptions of social studies texts (as will be described in Chapter Two) maintain a
status quo where women are not considered historical and social change agents. First, according
to Sadker, Sadker, and Zittleman (2009), the lack of gender parity in the school curriculum may
encourage negative attitudes towards women:
When adolescent boys and girls were asked what it would be like to be born a member of
the other sex, girls saw some enticing possibilities if they were born male: wealth,
strength, political power, and athleticism. Boys were repulsed at even the idea of being
born a female, or living in a female body, or facing female life choices (p. 21).
Second, as Lerner (2009) argued, while most young women continue to learn they are not part of
the larger historical narrative, those who do learn about women’s roles as social agents broaden
their world views: “[T]raditional history has reinforced the idea that women have not had a part
in the building of societies and the shaping of historically important events. When young
women…learn of women’s agency in the shaping of events, their entire world view changes”
(Lerner, 2009, p. 112).
It is also important to examine how teachers define the incorporation of gender and
women’s experiences “regularly.” Do these teachers consider the explicit curriculum sufficient?
Or do they seek to add more? And what do they consider subject matter content about gender or
11

women’s experiences? While scholars have debated the merits of the content about gender and
women’s experiences that should be included in social studies curriculum, few seem to have
explored what teachers think is appropriate and actually use in their classrooms.
The remainder of this dissertation describes the previous research, my chosen
methodology, the methods I plan to use to conduct my study, data collected, and analyses of my
findings. Chapter Two explores why scholars argue for gender equity in the classroom as well as
the research social studies scholars have undertaken on women and gender, including the
feminist lenses through which scholars frame their work, the frameworks created to encourage
inclusion, the ways scholars have approached curricular materials, and how scholars have
approached the application of curriculum within the secondary social studies classroom. Chapter
Three explains the methodology for my study, particularly my use of educational
connoisseurship and criticism as the best way to explore the questions I am seeking to answer,
and finally, the specific methods I utilize to collect and analyze data. Chapter Four presents data
from participant interviews and classroom observations along with my analyses. Finally, in
Chapter Five, I discuss my findings and implications, and suggest areas of future research.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
Little research exists exploring either teacher reasoning for the integration of gender and
women’s experiences into the secondary social studies curriculum or how teacher intentions to
incorporate gender and women’s experiences are enacted in the classroom. Much of the research
about gender in secondary social studies involves developing curricular frameworks and
concepts, providing resources, and developing lesson ideas and activities. And a disproportionate
share of this work concerns history curriculum rather than other disciplines considered part of the
social studies (e.g., economics, geography). A contingent of scholars consistently advocate for
the necessity of gender discussion in the social studies classroom (e.g., Bair, 2008; Crocco, 2008;
Engebretson, 2016; Hahn, 1996; Levstik, 2009; Noddings, 1992, 2001, 2015; Schafer & Bohan,
2009; Schmeichel, 2011, 2014, 2015; Woyshner, 2006). However, most of this work fails to
extend beyond the noted analyses of curricular materials or discussions of trends in pedagogical
methods for preservice teachers. Only a handful of studies have looked at how gender and
women’s issues are incorporated into the secondary social studies classroom (e.g, Bair, 2008;
Hahn, 1996; Levstik, 1998; Levstik & Groth, 2002; Stevens & Martell 2016; 2019; ten Dam and
Rijkschroeff, 1996; ten Dam and Teekens, 1997).
This literature review aims to provide insight into the types of research about gender and
women conducted in secondary social studies. To contextualize the importance of incorporating
gender and women’s issues into the curriculum, I will first examine the research on gender roles
in the classroom environment. Next, I will discuss broad patterns and trends seen in previous
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reviews of the literature on gender and the inclusion of women in the social studies. I will then
describe the different frameworks social studies scholars have developed for addressing issues of
gender and inclusion in social studies curriculum. I will next discuss research on curricular
materials for secondary social studies instruction. These materials include textbooks, state and
national standards, and curricular content published by leading social studies journals—Social
Education, Middle Level Learner, (both published by the National Council for the Social
Studies) and The Social Studies. Most of this material, it should be noted, focuses on the subject
matter of women’s history. After reviewing the curricular materials available to teachers as well
as research about those materials, I will discuss research about how gender and the incorporation
of women’s experiences appear in the secondary social studies classroom. Finally, I will discuss
the theoretical lenses through which scholars have framed the arguments for addressing issues of
gender and inclusion.
Gender Roles and the Classroom Environment
Sanders (2002) argued gender equity must be part of the general education curriculum if
there is to be significant gender parity in U.S. society. She believed the integration of gender
equity content must be systemic and infused through all education courses, and teacher educators
must be provided with the tools to incorporate the material into their classes. Sanders challenged
education programs to take the issue of gender equity seriously: “Colleges, schools, and
departments of education must decide whether they believe that gender equity has a legitimate
place in the curriculum of preservice teacher education” (p. 243). However, while incorporating
gender equity into general education coursework is a crucial step in developing wider gender
parity, the question remains as to whether preservice teachers will transfer those notions of
equity into their content and curriculum if gender parity is not addressed in the liberal arts
courses constituting their content coursework.
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Elementary and secondary teachers may reflect gender biases in their classrooms. Sadker,
Sadker, and Zittleman (2009) studied classrooms across the country and found male students
receive more attention and feedback (both positive and negative), while female students are often
praised for their behavior and are rarely called upon to respond to questions. According to
Sadker, et al., after years of this type of reinforcement in school, young women become silent
spectators in their educational experience, and it becomes a struggle to “regain their voices” (p.
13). Over twenty-five years ago, Crawford and MacLeod (1990) determined female college
students were less likely to participate in class because they believed they did not have wellconstructed ideas, were not confident in their subject matter knowledge, and worried they would
be seen as less intelligent by their instructors and their classmates at significantly higher rates
than male students. According to Crawford and MacLeod, “female students feel less confident of
their intellectual abilities. They seem to feel that they need to know a great deal and be very
prepared before expressing their ideas in class” (p. 116).
Not only do female students suffer from this “imposter phenomenon” (Clance and Imes,
1978), they also feel conflicting pressures between work and family obligations. Engebretson
(2016) conducted a discourse analysis of preservice teachers’ writing and speaking about gender
in a social studies methods lesson about diversity in the classroom. The study indicated
preservice teachers reified gender assumptions about the inevitable tensions for women between
work and family responsibilities. Women who brought up this issue spoke and wrote about the
situation as if it were unresolvable. All women in the study mentioned their gender as a defining
feature while only half of the men did the same when they were asked to write about themselves.
Several women spoke about gender in the class while none of the men brought up their gender
during discussion. This led Engebretson to conclude: “the absence of any mention of being male
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juxtaposed to the ‘struggle discourse’ of being female normalized male as being something that
is standard and not in need of accommodation and exoticized female as something that
necessitates accommodation around fictional polarities” (p. 51). Engebretson advocated for
explicit instruction about gender for preservice teachers because they must be able to “analyze
and deconstruct” social values surrounding it (p. 51).
Scholars have also conducted research on methods of ameliorating gender bias in
preservice teachers’ classroom thinking and practice. Erden (2009) studied elementary education
students who took a course about gender equity and noted statistically significant changes in
their attitudes toward gender roles compared to the control group that did not take the class. Both
the experimental and control groups scored similarly on the pretest. However, students in the
gender equity class demonstrated a more egalitarian view of gender roles on a post-test than the
control group whose scores remained similar to their pretest scores. The question remains,
however, as to the impact of one individual course as opposed to gender equity pedagogy and
content infused throughout the entire preservice teacher curriculum.
An earlier study by Lundeberg (1997) demonstrated students in an educational
psychology course shifted their perceptions of gender bias after they were shown direct evidence
of it from their class. Afterwards, students seemed more aware of gender bias and claimed they
would take concrete actions to minimize it in their own classrooms. However, Lundberg feared
preservice teachers’ awareness of gender bias would likely dip if gender equity was not
systematically included in all education courses: “Will these preservice teachers act on new
beliefs and actually monitor interaction later on?… [U]nless their methods instructors and
student teacher supervisors encourage data collection to examine gender bias…I am not hopeful
about the persistence of these newly formed beliefs” (p. 60).
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Patterns and Trends in Gender and Inclusion of Women in Social Studies Research
While strides towards gender equity were made institutionally (in organizations such as
NCSS), little change occurred in the scope of knowledge provided to students. According to
Bernard-Powers (2007), compensatory history, the inclusion of women in the traditionally maledominated public sphere, remains the “‘paper ceiling’ or limit of…reform for history
frameworks and textbooks” (p. 335). In other words, the curriculum has not changed the scope of
what is studied. And education programs have not institutionalized the inclusion of gender equity
education for preservice teachers: “It is evident that sensitizing teachers and their students to the
concept of gender and the multiple ways gender implicates the social studies is an uneven work
in progress” (Bernard-Powers, p. 337).
The first systematic review of gender and women in the social studies literature was
Hahn, Bernard-Powers, Crocco, and Woyshner (2007). The authors reviewed the state of gender
research in social studies education and found it was “partial, sporadic, and ebbing in recent
years” (p. 335). They attributed this lack of enquiry to a decline in funding for gender research as
well as an increase in the accountability and standards movement. Key findings in Hahn, et. al.
include a lack of representation of gender and women in curriculum standards, textbooks, and
classroom instruction, and that a hidden curriculum might maintain stereotypes in the classroom.
Crocco (2008) argued for social studies researchers to consider other theoretical lenses, such as
poststructuralism and postcolonialism, not merely the liberal feminist framework so often
assumed. She argued social studies scholars must engage with these alternative concepts when
they produce research about gender in social studies for their work to have a greater impact in
the field: “[I]f the implications of these new discourses, theories, and questions are to have a
broader, less contingent impact, the field needs to give more sustained, critical, and multidimensional forms of attention to gender and sexuality” (p. 187). It would appear not much has
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shifted, however, after Hahn, et. al. and Crocco’s calls for more sustained and critical gender
research. According to Bohan (2017), feminist scholarship and research on gender in social
studies is still marginal, and only a handful of social studies scholars produce the bulk of this
research. Currently, most research produced is “practitioner-oriented” and “additive” (p. 237),
and she suggests more can be done in researching state standards and how women are depicted
within the curriculum.
Frameworks for Incorporating Gender and Women in Social Studies Education
Early feminist historians developed models with which to analyze the construction of
gender in historical narratives. These analyses demonstrated time and again the invisibility of
women’s historical experiences. As stated earlier, most social studies research examines the
history curriculum. Therefore, it should not be surprising scholars continue to utilize these
frameworks to analyze history curriculum (Schrader & Wotipka, 2011). Lerner (2005), McIntosh
(1983), and Tetreault (1986) developed “phase models” to examine when and how women were
included in history curriculum. Lerner (2005) structured her model to include the categories of
male, compensatory, women’s, and universal history. McIntosh’s (1983) five categories included
“Womanless History,” “Woman in History,” “Woman as Problem or Anomaly,” “Woman as
History,” and the most difficult to achieve, “History Redefined or Reconstructed to Include Us
All” (p. 3). Tetreault (1986) included male, compensatory, bi-focal, feminist, and relational
history in her model.
To boost visibility, scholars have suggested different ways to integrate women’s issues
and gender into the social studies curriculum, including working within the existing system,
challenging normative Western assumptions, and opening up larger issues surrounding gender(s)
and sexuality.
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Working within the Curricular Tradition
Cruz and Groendel-Cobb (1998) found teachers wanted to incorporate women into the
curriculum but lacked knowledge and resources. They developed an “infusion model” where
teachers can “meet their curricular obligations while simultaneously infusing women’s studies
into whatever they teach” (p. 272). Sincero and Woyshner (2003) also found that few women
were integrated into the curriculum because teachers lacked time and resources and struggled
with mandates about testing and accountability. They devised a curriculum for active learning:
“Writing Women In,” a thematic model including women’s work, researching women’s lives,
women and social movements, women in the community (p. 218). These frameworks provide
sample lessons or ideas, but they require teachers to locate their own resources, which assumes a
base of content knowledge.
Levstik (2009) situated women’s history curriculum within the larger framework of
historical thinking skills. She argued students can learn to recognize and seek differing
perspectives. However, many curricular materials employ generalizations leading students to
ignore their own varied experiences and “apply a majoritarian perspective” (p. 283). Levstik
envisioned a skills-based and reflective framework for incorporating women in the social studies
curriculum:
[T]hey need opportunities for…in-depth, purposeful inquiry into worthwhile questions
about women’s historical experiences supported by careful teacher mediation and
constructive feedback, discussion and analysis of a variety of women’s history genres,
and finally, consideration of how women’s history might inform students’ own historical
agency” (p. 291).
Again, this framework requires an in-depth knowledge of women’s historical experiences.
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Weis (2009) also offered a skills-based approach for inclusion. Because students are
immersed in a visual culture, she suggested teachers integrate women into history curriculum
using visuals. Students would gain historical knowledge as well as visual literacy skills.
Schocker (2014), also utilizing visuals, made a specific feminist argument for their inclusion
while utilizing the skills-based argument. She argued history courses are mainly reliant on
textbooks that underrepresent women, reinforcing students’ limited understanding of women’s
historical agency. She also contended using visuals in the history classroom not only increases
content retention, but also developed students’ critical thinking skills. In her university-level
teacher education course, “Women in Modern History,” Schocker wanted to right both problems
by “incorporating images of women and thoughtfully teaching students to analyze those images”
because she believed it would “[invigorate] deeper levels of historical understanding” (pp. 422 –
423).
Global Education Framework
Merryfield (2002) argued that global education in social studies is crucial for developing
citizens of the world. Students must “learn from the knowledge and experiences of people who,
because of their race, gender, class, culture, national origin, religion, or political beliefs have
been ignored, stereotyped, or marginalized in mainstream academic knowledge” (pp. 149-150).
Merryfield and Subedi’s (2003) research has shown global educators utilize specific strategies to
teach about women of the world that counter negative stereotypes and assumptions. For example,
to challenge stereotypes and exoticism, “they target problems through activities that replace
faulty information with new knowledge and help students identify how exotic images and
stereotypes can affect people’s understanding, attitudes, and actions in daily life” (p. 14). Global
educators also use primary sources, and “contrapuntal literature” (p. 14) to engage students in the
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consideration of multiple perspectives. They teach about the intersections of prejudice and
power, asking students to “critically examine the values and worldviews that underlie
mainstream academic knowledge, information in the popular media, and language use” (p. 14).
An example of the global framework in action appears in an activity in which students
read a commentary article from the Christian Science Monitor by a Nigerian woman writing
about her experiences with stereotyping and prejudice as an immigrant in the United States. The
activity requires students to read the article from the point of view of the author and determine
how she describes herself through her experiences (Merryfield & Wilson, 2005).
Gender and Sexuality in the Curriculum
At the same time, feminist researchers in social studies education and scholars of
women’s history have broadened the notion of incorporation, moving away from the integration
of women’s issues and towards a consideration of issues about sexuality and gender roles.
Crocco (2001; 2002) argued social studies must teach about women and LGBTQ issues to
combat misogynistic and homophobic attitudes that lead to violence. Social studies curriculum
focuses so much on the public aspects of citizenship, we have forgotten the personal sphere,
what Crocco calls “communal and family living” (2001, p. 66). Crucially, too, teachers must
recognize and address their own assumptions about these issues. Crocco ultimately recognizes
teaching issues of sexuality and gender would be difficult due to the conservative climate and
ever-increasing accountability measures. However, she contends, it is important, especially as we
live in “a rapidly changing society of shifting gender roles and greater openness about issues of
sexuality, the future of a healthy society may depend on a social studies curriculum that
considers these issues in a more forthright manner1“ (2001, p. 66).

1

Her words are more prescient today with the recent release of the Nashville Statement by the evangelical Council
on Biblical Manhood and Womanhood reifying heterosexuality and binary gender norms (CBMW, 2017).
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At the university level, Zook (2002) argued college history surveys should incorporate
both women’s and men’s history. Men should also see they are gendered: “We need to teach our
students that women are not the only ones with gender, and that both masculinity and femininity
are concepts that have been defined, restricted, limited, and challenged from time immemorial”
(p. 374). Women’s history surveys should shift to include gender history; however, they need to
maintain the emphasis on lived experience found in women’s history and not become mired in
analysis of representation alone since so much of gender history features representations of
masculinity and femininity. Instead, women’s history should keep in mind the relational aspect
of gender construction: “Gender history is relational history; a history of power relations
between men and women that are constantly changing, being negotiated, challenged, subverted,
adopted, and adapted” (p. 374).
Materials
Curricular materials provide guidance and place limits on what is taught in the social
studies classroom. Textbooks and national and state standards, have impacted the content taught
as well as the content of practitioner-oriented lessons and articles written by teacher educators.
Textbooks
By far, textbooks are the most studied curricular material. The overarching finding:
women and their experiences are generally marginalized, and when present, women are often
rendered passive and reactive witnesses to historical events. Trecker’s (1973) groundbreaking
study of United States history textbooks demonstrated stereotypes within the texts devaluing
women’s agency and experience. She noted, “[t]exts omit many women of importance, while
simultaneously minimizing the legal, social, and cultural disabilities which they faced. The
authors tend to depict women in a passive role and to stress that their lives are determined by
economic and political trends” (p. 251). Tetreault (1986) repeated Trecker’s study and found not
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much had changed. U.S. history textbooks were still dominated by male history while
compensatory history—finding women who fit the male history mold—was making inroads.
Curious to see if anything had changed since Trecker’s study and Tetreault’s analysis, Clark,
Allard, and Mahoney (2004) quantitatively compared U.S. history textbooks from the 1960s,
1980s, and 1990s to examine whether more women had been included as the decades progressed.
They discovered that while there was a statistically significant increase in the presentation of
women in both text and images between the 1960s and 1980s, those increases stagnated between
the 1980s and 1990s and had yet to reach a parity remotely close to men. One year later, Clark,
Ayton, Frecette, and Keller (2005) performed the same analysis as Clark et. al. (2004) for world
history textbooks. Their study resulted in similar findings.
Commeyras and Alvermann (1996) examined the written texts of three world history
textbooks and analyzed the gender assumptions embedded within them. The researchers
concluded the writing was male-centric, women were portrayed as passive, and male-dominated
power structures were rendered invisible, norming gender inequity. Gordy, Hogan, and Pritchard
(2004) analyzed U.S. history textbooks’ treatment of women during World War II and found that
women were included but “trivialized” and treated as a “special case” (p. 88). Schrader and
Wotipka (2011) also analyzed U.S. textbook accounts of women during World War II. Like
Clark, et. al. (2004), the researchers examined historical change over time between textbooks
from the 1950s through the 1990s. While they noted an increase in female representation within
the textbooks, they found the historical presentation mostly bi-focal and lacking intersectionality.
Schocker and Woyshner (2013) and Woyshner and Schocker (2015) compared the visual
depictions of African American women in African American history textbooks and traditional
U.S. history textbooks. They determined that, while the African American history textbooks
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featured more black women than the U.S. history textbooks, the total number of women was
significantly less than in the U.S. history textbooks. Schocker and Woyshner (2013) also found
the images within the African American history textbooks portrayed a wide range of historical
experiences of African American women; however, the traditional U.S. history textbooks utilized
visuals encouraging the perception that the main historical experience for African American
women was slavery (p. 25). Williams and Bennett (2016) examined the images of women of the
section on the Progressive Era in two U.S. history textbooks published ten years apart. They
found while the number of images increased incrementally, a patriarchal vision of society
remained.
Standards
With the increase in testing and accountability measures, scholarly attention has turned to
the ways in which state and national standards maintain hegemonic structures and relegate nondominant populations to the curricular background. For example, Shear, Knowles, Soden, and
Castro (2015) found Indigenous peoples were represented as past fact and often dehumanized
within state standards across the United States. Heilig, Brown, and Brown (2012) noted that
while people of color were included in state standards, they were included less frequently that
whites, and, perhaps, more problematically, issues of race and racism were rarely highlighted.
Cuenca and Hawkman (2019) have argued intransigence to meaningfully change state standards
reflects “common sense” practices, such as accommodation to various stakeholders, ultimately
maintaining the status quo. Little scholarship exists about national and state standards and their
impact on the incorporation of women and gender in the curriculum. What research exists
examines the absence of gender and women’s issues within the standards as well as the values
and gender assumptions laden within them.
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The absence of gender and women. After the 1996 revision of the National History
Standards sparked controversy for its seeming reversal on social and women’s history, Joan
Scott (1997), a member of a panel organized to recommend revisions to the 1994 standards, was
asked to comment on the controversy in a special section of the Journal of Women’s History.
Scott argued the standards were a framework rather than a curriculum, and the issue with the
lack of women in the national standards was not because teaching examples had been removed
or counts of specific historical women had been lessened. Rather, she charged, the very structure
of historical narrative which privileges political history (emphasizing individual agency) over
social history (emphasizing group agency), must be reconceived if women’s history is to be fully
integrated: “Since it was social history that made possible attention to women’s history, the
continuing emphasis on political history makes the systematic inclusion of women difficult” (p.
174). Engebretson (2014) analyzed the National Council for Social Studies revised (2010)
standards and found a lack of equitable representation in the standards. She argued simply
adopting a “gender-free” terminology, does not automatically demonstrate a gender-balanced
curriculum. Rather, she found the Standards’ terminology a formal, surface-level change that
reinforced a male-centered social studies curriculum rather than an actual transformation of it:
“[D]efering to the reasoning of past precedent or avoiding the work of seeking out previously
marginalized voices to use as examples results in the continued dominance of males as a social
group” (p. 30). Her main concern was the lack of guidance provided by the standards for genderbalancing the curriculum. “If gender is not explicitly included, there is a potential for gendered
perspectives and experiences to be forgotten” (p. 31). Here lies a tension in the curricular
inclusion debate—whereas Engebretson believed gender parity will only occur when it is
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explicitly presented as part of the traditional curriculum, Scott2 viewed the solution as a
reconceptualization of the method by which history is told. That means asking different
questions: “How does gender figure in narratives of the rise of nation-states or civilizations?
Should those narratives be entirely replaced? If they are replaced, what story or stories should be
told instead? Should groups or individuals be the focus of these stories? And how treat one
without neglecting the other?” (p. 176).
Values implicit within. By situating standards relating to women’s rights in the larger
context of human rights, Crocco (2007) tried to broaden the conception of how gender and
women’s experiences should be viewed within history curriculum. Her study explored whether
state curriculum standards integrated women’s rights curriculum within the broader tradition of
human rights. She found that a mere one-half of states addressed women’s rights at all and rarely
in the context of human rights. Schmidt (2012) turned to discourse analysis to examine how
women are constructed within the state of South Carolina’s U.S. history standards. She was not
interested in counting the number of women mentioned in the history standards; instead, she
interrogated the cultural assumptions about women depicted over the course of the standards.
Schmidt rendered explicit the implicit gendered narrative constructed about women within South
Carolina’s U.S. history curriculum standards. While women were included in virtually all the
standards, “Woman” is established as a model female figure from the 19th century’s “Cult of
True Womanhood:” domestic, heterosexual, and passive.
Lesson Plans
Three articles by the same author analyzed the ways in which lesson plans presented
women and gender. Schmeichel (2014) conducted a poststructuralist discourse analysis of how

2

And Noddings (1992; 2001; 2015) and Crocco (2001)
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women are presented in social studies lesson plans published between 2000 and 2011 in social
studies journals featuring material for practitioners: Social Education, Social Studies and the
Young Learner, Middle Level Learning (all published by the National Council for the Social
Studies), Journal of Social Studies Research, The Social Studies, and the International Journal of
Social Education. She examined how social studies scholars developing practitioner-oriented
lesson plans utilized specific discourses about women. She found published lesson plans fit into
three categories: compensatory history, rendering power structures invisible, and “critical
representations,” directly engaging students in the consideration of gender inequity. Schmeichel
found most lesson plans did not address women’s lack of inclusion as a social justice issue or
treat gender as a “significant dimension of human experience” (p. 246). That the lesson plans did
not approach women’s issues from a social justice perspective or through a gendered lens led to
Schmeichel’s (2015) contention that scholars shy away from labelling their work as feminist. In
these lesson plans, Schmeichel found an unwillingness of authors to point out issues of gender
inequity; rather, she charged the devised curricula encouraged historical thinking skills or softly
pedaled the compensatory history argument. Perhaps connected to the authors’ unwillingness to
label their work as feminist is Schemichel’s (2011) charge that social studies curriculum and
research had been coopted by neoliberal attitudes privileging individual rights above all else.
Practitioner-Oriented Articles
As has been demonstrated above, various scholars have demonstrated textbooks,
standards, and published lesson plans render women passive and their experiences outside the
public (male) sphere invisible. While Schmeichel focused on the ready-made lesson plan, I
wanted to examine a larger sampling of published articles about gender and the inclusion of
women within the social studies curriculum. Presumably, teachers interested in incorporating
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gender and women’s issues into their social studies curriculum might utilize the lesson ideas and
activities found in these practitioner journals.
Overview of gender and inclusion of women. Between 1971 and 2016, Social
Education, the flagship journal of the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) published
106 articles specifically addressing issues of gender, sexism, or the inclusion of women in social
studies content (most often history content). In 1975, 1987, 1994, 1995, and 2003, Social
Education dedicated one issue or included in one issue a special section devoted to teaching
about gender, sexism, or the inclusion of women (Crocco, 1995; Haas, 1994; Hahn, 1975;
Merryfield & Crocco, 2003; Tetreault, 1987). Bulletins and Yearbooks from 1973, 1974, 1976,
1980, and 1982 include twenty-nine articles, lesson plans, and activities about gender, sexism, or
the inclusion of women (Banks, 1973; Downey, 1982; Grambs, 1976; Kownslar, 1974; Sims &
Contreras, 1980). Chick’s (2008) single-authored bulletin includes forty-four short lesson plan
ideas for using literature to teach women’s history.
Recent publications about gender inclusion and women. Bohan’s (2017) most recent
review of the research on gender in social studies examined material published from 2007
onward. For my examination of curricular content published for practitioners, I chose to examine
material from the same starting point to provide a sense of the most recent offerings presented to
practitioners for teaching about women’s issues and gender in the social studies. I searched for
published materials in Social Education, Middle Level Learning, and The Social Studies between
the years of 2007 and 2016. I excluded The History Teacher as many of the articles are focused
on teaching college level courses. For these ten years, I located a total of seventeen articles
specifically addressing gender and inclusion of women in the social studies curriculum. Twelve
of the articles focused on U.S. history. Of the twelve articles, three dealt with women’s suffrage
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(Carter, 2011; Hussey, 2008; Wei, 2011); two articles were about women’s experiences during
the Civil War (Bair and Ackerman, 2014; Charter, 2015); and one article each on the colonial era
(Pahl, 2007); slavery (Lapham & Hanes, 2013); civil rights (Kirkwood-Tucker, 2011); the
presidency (Schmeichel, Janis, & McAnulty, 2016); sports (Levy, 2011), and the invisibility of
women in historical place-naming (Roberts, 2013). A final U.S. history article provided three
sample lessons from a year-long middle school course that incorporated women’s historical
experiences throughout the school year: one lesson was about the construction of history (though
not specifically dealing with the integration of women or gender), the second was about colonial
Jamestown, and the third was about women’s experiences during the Civil War (Bair, Williams,
and Fralinger, 2008). Three articles focused on women in the world history curriculum. Two
focused on women’s oppressed status (Bousalis, 2012; Kim, 2012), while the third provided
historical and contemporary accounts of Muslim and Jewish women’s experiences in the Middle
East, including contemporary change agents (Crocco, Pervez, and Katz, 2009). The last two
articles approached the topic of women in non-history disciplines—Disney’s shifting notions of
gender (sociology) and Janet Yellen’s work (economics) (Justice, 2014; Niederjohn, Schug, &
Wood, 2014).
Beyond History Curriculum and Civic Education
Research about curriculum in other disciplines associated with social studies (e.g.,
geography and economics) seems much less prevalent than that of history and civic education.
This work analyzes textbook content, debunks assumptions about female performance, and
discusses methods for incorporating feminist and postmodern pedagogies into the curriculum.
Geography Curriculum
Dowler (2002) argued utilizing feminist pedagogy to teach geography fosters college
students’ capabilities to work for social change. She defined feminist teaching as “the
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reclamation of voices that were once ignored in traditional academic texts, and…a process where
all students have different but equal voices” (p. 68). The purpose of her college-level World
Regional Geography class was to encourage students to face their prejudices about the nonWestern world. This was achieved through exercises in which students were provided moral
dilemmas featuring American and non-American characters and discuss their hypothetical
responses. For Dowler, these activities were imperative for grappling with prejudice against the
non-White “Other,” and she viewed foregrounding students’ racism in an “uncomfortable
classroom” her fundamental task as a geography instructor: “It is not simply what we teach,
rather it is how we teach which brings with it the full potential for social change” (p. 71).
Simon (2009) described her difficult but rewarding experience teaching an undergraduate
course, Geography and Gender. She found many students rejected the “feminist” label, and
recognized the greatest challenge of the course was “establishing why it was important to study
gender and how such an endeavor could help students understand the world” (p. 15). Through a
mix of relatable articles positioning gender construction (both of femininity and masculinity) and
localized cultural geography, Simon found success leaning into difficult discussions about
gender and sexuality.
In an article focusing on the secondary geography curriculum, Schmidt (2015) utilized
critical postmodern theories of geography to “queer” school spaces. She examined how “queer
subjects are produced and iterated through(out) the curriculum (p. 254) by exploring the ways in
which students shape and produce space within schools through regulation and control.
Recognizing that students construct multiple contested spaces within school, Schmidt suggested
making this implicit curriculum of power relations explicit by mapping it onto traditional subject
matter: “Questions about for whom, by whom, why and how in relation to the presentations
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offered about setting or location produce a rich means for students to dissect the experience of
literary characters or people in history” (p. 270).
Economics Curriculum
As an increasing number of secondary students were required to take economics, research
from the 1970s seemed to demonstrate that female college students were less economically
literate than male students. Hahn (1982) sampled course grades from male and female students in
a required economics course and found no significant statistical difference between them after
taking the course. Her work was an addition to the growing body of research challenging the
assumption that women had less aptitude for economics than men. Hahn and Blankenship (1983)
analyzed the gender equity of secondary economic textbooks between 1975 and 1982. They
found while improvements had been made in economics textbooks published during and after the
women’s movement of the 1970s, they still overwhelmingly privileged men over women in
terms of visual and descriptive presence, in-text quotations, and citations for further reading.
Sociology Curriculum
Elective courses, such as sociology, seem to be the potential area where women’s
experiences and issues of gender are more easily integrated into social studies curriculum.
Stevens and Martell (2016) conducted a mixed methods study in which they interviewed and
observed six sociology teachers from different schools where they noted while “teachers often
ignored or found it difficult to cover women and women’s issues…in their history
classroom…their sociology elective classes allowed for greater emphasis on gender and
women’s issues” (p. 66). However, they found teachers’ perception of gender inequity
influenced their teaching choices. They distinguished between “gender-focused” and “genderblind” teachers. Gender-focused teachers believed structural inequities existed between men and
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women, thus taught about systemic gender inequities. Gender-blind teachers believed men and
women were relatively equal and, thus, did not emphasize the structural inequities between men
and women as often.
Teachers in the Classroom
How have teachers and teacher educators framed methods of including gender and
women’s issues in the classroom? Little research has explored how secondary teachers think
about inclusion of women’s issues and gender in the social studies classroom. Bair (2008)
explored the curriculum development process but did not discuss teacher intentionality. Much of
the scholarship is descriptive and takes place at the university level with preservice teachers
(Asher, 2003; Crocco, 2006; Schocker, 2014; Weis, 2009). Several scholars have examined how
curriculum specifically oriented towards women’s experiences have impacted students (Levstik,
1998; Levstik & Groth, 2002; ten Dam & Rijkschroeff, 1996; ten Dam & Teekens, 1997). Only
one (Hahn, 1996) observed how teachers enacted curriculum in the classroom and found gender
was glaringly absent.
University-School Connections for Inclusion
Winslow (2013), a women’s history scholar, argued historians should pay more attention
to K-12 curriculum. She charged they should become involved in professional development for
teachers and work with schools. However, she recognized the challenges to incorporating
women’s history are significant. Not only are accountability measures and teachers’ lack of
knowledge about content problematic; historians lack of interest in secondary social studies
education remains a barrier to the integration of women’s issues and gender in the social studies
curriculum.
Bair (2008) worked with teachers in a small town in Pennsylvania to develop and
integrate women’s history into the eighth-grade U.S. history curriculum over the course of one
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year. Analysis of a teacher survey led Bair and her colleagues to address four issues: 1) lack of
good resources; 2) lack of time; 3) district and state standards; and 4) teachers’ lack of content
knowledge in women’s history. The issues were addressed by developing a detailed curriculum
guide with annotated resources that was “user-friendly and efficient” (p. 83) and followed district
and state standards. Finally, Bair and her colleagues created a local study group that met
throughout the year to increase their content knowledge. Bair had hoped for more inclusion
throughout the year, but the teachers who implemented the curriculum were pleased with the
amount they included, demonstrating a fissure between the ideal of integration supposed by a
teacher educator and the actual experience of teachers in the field.
Gender as a Topic of Consideration
The only study to observe how gender was (or was not) incorporated into class content was
Hahn’s (1996) study examination of civics classes. Gender was simply not an issue for
consideration in the civics classes she observed. Over the course of her observations, Hahn noted
four instances of gender discussion—all were initiated by female students. The teachers treated
the questions about gender as off-topic distractions or else relied on gendered stereotypes as a
humorous way to explain the content. And while the textbooks provided gender balance, the
material was situated outside the main text and never referred to by the teachers.
Feminisms in Social Studies Research
While liberal feminist theory drives much of the research about women and gender in
social studies, other theoretical frames have entered the field, and it is worth exploring the
different feminist lenses with which to frame research as they may provide insight into how
teachers think about and discuss incorporating gender and women’s experiences in the social
studies classroom. Bernard-Powers (1996) advocated for more than just additive work. As the
ways in which gender is conceived shift, scholars must “diversify [their] lenses” (p. 2). She noted
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social studies research in the 1990s emphasized a liberal feminist focus on equity. However,
research needed to move beyond compensatory structures: “To consider gender and gendered
structures adequately is to consider the places where men and women live and the patterns of
their work, caring, and imaginative expression” (p. 6). Women remain on the “margins or are
invisible, as are their perspectives, experiences, and connections to one another, to men, to
children, and to ideas” (p. 4). Bernard-Powers argued if scholars acknowledged and researched
women’s experiences, the field of social studies education would be “revitalized.”
Liberal Feminism
As Bohan (2017) acknowledged, the bulk of social studies research about women and
gender are practitioner-oriented and additive. Many of the published pieces discussed earlier
assume a liberal feminist theoretical lens. According to Tong (2016), liberal feminism is a wide
umbrella for those who “wish to free women from oppressive gender roles—that is from those
roles used as excuses or justifications for giving women a lesser place, or no place at all, in the
academy, the forum, and the marketplace” (p. 34). Weedon (2000) adds the aim of liberal
feminism is to “achieve full equality of opportunity in all spheres of life without radically
transforming the present social and political system” (p. 4).
Liberal feminists, in other words, seek to end perceived economic, political, intellectual
disparities between men and women. In social studies scholarship, this often manifests as
compensatory lesson plans and activities about women who have contributed politically and
economically (Tetreault, 1986). Carter’s (2011) lesson plan about Alice Paul’s work for
women’s suffrage, Lapham and Hanes’ (2013) piece about Harriet Tubman, and Niederjohn, et
al.’s (2014) article on Janet Yellen are examples of practitioner articles assuming an additive
liberal feminist lens challenging traditional gender roles. Scholars have also demonstrated the
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ways in which the traditional curriculum utilizes and reinforces gender roles and women’s
invisibility in the public sphere, ultimately emphasizing women’s oppression at the hands of a
male-dominated society (Tetreault, 1986). Analyses of U.S. history textbooks such as Trecker
(1973) and Clark, et. al (2004) are examples of this bi-focal liberal feminist lens.
Transformational Feminism
Educational philosopher Lynda Stone (1994) argued a major concern for feminists should
be our culture’s epistemological structures. We cannot change sexism and gender bias if we do
not change the ways we construct and validate knowledge: “To consider gender bias as merely a
political or ethical problem is to leave out the most significant element in its understanding, its
epistemological character” (p. 221). For Stone, we must move beyond the “Platonic” and
“Rousseauean” views of education which reflect the binary of object and subject (p. 222).
Instead, she envisions a “relational epistemology” recognizing “sexual difference and ‘reciprocal
selves’ and seeks the legitimacy of a wide range of being (p. 225-226).
Noddings (1992, 2001, 2015) argued to move away from the compensatory, “add women
and stir” incorporation of women into the social studies curriculum, scholars must re-envision
curriculum: “We note the increase in female names and faces but the maintenance of central
male standards. Is this what we want? Some feminists…want full equality in the world as it has
been defined by men…. Other feminists say ‘no’ to this. We want recognition of important work
that has gone unnoticed precisely because the standard of importance has devalued it”
(Noddings, 1992, p. 232). For Noddings, compensatory history forced women to fit their
experiences into the male model rather than stand on their own as equally valid. She suggested
feminists should articulate a “women’s culture” (p. 240) rather than rush towards the assimilative
tradition of liberal feminism. Rather than focus on the military, political, and biographical
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narratives, Noddings argued social educators should open the social studies “canon” to social
issues such as family and homemaking, love and relationships. Crocco (2001), in her article
about inclusion of gender and sexuality, also called for expanding our conception of citizenship
to include our experiences in the personal sphere. In other words, “citizenship” should be
reconceived as more personal and relational.
Noddings (2001) suggested social studies curriculum should also be more than isolated
disciplines; it should be considered an interdisciplinary curriculum. Their call for integrative
curriculum is reminiscent of Rugg’s (1941) definition of the social studies: “all the materials that
have to do with how people live together” (p. 194). The “care tradition,” as Noddings (2001)
labeled it, would open the historical and contemporary world to social analysis. For example,
asking the question, “Who does the caring now?” potentially addresses not only issues about
gender roles, but also economics and human geography in a more holistic and relational way.
Global/Postcolonial Feminism
According to Tong (2016), global feminism “stresses the links between the various types
of oppression women experience throughout the world….[Global feminists] view feminism as
the process through which women can discuss their commonalities and differences as honestly as
possible” (pp. 232-233). Postcolonial feminists work along similar lines but make the explicit
decision to include the intellectual material of non-Western feminists. Embracing this
global/postcolonial feminist stance, Asher (2003) provided a straightforward and hands-on
approach to move beyond the universalist liberal feminist discourses found in social studies
education. Teacher educators must encourage preservice teachers to continually self-reflect and
share personal stories. When educators deploy these strategies, they become aware of and
sensitive to the existence of multiple perspectives. Once teachers have “normed” the practices of
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sharing experiences and self-reflection, recognizing the multiplicity of perspectives becomes
“natural” and alternative perspectives become “central” to the curriculum as opposed to
peripheral: “Indeed, by encouraging students to share their own stories and engage with the
stories of different others, teachers can foster dialog and self-reflection in the classroom. This
would allow them to locate the multiple perspectives that emerge at the “center” of the
curriculum, rather than as mere ‘add-ons’ at the ‘margins’” (p. 48).
Crocco (2006) enacts this global/postcolonial feminist reflexivity while working through
her own struggles with ethnocentric materials in the social studies classroom. While teaching the
book Shabanu in a university course, Crocco was confronted with students with different cultural
perspectives who found the book full of gendered stereotypes about the experiences of Pakistani
women. Crocco needed to negotiate issues of cultural representation and othering of nonWestern women. Her personal experience in the classroom led her to grapple with the question
of whether it is better to utilize content with stereotypes rather than nothing at all, as the
traditional social studies content tends to render women from non-Western cultures invisible.
Poststructural Feminism
While Weedon (2000) acknowledged the plurality of poststructuralisms, she delineated a
“feminist poststructuralism” that “is able to address the questions of how social relations of
gender, class, and race might be transformed” (p. 20). Weedon found the poststructuralist
theories of women’s language as conceived by Kristeva, Irigaray, and Cixous, as well as
Foucault’s work with discourse and power relations most promising for this transformation. Two
scholars’ work mentioned earlier in the literature review assume the Foucauldian
poststructuralist feminist lens: Engebretson’s (2016) discourse analysis of social studies method
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student discussion about gender and Schmeichel’s (2011, 2014, 2015) discourse analyses of
scholar-written lesson plans for practitioners.
Feminist Theory Applied to Classroom Teachers
Stevens and Martell (2019) interviewed and observed six social studies teachers who
identified as feminist to determine how their beliefs and values influenced classroom
instructional practices. They identified teachers as either “liberal” or “critical” feminist and
determined both types shared certain practices, such as including material beyond the textbook,
actively engaging female students in the classroom, connecting classroom content to
contemporary issues, and promoting women outside the classroom. However, they noted liberal
feminist teachers emphasized coverage of women and focused on individuals and their actions,
whereas critical feminist teachers saw structural issues attached to the concept of gender and
taught for gender equity.
Conclusion
After reviewing the literature, it is clear much has been done to analyze and evaluate
social studies material content. This body of work has clearly demonstrated women are
increasingly present (though integration seems to have tapered off), but in limited,
conventionally-gendered (and sometimes deviant) spaces. Though these evaluations of the
stereotyped content have existed for over forty years, it seems we are no closer to altering the
gender dynamics within the curriculum. Scholars (e.g., Crocco, 2008; Noddings, 1992, 2001,
2015; Scott, 1997) have argued the conventional social studies curriculum must be re-envisioned
if there is ever to be a change in equitable representation of women’s experiences within it. The
emphasis on social studies’ purpose as citizenship education has perhaps encouraged a liberal
feminist focus on equity-as-inclusion rather than a shift in the paradigm, even as other scholars
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attempt to broaden the scope of citizenship (e.g., Merryfield, 2002; Noddings, 1992, 2001, 2015;
Thornton, 2019).
Research on gender equity in the social studies curriculum seems to fall into three
categories that occasionally intersect: 1) gender equity as parity, arguing to add women into the
existing curriculum; 2) gender equity as social justice, contending global and national history
curricula must recognize women’s agency; and 3) equity as gender as an experiential lens,
advocating a revision of the social studies curriculum in which teachers and students examine
how gender shapes sociocultural, political, and economics experiences. While the first two
categories seem to “work within the system” for change, the last requires a transformation, not
merely of the curriculum, but of how knowledge itself is conceived.
Questions remain, however. There is scant literature on why teachers choose to
incorporate gender and women’s issues into their curriculum as well as what those classrooms
look like. It is my intention to address these gaps.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
Introduction
In the last chapter, I evaluated the research about gender and women’s experiences in the
social studies curriculum and analyzed how it was conceived in the literature. The body of work
demonstrated an increasing presence, though narrowly gendered and mainly framed within a
liberal feminist discourse in the curriculum. The literature emphasizes three categories of gender
equity: 1) as parity; 2) as social justice; and 3) as an experiential lens. Little work has been done
on the arguments teachers make for including gender or women’s experiences or what the
inclusion looks like in the classroom. Thus, my research tackles these two considerations. In this
chapter, I will position myself as a researcher, situate my study’s delimitations, describe my
research methodology, detail my plan for data collection and analysis, discuss how to represent
the data accurately, and consider the potential limitations of my study.
Critical Prologue
In qualitative research, “the self is the instrument that engages the situation and makes
sense of it” (Eisner, 2017, p. 34). Because the researcher cannot escape her own subjectivity,
Eisner (2002) suggests researchers construct a “critical prologue” (p. 232) when doing
qualitative research to provide readers with information about one’s positionality and bias.
According to Uhrmacher, et al. (2017), “such an explanation of beliefs and values…allows the
reader to contextualize the criticism in terms of the critic’s belief system” (p. 53).
Studying and working in the theater most of my adult life has shaped my view of texts
(written, visual, and spoken) as inherently unstable objects whose interpretation is dependent
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upon the intersection of personal and community experience. Knowledge, then, is constructed in
the interactions between an individual, cultural and social norms and values (internalized and
externalized), and other individuals and their interactions with cultural and social norms and
values. At the same time, I recognize there is a dominant narrative as to the “Truth” of a
discourse situated within a community’s social and cultural values. However, my experiences in
the theater have taught me that a story can be constructed to emphasize certain points at the
exclusion of others to highlight particular themes and issues. For example, when told from the
perspective of the eponymous character, King Lear is about our powerlessness in the face of
mortality; when told from Gloucester’s, it is about loyalty. Antigone is about standing against
injustice (if you focus on the title character); if focusing on Creon, it is about fulfilling one’s
obligations as a ruler.
I gravitate towards the story-not-told. Including the story-not-told with the story-oftentold unlocks the possibility of alternate narratives to the traditional discourses. My goal is to
enable teachers, students, and others involved in the development of curriculum to think about
the ways we can engage narratives outside the dominant tradition to broaden the scope of social
studies curriculum. My study, then, explores how teachers discuss their decision to integrate
alternative narratives (in this case, gender and women’s experiences) into their social studies
curriculum and what that integration looks like in the classroom.
Educational Connoisseurship and Criticism
For this study, I used educational connoisseurship and criticism3 as conceived by Eisner
(2017). According to Uhrmacher, et al. (2017), when using educational criticism, “the critic uses
ideas, models, and theories from the arts, humanities, or social sciences to provide the reader
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Henceforth, educational criticism.
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with means for understanding what has been described” (p. 3). Educational criticism provides an
opportunity to move away from traditionally positivist and post-positivist ways of doing research
and into more creative and experiential ways of knowing and understanding. To do this work,
one must first be a “connoisseur” (Eisner, 2017) of the object of study. Connoisseurship entails
discernment, “the ability to notice and differentiate qualities;” appreciation, “knowing what to
look for;” and valuing, “knowledge of what constitutes goodness within a particular domain of
study” (Uhrmacher, et al., 2017, pp. 12, 14, & 15).
Educational criticism embraces the subjective in qualitative research and utilizes the
creativity of narrative as a form of knowledge construction. Eisner rejects the traditionally
conceived dichotomy between objective and subjective. Instead, he argues we should view the
world as transactions between what we traditionally define as “objective” and “subjective:”
“[T]he transactive is conceived as the locus of human experience. It is the product of the
interaction between two postulated entities, the objective and the subjective” (p. 52). What we
consider objective reality is, in actuality, processed through our subjective experience of the
world. Thus, all knowledge is mediated by our thought4 and the construction of knowledge can
be considered a creative act. Any attempt at representation is always mediated: “We learn to
write…in order to re-present the world as we know it” (Eisner, 2017, p. 27).
For Eisner, then, “voice,” the researcher’s particular subjective experience transformed
into text, becomes crucial for understanding in qualitative research: “The presence of voice and
the use of expressive language are also important in furthering human understanding…. [I]t is
called empathy” (pp. 36-37). The researcher must creatively express the data so the reader may
“come to know:” “The point…of exploiting language fully is to do justice to what has been seen;
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Or, perhaps, what discourses have brought us to this understanding of the world.
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it is to help readers come to know” (p. 4). Thus, part of my work as a researcher using
educational criticism is to describe and interpret the situation through the construction of a
thematic narrative.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was twofold. First, I examined the ways in which teachers who
report they regularly incorporate issues of gender and/or women’s experiences into their social
studies curriculum described their reasoning and intentions. Second, I explored how those
teachers’ expressed aims are manifested within their classrooms.
Research Questions
•

In what ways do teachers who report they regularly integrate issues of gender and/or
women’s experiences in their social studies curriculum describe their intentions?

•

In what ways do teachers who report they regularly integrate issues of gender and/or
women’s experiences in their social studies curriculum do so in the classroom?
Research Design

Delimitations
My study is an exploration of curriculum consonance (Thornton, 1988). As stated earlier,
curriculum consonance reflects “the relationships among what teachers plan to teach…, what
ensues in the classroom…, and what students learn” (p. 310). My study examines the first two
components: the stated intentions and aims of teachers who report they regularly incorporate
gender and/or women’s experiences in their social studies curriculum as well as the way in
which those curricular intentions and aims are enacted within the classroom. I decided to allow
teachers to define the term “regularly” themselves. It provided me the opportunity to explore the
social and personal discourses undergirding their expressed intentions about integrating gender
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and/or women’s experiences into their curriculum as well as how those intentions are congruent
with the teachers’ actual enactment of their curriculum.
Teachers were identified through personal contacts. Contacts included individual school
administrators, department chairs, secondary teachers, and university instructors. Participants
were emailed, informing them they were identified as an educator who incorporates issues of
gender and/or women’s experiences into their social studies curriculum regularly, and asking if
they would be willing to participate in a study about how gender and women’s experiences are
integrated in the social studies classroom (Appendix A).
Setting
The research took place in two secondary schools: a public charter and a private parochial
school within a large metropolitan area in central Florida. Formal, semi-structured interviews of
teacher-participants were recorded where they felt most comfortable. Informal, unstructured
interviews occurred within the school setting. Observations occurred within the teachers’
classrooms.
Participants
I secured four secondary teachers for my interviews and observations. Three teacherparticipants worked at a public secondary charter school and one worked at a private parochial
secondary school. IRB protocols were followed for all schools in this study (Appendix B). I
contacted acquaintances in social studies departments as well as university instructors for contact
information of potential participants for my research. As stated above, teachers self-selected, as I
chose not to define what it means to incorporate gender and/or women’s experiences into the
social studies curriculum “regularly.” I wished to examine whether teachers considered the
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content found within the explicit curriculum sufficient, whether they supplemented it, and if so,
with what types of materials.
Participants were limited to those who teach any social studies subject matter in high
school (Human Geography, World History, U.S. History, Government, Economics, Psychology,
Sociology, Law Studies, etc.). I decided to look for teachers of any social studies subject, rather
than just one (such as World History) to explore whether there are differences in teacher thinking
about integrating gender and women’s experiences in the different social studies disciplines.
Data Collection
Eisner (2017) suggests utilizing the dimensions found within his “ecology of schooling.”
These dimensions include: 1) the intentional, the aims and goals set for the classroom; 2) the
structural, the forms by which the school and classroom are organized; 3) the curricular, or
content; 4) the pedagogical, or mediation of the content; and 5) the evaluative, the methods by
which we assess students (Eisner, 1988). For my study, I hoped to explore teacher explanations
for why they choose to include gender and/or women’s experiences in their course curriculum
(intentional); the ways in which teachers viewed how their schools help and/or hinder the adding
of curriculum beyond that which has been mandated by the state (structural); the content
provided by the teacher (curricular); the manner in which the teachers disseminated the content
(pedagogical); and the ways in which the teachers assessed the students’ understanding of the
curriculum (evaluative). Therefore, data collected included observations of classroom lessons
and activities, lesson artifacts including (but not limited to) handouts, lecture notes, readings, test
and textbook materials, and audio recordings of interviews of participating teachers.
Classroom observation and artifact collection. I observed each participating teacher
for a minimum of two classes per day over the course of a two-week period. The same classes
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were observed during the two weeks for continuity. There are concerns about the “observer
effect” in qualitative research, and scholars suggest multiple methods researchers can utilize to
ameliorate the impact of observation on participants (e.g., Evertson & Green, 1986; Spano,
2005). However, Monahan and Fisher (2010) challenge the very assumption that “staged
performances” for observers are unreliable data. Instead, they argue recognizing the potentiality
of staged performances is part and parcel of the qualitative researcher’s work: “observations are
data to be interpreted, not the ‘results’ themselves of the study, and as such, data need to be
analyzed…in light of the context in which they were generated” (Monahan & Fisher, 2010, p. 6).
Thus, while I was only be in each classroom for approximately two weeks gathering
observational data, I had prior interviews revealing teacher values and beliefs about teaching for
triangulation. These interviews were analyzed alongside the classroom observations. A second
issue considered was that, by virtue of self-selecting into the study, participating teachers would
have acknowledged they integrate gender and/or women’s experiences into their social studies
curriculum; thus, they might try to increase or improve their integration within the curriculum
due to the presence of the researcher. However, this “staging” of their curriculum would still
provide insight into “what they hold up as ideals [and] what they think might be important for an
outsider to know” (Monahan & Fisher, 2010 p. 12).
I recorded detailed notes during classroom observations to keep a record of my
impressions of the events that occur. Artifacts, such as lesson plans, PowerPoints, handouts, and
formative and summative assessments, were collected as part of data gathering. Their collection
and analysis facilitated interpretation and explanation of participant discussions by providing
data about their pedagogical methods and personal teaching style. This information triangulated
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my analysis of the consonance between the teachers’ stated intentions and their enactment of
curriculum.
Participant interviews. Teachers were interviewed prior to classroom observations. The
interviews ranged from approximately thirty to ninety minutes and were semi-structured. The
goal of the interview was to collect information about how teachers explain their reasoning and
process for incorporating gender and/or women’s experiences into their social studies curriculum
(Appendix C). Formal, semi-structured interviews of teacher-participants were recorded where
they felt most comfortable, such as a café or in their classroom afterschool. Informal,
unstructured interviews occurred within the school setting or via email. I determined with each
teacher the best method and time to have these follow-up interviews.
Participant confidentiality. I maintained participant confidentiality using multiple
methods. First, pseudonyms were utilized for all schools, participants, and individuals, such as
students, administrators, and staff I encountered in the field or through my participants’
interviews. Second, audio recordings and transcripts of teacher participants will be destroyed no
later than five years after my dissertation is published. Third, if actual place names or names of
individuals appeared in the transcripts, they were replaced by pseudonyms selected by me.
Fourth, artifacts had all identifying information, such as teacher name, student name, school
name, and dates removed.
Data Analysis
All audio recordings of participant interviews were transcribed by me. I compared the
transcriptions with the audio to ensure accuracy.
As my worldview stems from an arts perspective rather than a science one, I elected to
follow the flexibility educational criticism affords the researcher and annotate my data rather
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than code it. As Uhrmacher, et al. (2017) note: “Educational criticism, rooted in the arts, may
offer an alternative to coding that, rather than isolating phrases, focuses on the relationship
among them in a complete picture…. The purpose of annotating various elements is to…offer a
new way of seeing the [data] as an interconnected whole” (p. 57). Annotating can be likened to
“open coding” in which the researcher searches the data for patterns that eventually became the
larger themes that moved from the classroom-specific situation to speak to a larger audience
about the interconnections between pedagogy and content when teaching gender and women’s
experiences in the social studies.
Representing the Data Accurately
I operate from the assumption that knowledge is constructed in the interactions between
an individual, cultural and social norms and values (internalized and externalized), and other
individuals and their interactions with cultural and social norms and values. According to Eisner
(2017), “[t]here are multiple ways in which the world can be known…. Human knowledge is a
constructed form of experience and therefore a reflection of mind as well as nature: Knowledge
is made, not simply discovered” (p. 7). Therefore, I do not purport to provide the singular
explanation as to why teachers choose to incorporate gender and/or women’s experiences into
the social studies curriculum; rather, I seek to provide an account for why some teachers choose
to utilize gender and/or women’s experiences in their curriculum and then evaluate the
information for its potential to illuminate the process for other teachers and teacher educators.
Eisner (2017) calls this “referential adequacy.” The purpose is to “bring about a more complex
and sensitive human perception and understanding” (p. 113).
My work will not be the only way to think about this topic; instead, I view it as part of a
larger conversation about how social studies educators can incorporate issues of gender and
women’s experiences into the curriculum. As Peshkin (1985) notes, “ideas are candidates for
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others to entertain, not necessarily as truth, let alone Truth, but as positions about the nature and
meaning of a phenomenon that may fit their sensibility and shape their thinking about their own
inquiries” (p. 280).
Not only did I interview teachers about their intentions, but I examined how and to what
extent those intentions played out in the classroom through observations of classrooms and
artifacts. Thus, my data collection provided me with what Eisner (2017) calls “structural
corroboration,” “a means through which multiple types of data are related to each other to
support or contradict the interpretation and evaluation of a state of affairs” (p. 110). In terms of
conventional research validity, structural corroboration would be considered triangulation of
data. The multiple sites of data I used include teacher interviews, classroom observations, and
artifact analysis. It was also important that participants in the study believe they are represented
accurately; therefore, I conducted member checks of my written interviews and observations, so
participants were able to confirm and clarify information provided.
How do I know if my representation of the data is accurate? According to Mitchell
(1995), “representation is always of something or someone by something or someone, to
someone” (p. 12). My decision to use educational criticism to create a thematic narrative is one
way the data may be represented. Constantin Stanislavski, the Russian realist, argued
representation cannot be an exact copy of the original; rather, the creator of a work (of art,
literature, even scholarship) must find what he called the “typical” and relay those moments to
her audience so they may see the whole (Benedetti, 2004, pp. 17-18). In other words, scholars
and critics must be able to recognize and “believe” the world I describe. My narrative
representation of the teachers and classrooms I observed must be “believable.” Audio recordings
and transcriptions provide the factual elements, but my narrative construction of teacher thinking
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and the world of the classroom must also “ring true” for my readers. There is no “objective” set
of standards for this process—remember, Eisner (2017) calls the objective and subjective
“postulated entities,” and the interaction of the two, the transactive, is where experience lies (p.
52). Composing a narrative is an inherently creative act that arises out of the interactions
between my embodied experiences and the embodied experiences of others, as well as my
understandings of these concepts, “objective” and “subjective.” Therefore, my personal
experiences as a secondary classroom teacher and my training in thematic interpretation, honed
over years of work in theatrical and literary analysis, provided me with the ability to locate
unifying themes and skillfully weave them throughout my narrative. At the same time, I
recognize the need for audience corroboration as I develop my themes. Therefore, I utilized peer
checks throughout the data analysis process to evaluate the “believability” of my themes and
narrative.
However, I must also be aware of any “disconfirming evidence” (Eisner, 2017, p. 111),
credible data points that do not fit with the larger themes and conclusions reached. By addressing
the data that does not confirm conclusions reached, I acknowledge the inherent heterogeneity of
qualitative research without relinquishing my own point of view (Eisner, 2017).
Limitations
My research specifically seeks out participants who report they integrate gender and/or
women’s experiences in their social studies curriculum. It also relies, in part, on the participants’
self-report of their intentions for incorporating gender and/or women’s experiences in their
curriculum. Therefore, one limitation will be some degree of social desirability bias, “the
tendency to say things which place the speaker in a favourable light” (Nederhof, 1985, p. 264).
Another limitation, as with all research, is the potential that another researcher may see other
ways to view the data. However, my work is not undertaken to confirm a singular point that
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others have previously proven. Rather, I undertake this work with the hope that the interpretation
and explanation I provide about how teachers talk about integrating gender and/or women’s
experiences and what that looks like in the classroom rings true for readers. As Eisner (2017)
states, “consensual validation…is typically a consensus won from readers who are persuaded by
what the critic has had to say, not by consensus among several critics” (p. 113).
Conclusion
In this chapter, I have positioned my subjective self as a researcher, described my chosen
research methodology and provided a rationale for its use, described my research methodology
and plan for data collection and analysis, discussed how I will address issues of representational
accuracy, and considered the potential limitations of my study. Educational criticism, my
selected research methodology, provides me the opportunity to embrace the interaction between
“subjective” and “objective” as the manner in which knowledge is constructed, and use my
creative voice to develop a credible interpretation and evaluation of the educational situation I
will observe. In the next chapter, I describe my study participants, outline the themes to be
detailed in my presentation of data, position myself in relation to my study participants and the
data I collected, describe the format for presenting the data I collected, and present and analyze
the data.
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CHAPTER FOUR: PORTRAITS
Introduction
In the last chapter, I positioned myself as a researcher, situated my study’s delimitations,
described my research methodology, detailed my plan for data collection and analysis, discussed
how to represent the data accurately, and considered the potential limitations of my study. In this
chapter, I describe my study participants, outline the themes to be detailed in my presentation of
data, position myself in relation to my study participants and the data I collected, describe the
format for presenting the data I collected, and present and analyze the data.
Study Participants
Sonya Woodhull is a sixth-year teacher at Cypress Glen Preparatory High School, a
public charter school in a large metropolitan area in central Florida. She teaches Advanced
Placement (AP) Psychology, on-level Sociology, and on-level U.S. Government. AP Psychology
includes sophomores, juniors, and seniors. Sociology is comprised of mainly seniors and juniors.
Government is a senior-level course. I was able to observe her two sections of AP Psychology as
well as her one section of Sociology.
Sandra Paul is in her ninth year of teaching. She also teaches at Cypress Glen Preparatory
High School. The courses she teaches are Advanced Placement (AP) Human Geography and
Contemporary History. Both are ninth-grade level courses. While I was able to interview Sandra,
I was not able to observe her classes due to Sandra’s time constraints.
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Ruth Stanton is a fifth-year year teacher at Cypress Glen Preparatory High School. She
teaches Advanced Placement U.S. Government, Honors Economics, and Advanced Placement
U.S. History. AP U.S. Government is a senior-level class, as is Economics. AP U.S. History is
made up of juniors. I was able to observe her AP U.S. Government and AP U.S. History classes.
Elena Anthony is a first-year teacher at Lakeview Catholic High School, a private
parochial school in a large metropolitan area in central Florida. She teaches one Advanced
Placement (AP) Art History class and several on-level World History classes. The AP Art
History class is a mix of sophomores, juniors, and seniors, while her World History classes are
sophomores. I observed all of her classes at least once.
Themes to Be Described
Over the course of this chapter, I will discuss five themes. Four will be described in my
discussion of my interviews; the fifth will be demonstrated in the description of classroom
observations. The themes are as follows:
•

How participants view the purpose of social studies education

•

Why participants incorporate women’s experiences and gender into their curriculum

•

How participants define the incorporation of women’s experience and gender

•

How participants describe the challenges to incorporation

•

How participants enact incorporation in their classrooms
Defining Incorporation
When crafting my study, I purposefully did not define what the incorporation of gender

and/or women’s experiences would look like in the classroom. I wanted to know how the
teachers who would participate defined incorporation as it might provide insight regarding the
impact of societal values about gender and sex on teacher thinking about social studies
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curriculum. I utilize Tetreault’s (1986) phase model analyzing the incorporation of women into
history to explain my participants’ definitions of incorporation of women and gender. While
Lerner (2005) and McIntosh (1983) also have phase models, Tetreault’s model has been used in
other studies (e.g. Schrader & Wotipka, 2011), and I find it the simplest to apply across the
various social studies disciplines I discuss below.
Tetreault outlined five levels of integration of women into history: male, compensatory,
bi-focal, feminist, and relational. Male history is solely found within the public sphere. Its
emphasis is on military and political actions, as well as economic and intellectual achievements.
Compensatory history recognizes women have been left out of the equation, and thus seeks out
the women who made contributions within the public sphere.
Bi-focal history views history in binary—men and women, public and private. An
emphasis is placed on women’s oppression by patriarchal social and political culture and
women’s fight for suffrage and equal rights. Feminist history reconsiders “appropriate” historical
knowledge to include spaces where women are situated. Experiences of childhood, marriage, and
motherhood are considered alongside traditional public sphere history. Relational history is
gender-balanced and considers human experience holistically. The private and public spheres are
interconnected—changes within one sphere affect the other, and both must be evaluated for their
interrelated impacts. Intersectionality is also crucial for understanding historical actions and
agency in relational history. Race, class, gender, and ethnicity must be addressed in order to
avoid broad generalizations.
Critical Prologue
“[T]here is never a single story; many could be told.”
Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot, Reflections on Portraiture
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As I read through my data, I struggled with the question of presentation. How do I craft
rigorously analyzed, data-laden narratives that capture the full character of the teachers who
participated in my study: their passion for teaching, their certainty of purpose, their struggles to
articulate their feelings, their decisions to reveal and conceal information as they construct
narratives about themselves. As readers will see, I have varying complex and nuanced
relationships with my participants. These relationships have shaped my understanding of the data
as I move between my analysis of their aspirations for teaching situated in our conversations and
my witnessing their classrooms.
Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot (2005) writes about portraiture as a method for presenting
research. Just as Eisner (2017) argues “the self is the instrument that engages the situation and
makes sense of it” (p. 34), Lawrence-Lightfoot maintains “the portraitist emerges as an
instrument of inquiry” in qualitative research (p. 11). In Lawrence-Lightfoot’s vision, the
researcher operates similarly to an artist, searching for “the essence” of the people and spaces she
seeks to capture on paper. Here, the researcher must acknowledge her active construction of
knowledge between the data collected and her experience of collecting that data, as she is an
interactive participant in the moments of collection. Not only that, the researcher continues to
participate in the creation of meaning as she seeks to define themes. Thus, as Eisner (2017)
reflects, the researcher is situated in a transactive space between “two postulated entities, the
objective and the subjective” (p. 52). Lawrence-Lightfoot (2005) captures the paradox facing the
researcher in this space:
[T]here is a crucial dynamic between documenting and creating the narrative, between
receiving and shaping, reflecting and imposing, mirroring and improvising…a string of
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paradoxes. The effort to reach coherence must both flow organically from the data and
from the interpretive witness of the portraitist (p. 10).
To present my data, I have decided to create portraits of the teachers who participated in
my study. The portraits are structured in two parts: the first part explores these teachers’
intentions: why they aspire to incorporate women’s experiences and gender into their classroom
curriculum; how they define that incorporation; and what these teachers see as the challenges to
the incorporation of women’s experiences and gender into their curriculum. This section, then,
comprises the data for my first research question:
•

In what ways do teachers who report they regularly integrate issues of gender and/or
women’s experiences in their social studies curriculum describe their intentions?
The second part of each portrait is a “scene” taken from a classroom observation from

each teacher, save one, with whom I was unable to schedule classroom observation time. The
scene serves two functions: first, as a description of the space in which these teachers’ intentions
and aspirations for incorporating gender and women’s experiences in their curriculum play out;
and second, as a synecdoche of these teachers’ enactment of their intentions.
The labeling of my classroom observations as “scenes” is a purposeful return to my roots
in the theater. The scene is where the action of a play unfolds—the interactions among characters
within the bounds of theatrical space. Themes emerge to the viewer from seemingly
straightforward actions when coupled with visual metaphor. In his preface to The Glass
Menagerie, Tennessee Williams explained artists utilize different theatrical techniques “to find a
closer approach, a more penetrating and vivid expression of things as they are” (Williams, 1990,
p. 131). For Williams, the writer creates a structure in words and images in an attempt to capture
an essence of experience. In this sense, I recognize my role in crafting this narrative, as
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Lawrence-Lightfoot (2005) argues, “receiving and shaping, reflecting and imposing, mirroring
and improvising” (p. 10).
The scenes are detailed, a critical factor, as Eisner (2017) argues, “the text
should…enable readers to get a feel for the place or process and, where possible and appropriate,
for the experience of those who occupy the situation” (p. 89). Lawrence-Lightfoot (2005) argues
portraiture has “the ability to embrace contradictions,…document the beautiful/ugly experiences
that are so much a part of the texture of human development and social relationships” (p. 9). I
seek a similar recognition of the contradictions between our intentions and our interactions with
the world around us as I capture these scenes from my participants’ classrooms. The scenes,
then, comprise the data of my second research question:
•

In what ways do teachers who report they regularly integrate issues of gender and/or
women’s experiences in their social studies curriculum do so in the classroom?
Portrait: Sonya Woodhull
Sonya Woodhull is in her sixth year teaching social studies at Cypress Glen Preparatory

High School, a public charter school in central Florida. She teaches Government, Sociology,
Philosophy, and Advanced Placement Psychology. Advanced Placement courses are collegelevel classes created by the College Board, a company that also developed the SAT, a college
entry test. AP classes have a structured curriculum and offer a standardized test at course
completion. Many colleges and universities accept passing AP scores as college credit. The
courses I observed Sonya teach were AP Psychology and Sociology. Cypress Glen runs on a
block schedule, where classes meet every other day for ninety minutes Mondays through
Thursdays; on Fridays students attend all eight classes.
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Sonya is the department chair of the social studies department at her school and was my
contact person when I sought teachers for my study. Sonya puts one at ease immediately. She is
focused, thoughtful, and reflective when it comes to her work. Sonya graduated from a large
public university in Florida with a degree in psychology and then pursued her master’s in
Teaching for Social Science Education at a different institution. It becomes clear from my
observations that she truly loves teaching psychology, and she knows the content inside and out.
She has presented professional development materials at national and state conferences and
enjoys developing materials for her students.
Not only does Sonya hold high expectations for herself, she expects the same from her
colleagues and students. When students appear to have not followed through with their work, she
will often warn them to pick up the slack; then, during a subsequent class, she will hold them
accountable through reading checks and quizzes. Many semesters, she hosts pre-service intern
teachers, and works closely with them as they develop and try out lesson plans. But she also
recognizes when the training wheels need to come off and expects interns to behave like
professionals.
Sonya also happens to be one of my colleagues in my doctoral program. We met as firstyear doctoral students. We have taken numerous courses together, we have attended and
presented at conferences together, and we continue to collaborate on writing projects.
The bones of Sonya’s classroom are industrial. The floor is linoleum; the yellow-ochre
walls do not quite seem to reach to the ceiling, leaving a slight gap. It is not difficult to hear
noise seep from other classrooms. The ceiling is high, black, and open, so one can see the lattice
of ventilation ducts. But Sonya has made her room comfortable. On one wall is a large and deep
leather couch; next to it sits a small bookshelf with ancillary titles—some relating to her courses,
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but fiction titles as well. In a far corner, facing the door is her desk; her bachelor’s and master’s
diplomas hang on the wall beside it. Next to those are several photos of Sonya with friends. Near
the desk is a narrow table where Sonya places the work her students needed for the day and on
that sits a vase of silk flowers. Hanging from the ceiling are student-created mobiles of the parts
of the human brain.
Sonya’s parents both worked in the public school system. Her mother discouraged her
from going into teaching, but she was drawn the profession because she felt her father made a
difference in students’ lives, and she wanted to do the same:
I wanted to make a difference, and in my sophomore year of college I had a bit of an
existential crisis. I was a business major, and I had no desire to be a business major, and
my mother had told me to never be a teacher. She was a teacher, but I thought I would try
it out because my father is also an educator, and he always made a difference in people’s
lives. He was a guidance counselor, and I saw how valuable that was to him.
Social Studies Education: Citizenship and Perspective-Taking
Sonya believes the purpose of social studies education is to prepare students for
citizenship. But citizenship is more than learning about the structure of government or how to
vote. For Sonya, preparation for citizenship means understanding people hold different
perspectives, respecting those differences, and learning to compromise for the larger good:
“[F]or me, citizenship is about being able to take on multiple perspectives, the ability to engage
in dialogue, sometimes make compromises, a willingness to understand another’s point of view.
Things like that.” She hopes that students who come to her classes develop a “greater complexity
when they look at the world.”
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As a former psychology major, Sonya believes it is important for her students to
recognize the motivations behind their actions. She sees this as part and parcel of understanding
others’ perspective: “One big takeaway I love to see is that students explain their own behavior
and have an ability to understand why people do the things they do.” A major influence in her
thinking about perspective-taking arises from her memories of a multicultural psychology course
she took in college in which students examined their own identities through the lenses of
privilege and oppression:
[E]very week, essentially, we did a few readings about things ranging from, like,
microaggression to cultural experiences. And then, in class, we would come in and all
talk about our experiences, and every week we had to say whether or not this aspect of
our identity had been privileged or oppressed.
Thinking Purposefully about Incorporation
Though Sonya has been teaching for six years, her decision to consciously incorporate
gender and women’s experiences is a recent phenomenon. In fact, it was not until a few years
ago when she began her doctoral work that Sonya started to think about the lack of women in
social studies, and in particular, her psychology curriculum. Two pressure points seemed to
align—one from her classroom, the other from her doctoral program:
I actually didn’t really actively consider how I was incorporating women until a couple of
years ago; it was, well, it was, coincidentally, my first semester teaching philosophy, but
also my first semester in my doc [sic] program. And I had a student at the end of my
philosophy course look at me and say, “Where are the women? Why have you not taught
us about any women?” And I thought, “Oh well, I guess I haven’t talked to you about
anyone. Well, there’s Simone de Beauvoir who is kind of around,” and I sort of rush to
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explain myself. And, also, that same semester, I met you [me, Andrea, the researcher].
And you seem to be very persistent about, not just the inclusion, but the infusion, of
women in the social studies. And it was something that I never thought about
purposefully.
“Something I Didn’t Want to Ignore in the Classroom”
In her discussions about incorporating women’s experiences and gender into her
curriculum, Sonya mostly considers integration in compensatory ways, seeking women who
have contributed to the field and whom she feels have been ignored: “I sort of took a critical lens
on myself and thought about how I could be more purposeful and not just mentioning a woman’s
name from time to time, but actually bringing these people to life.”
When speaking about how she brings women into her psychology class, she recognizes
the curriculum fosters a male-dominant narrative. Textbooks are “full of white men as our major
theorists….So I try to incorporate different positions besides the dominant theorists.” She adds:
I thought: “Why am I just telling stories about these men?” So I did a little bit of research
for myself and also for a project for presenting at NCSS [National Council for the Social
Studies]. I looked into a slew of, probably about ten famous women in psychology, and
not just women today, but women throughout the history of psychology. And I’ve been
finding ways to bring up their names more actively in class, and to do the same thing I
would do for the male theorists that I’ve been doing: I might put their picture on the
board, tell some back story, talk about their greatest contribution to the field. And I’ve
tried to do it in a way that is seamless, so it’s no different than the way that I talk about
different famous men in the field.
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Sonya feels she has not been able to incorporate women in her philosophy class due to
time constraints. When thinking about units on existentialism and ethics, Sonya struggles with
the feeling that in order to incorporate women in the curriculum, she would have had to leave out
critical male figures: curricular decision-making as a zero-sum game:
I actually only taught Kierkegaard, Sartre, and Nietzsche, and so the question will be who
of those do I take out to include a female? And I feel like I would be doing students a
disservice to not know those really seminal pieces in the field of existentialism, for
instance, and give them someone else just for the sake of making sure I’m inclusive. And
I feel, probably, Ethics, I might have had room. But again, it’s like, you know, you have
to teach them Kant, and you have to teach these really big names. And I guess there is a
part of me that thinks that their study would be incomplete without these really famous
male characters, and I don’t feel comfortable enough with the subject matter to just infuse
females the way I do in Psychology.
While Sonya talks about incorporation as adding female figures in her Psychology and
Philosophy classes, when she describes teaching Government, her thinking shifts into more of a
bi-focal frame—examining women’s oppression and the struggle for equality:
I do one lesson about who is qualified for the presidency, and I know I engage students in
a debate about, like, how historically, we’ve always had a male; whether or not that’s a
necessary criterion. We do talk about [how] in the Declaration of Independence all men
are created equal. We talk about the Nineteenth Amendment; so, topics come up. It’s not
as purposeful; I would say it’s like, as these topics arise, I’m willing to engage in the
discussion; but I don’t know that there’s necessarily female figures in government that I
point to because it’s not a U.S. History course. They’ve already taken U.S. History. It’s
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more about the structure of government. But when women’s issues do come up, I’m not
afraid to take them head on. For instance, we just did a current event roundtable activity
about sexual misconduct in politics, and what that’s like for the victims that experience it,
and why it might be difficult for a woman—or anyone—to come out against someone in
a position of power, and why people are choosing to come out now. So, this #MeToo5
movement that’s been going on seemed like something I didn’t want to ignore in the
classroom.
“Our Students Become More and More Aware”
Sonya sees the lack of content about women and gender in the curriculum posing a
challenge to incorporation. While she has added female theorists to her AP Psychology
curriculum, she acknowledges that it is not included in the curriculum and is, therefore, not
tested:
I don’t want to say, “Well, it’s not on the test.” And I almost want to start including
that….I’m to the point where I think I need to more actively test information about the
women I’m including because they’re still not on the Advanced Placement curriculum.
In addition to the mandated and provided curriculum, time is also a factor Sonya must
consider when incorporating women’s experiences and gender. For her Philosophy course,
Sonya utilizes materials from the Center for Learning6 that provide her with background
information, student content, and assignments. However, she notes the curriculum has made no
room for women philosophers, and Sonya has little time to dedicate to building that content up:

5
The #MeToo movement coalesced in the Fall of 2017 after Ronan Farrow published an exposé of Hollywood
producer Harvey Weinstein cataloguing his sexual assaults and abuse against aspiring and established actresses. The
term was originally coined in 2006 by Tarana Burke to acknowledge the sexual violence toward Black women that
often went unspoken. Actress Alyssa Milano “reactivated” the phrase, and it “became shorthand for a decentralized
campaign against gender-based violence and abuse” (Remnick, 2018).
6
http://www.centerforlearning.org
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[I]n philosophy, I’m guilty of still not incorporating women because that’s my third prep
and the curriculum I use doesn’t have the inclusion of females. And perhaps there is a
better curriculum out there, but with multiple preps and also being in school, I just don’t
have the time in my day to find the materials.
And even though Sonya finds these challenges and obstacles difficult to overcome, she
acknowledges the importance of the work of incorporating women’s experiences and gender into
the curriculum because students are aware they are missing:
I think it’s really meaningful work, and when I don’t do it I kind of kick myself. So, I
mentioned to you previously, and I’ll say it again, that I had another student in
philosophy this year ask me, “Where are the women?” And I thought, “Well…” [Here,
Sonya shrugs her shoulders.] It was kind of, just a sigh of, I don’t know. What’s the word
I’m looking for? I just regret, almost like I could have [included more women]. And
every chance that I have to include women just sort of goes past, and I think, with our
students in social studies, we need to be more careful in the way that we discuss these
topics and do so in a more inclusive way. Because every year that passes, I think our
students become more and more aware of who is included and who’s not included and
why. So, I think it’s important to take advantage of every opportunity in the
classroom…But it is really meaningful work, and it’s a challenge, but it’s worth it in the
end.
Sonya Woodhull: Scenes
“Men Don’t Clean and They’re Super Strong”
Sonya teaches one section of Sociology. There are twenty-six students in the class; the
breakdown in terms of sex are twelve female and fourteen male. Most students are seniors, but
there are a mix of sophomores and juniors as well. As the class is an elective, and it is the spring
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semester, Sonya keeps the reading and homework load relatively light. While I observed her,
Sonya taught a unit on gender socialization. The students discussed how much of gender is
biologically determined and how much is socially constructed. During the first week, the
emphasis was on influences on gender socialization in the family. Students watched the
documentary, Babies, which shows the first year of life for infants in Japan, Mongolia, Namibia,
and the United States. They were asked to compare and contrast familial relationships and
developmental milestones across the cultures. The second week, and the class from which I
devise the following scene, emphasized the students’ personal reflections on familial, peer, and
societal influences on their gender socialization.
Sonya asks the students to recall a list of essential male and female qualities they
created during the previous class: “Help me out. We started a list, and I want it up here
for reference: qualities describing males and qualities describing females.” The students
recreate their lists aloud while Sonya writes them on the board. Many of the items on the
student-generated list form binary pairings:
Essential Male Qualities
Football
Joggers
Sports
Breadwinner
Action Figures
Math & Science
Big Trucks
Big Dogs
Big Food
Bad Handwriting
Less Colorful Stuff

Essential Female Qualities
Malls
Dresses
Cheerleading
Household
Dolls
English & Art
Make Believe
Salads
Skirts
Good Handwriting
Colorful
Cooking

Sonya wraps up by asking the students for a few more qualities: “Are there a couple
more to add just to get our references?”
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Several male students respond: “Males go off to war and females stay and help
with home.” “Blue for males, pink for females.” “Males are more stoic, and females are
more emotional.” A young woman adds, “Females eat salad and males eat big or fast
food, I remember.” A male student asks, “Can we not put that back? I like salads.”
Sonya dives in with questions about where these stereotypes develop. “So, we are
looking at gender stereotypes, and these are beginning to be assigned at birth, like with
baby showers. So, family is big. Are there others?”
Male students respond: “Peers.” “Schools.” Sonya follows up: “How?” A young
man replies, “Uniform regulations are different.” Sonya agrees. “That’s a good one.”
Sonya often provides students opportunities to discuss their own experiences with each
other. In the following instance, she asks the students to share their personal experiences in small
groups and then brings the conversation back to the larger class.
Sonya clicks forward on her PowerPoint7 and reads off the questions students are
to answer. “Ok, break into your small groups and discuss these four questions: What
messages did you receive as a child about what it meant to be a ‘boy’ or a ‘girl?’ Have
you ever systematically considered how you developed your gender identity? How are
your gender identity and expression informed or affected by your experiences growing
up? What messages do you send others regarding what it means to be a ‘boy’ or a
‘girl?’”
After fifteen minutes, Sonya rings a bell to bring class back. “Whole class recap:
first question: Messages you received?” A male student kicks off the discussion. “We

7

Appendix D
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talked about toys. I had a bunny and blue blanket.” A young woman adds, “Girls have to
wear dresses.” Sonya asks, “Was this enforced?” Several female students concur.
The female students begin discussing their experiences as children. One offers, “I
was a tomboy, but my mom would always do my hair and make me wear skirts.” Another
young woman replies, “My parents stuck me in ballet and my brother in soccer.” “I
would sit with my legs spread and my mom would correct me.” Sonya adds,
“Manspreading—a gendered term.”
A young man says, “My dad would tell me to ‘man-up’ when I would get hurt or
sad to get over it.” Sonya comments, “It’s a heavy term. Meaning?” Another male
student responds. “Get over it. Stop crying.” Sonya turns to the young women in the
class. “Ladies? Were you told to ‘man-up?’” A female student replies, “Yeah—the men,
like my uncles, but not my mom.” Another young woman responds, “Not ‘man-up,’ but be
more lady-like. I used to make spit bubbles. My dad would tell me to stop and be more
‘lady-like.’” Sonya reiterates the point: “So he wasn’t saying be polite, but more ladylike.”
“What about Question Two?” Sonya moves to the next question on the
PowerPoint: “Have you ever systematically considered how you developed your gender
identity?” A female student explains, “I don’t think it’s too much a system, but seeing
what it is and isn’t to do.” Sonya follows up. “Did you ever think about it this way before
this class?” The young woman replies: “No.” Another female student adds, “I’m a girlygirl. My mom is the opposite and would put me in pants, so I’ve listened to podcasts
about it.”
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A male student says, “When I was younger, I used to think about the fact that we
had two separate locker rooms and bathrooms, and then my mom explained why and it
made sense.” Sonya asks the young man to clarify his statement: “Explain that and use
the most academic language you can. What made sense?” The young man replies, “Why
have two different places if we’re the same? But she pointed out the differences.” Sonya
helps the young man explain: “Body part differences.” He agrees. “Yes.” A young
woman returns to the comment made by the student who talked about being a “girlygirl.” “Based off of what Veronica said, it isn’t so much about gender identity. I think I
shouldn’t have to wear certain things or do certain things because I’m female or male.”
Sonya moves to the next question: “How are your gender identity and expression
informed or affected by your experiences growing up?” A female student describes the
difference between identity and expression: “Identity is: ‘Do you feel like a boy or a
girl?’ Expression is how you show it, like Jaden Smith wearing skirts.” Sonya follows up.
“Do body parts have anything to do with it?” A male student replies, “Sort of. I didn’t
have an existential moment, but I have ‘this,’” He refers to his body, “so I’m like this.”
Sonya questions the student’s assumptions: “But for some people, what they have and
what they feel don’t match.”
A female student asks: “Question: if you’re a boy but if you like girly things, why
can’t you just be…” She trails off. Another female student asks for clarification. “Identity
is female anatomy rather than sex?” Sonya tries to explain: “Gender identity disorder8 is
when someone feels they should have been a boy or a girl: Their gender identity does not

8

In 2013, the American Psychological Association changed the term “gender identity disorder” to “gender
dysphoria” thereby placing emphasis on the need to “resolve distress” over an individual’s feeling a mismatch
between identity and body. In 2018, the World Health Organization changed the term to “gender incongruence” and
moved it out of the category of mental disorders. (Russo, 2017; World Health Organization, 2018).
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match their sex.” A young man asks, “So if you got male parts but identify as a girl,
you’re still a girl?” Sonya adjusts the term: “You’d be a transgender female.” Another
young man jumps in. “Ok, I just need clarification. People talk about trans, but I don’t
understand.”
Sonya breaks down the various terms for gender identity. “The term for you if you
identify as your born sex is ‘cis.’ ‘Trans,’ if you identify as female and have male
anatomy.” A female student asks, “So if you identify as female and were born as a
female, you are cis-gender?” Sonya nods her head. “Yes. Sometimes allies use these
terms too.” A male student says, “I wish more people would do that.”
Sonya asks, “Why do we need this answered?” A young woman replies, “I want
to know to use the right term.”
And a young man responds, “Yes, but also if you’re going to flirt…”
Sonya follows up. “So, thinking about your own sexual preferences, you’d want to
know?” She throws the question out to the larger group.
Several young women respond. “We grew up boy/girl, but now I need to know just
for reference.” “It’s still like everyone’s tiptoeing around because everyone’s not used to
it. It’s human curiosity—we want to know.” “I don’t want to use the wrong term.”
Sonya asks the class, “Would you say this is taboo?” A young woman responds,
“For Americans it’s not because you can do what you want and be what you want, but in
another culture, it might be taboo.” Sonya pushes the student to clarify. “So not taboo,
but maybe deviant?” Referring to the concept of transgender identity, another female
student asks, “Is this just here?” Sonya replies, “No, there’s evidence of this across
cultures and throughout history. For all of us, when we’re little, we have schemas. We
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think in a binary way. So, this whole movement is about getting away from binaries.” A
young man seems confused. “But isn’t [sic] there still just two?” Sonya attempts to
explain. “Well, when you add expression, it can be very different.”
Sonya moves on to the next question on the PowerPoint, “What messages do you
send others regarding what it means to be a ‘boy’ or a ‘girl?’” This question seems to be
tough for students to answer.
A young man responds. “If you’re told to man up, you will tell others.” A young
woman counters, “I wouldn’t say anything now because you don’t know how people will
respond. I don’t want to tell someone to be lady-like or ‘man-up’ because I don’t want to
be attacked.”
Sonya asks, “What about before, when you were a kid…” A young man is honest:
“I would’ve made fun of a kid that came dressed like a girl. I was not a nice kid.” A
female student tells a story about a friend. “One day at ‘You Do the Dishes,’ my friend, a
boy, wanted to paint a mermaid, and his dad didn’t want him to and got mad. One day he
dressed up with me like a princess, and his dad got really mad.” Sonya asks, “Does he
still express himself in these feminine ways?” The young woman responds, “No—he had
that drilled right out of him.”
The conversation peters out, and Sonya moves on. She clicks to a slide defining
gender socialization: “The process of learning the social expectations and attitudes
associated with one’s sex. Males and females learn different roles.” The students write
down the definition. When they are finished, she has them copy down a chart for the
gender socialization lab that asks, “What product is being advertised? Can it be used by
either gender? What socializing messages are present in this advertisement?” Students
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complete chart with small side conversations: I overhear one young woman in the back
make a joke to another student, “‘Excuse me Ma’am’ [Deep voice.] ‘I’m not a ma’am’
[Back to her regular voice]. We can’t even call people a boy or a girl anymore.”
Throughout the above section, Sonya demonstrates her desire to foster dialogue among
her students. Dialogue, as she mentioned, is a critical component of civic education that ties to
compromise and acknowledging others’ perspectives: “citizenship is about being able to take on
multiple perspectives, the ability to engage in dialogue, sometimes make compromises.” Most of
her interventions within the activity tend to support and reinforce student comments as well as
prod them to think deeper by asking follow-up questions. There was only one point in which
Sonya “led” discussion in a traditional manner—when the students specifically asked for
clarification regarding sex, gender identity, and gender expression.
Female students were more apt to bounce their responses off each other rather than
directly respond to Sonya, engaging in dialogue among themselves as well as with Sonya. Much
of their comments about gender socialization revealed the unsurprising push of family to
reinforce traditional gender norms. The young women emphasized forced parental gendering of
their appearance and activities: “my mom would always do my hair and make me wear skirts;”
“[m]y parents stuck me in ballet and my brother in soccer.” Simultaneously, they revealed their
desire to transgress those same gendered norms—both above quotes demonstrate a resistance to
and dissension with parental enforcement of gender norms. Other female students also discussed
their transgressions and how they were suppressed: “I would sit with my legs spread and my
mom would correct me;” “I used to make spit bubbles. My dad would tell me to stop and be
more ‘lady-like.’”
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When discussing these personal reflections about gender socialization, the male students
in the class were more apt to reify the gender binary as biologically determined: “I didn’t have an
existential moment, but I have this [he refers to his physical body], so I’m like this;” “When I
was younger, I used to think about the fact that we had two separate locker rooms and
bathrooms….Why have two different places if we’re the same? But she [the student’s mother]
pointed out the differences.” And this biologically defined concept of “sex-gender” is rooted in
sexual activity. In their discussion of cis- and transgender identity, when Sonya queried why a
male student would want more people to specifically identify their “non-normative” gender
category, another male student responded, “if you’re going to flirt.” The implication here is that
the heterosexual, cis-gendered male student can only engage in sexual banter and, perhaps,
activity with a heterosexual, cis-gendered female.
Both male and female students seemed to demonstrate discomfort at the disruption of the
sex-gender binary. As seen above, the male student implied that appropriate sexual behavior
involves appropriate sex-gender binary pairings. Female students also struggled to understand
the how and why of non-binary identity and expression: “if you’re a boy but like girly things,
why can’t you just…” Here, a female student began to lump sexual identity and gender
expression together but was unable to complete her thought. Another young woman desired
people to specify their gender identities because “I want to know to use the right term.” While
this student was not explicitly linking sexual activity and gender identity/expression, she sought
to label identity and expression as knowable categories that can be compared against cis- and
hetero-, thus reifying heterosexual as the dominant pole of the sex-gender binary. Finally, there
is flat-out resistance to the disruption of the sex-gender binary, as one young woman quietly
commented to a peer, “We can’t even call people a boy or a girl anymore.”
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Once the students have finished copying the chart, Sonya displays the first
advertisement9. The image is an advertisement for Old Spice Body Wash. It shows a
physically fit black man wearing white pants, his shirt wrapped around his shoulders,
one arm akimbo, sitting on a white horse. He stares at the viewer in a penetrating
manner while holding the product and water spills from his hand. “What’s the first
product?”
A young man says, “Old Spice Body Wash.” Sonya asks, “Can this be used by
either gender?” A young woman responds, “Yes.” A young man jokes, “No—it smells
like B.O.” Sonya reinforces her question. “But can anyone use it?” The male student
thinks for a moment, then, realizing the purpose of the lab, replies, “That means only a
few things are only for males or females.”
Sonya nods and moves on. “Other things about the man?”
Several female students analyze the image. “He’s got a masculine physique.”
“He’s sitting on a horse, but for me, horses were girly.” “Him on a horse—so he has a
sensitive side and muscular body, so the perfect man.” “Reminds me of cheesy love
novels—a woman’s fantasy.” Sonya asks, “Any messages about women?” The students
respond in the negative. “So, maybe women don’t use this product?”
Sonya displays the next slide10. The image is an advertisement for Bic Pens for
Women. On the right side of the image, a black woman with long straight hair stands in
three-quarter profile, smiling out at the viewer. Her arms are crossed. On the left, text
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reads “Look like a girl. Act like a lady. Think like a man. Work like a boss.” Underneath
the woman is the hashtag “#HappyWomensDay,” and the logo for Bic.
Sonya asks, “Interpretation?” A young woman starts off the analysis: “Play the
part of the female—look young, act sweet, be a lady, but be hardworking like a man.” A
young man adds, “Seems like it’s going from least powerful to most powerful.” Sonya
asks, “Is ‘boss’ a gendered term?” A female student follows up on the male student’s
comment along with Sonya’s question: “Yes—’girl,’ ‘lady,’ and then ‘boss’ is an older
man.” Another male student suggests, “The perception is to get ahead you have to be
masculine.” A female student critiques the ad. “We know it’s not a good ad, but the way
we were raised…the whole idea was just a fail. The list—I’ve tried to rephrase, and every
way comes out wrong. They just should have said ‘Happy Women’s Day.’”
A young man plays Devil’s Advocate. “Maybe it’s on purpose?” Another young
man agrees: “We are having the conversation.” Sonya chuckles and suggests, “We might
be overconfident in the Bic marketing team from a psychology point of view.”
Sonya shows a slide displaying an ad for Mr. Clean Magic Eraser11. The students
gasp. The right side of the image shows a young white mother and her daughter smiling
and holding up a Magic Eraser as if cleaning. The daughter points to a spot. On the left,
text reads, “This Mother’s Day, Get Back to the Job that Really Matters.” Below that is
the Mr. Clean mascot. A student asks when these ads were made. Sonya replies, “2011.”
A male student responds, “2011 was a sexist year.”
Sonya asks, “Can Magic Eraser be used by either sex?” A young man laughs. “I
use it all the time.” Sonya continues. “Is this a gendered message?” A young woman
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responds, “Only women clean.” A male student adds, “Mothers teach their daughters to
clean.” Another young woman says, “The thing that really matters is to clean.” Another
young woman adds, “It makes me think that now that women are out of the house and
working, ‘get back where you belong.’” A male student adds, “Women are only good for
cleaning.” Sonya asks, “What about gendered messages for men?” The same male
student replies, “Men don’t clean and they’re super strong.”
As discussion of the images began to flow, the back and forth dialogue between the male
and female student grew. While the female students had a tendency to respond first to Sonya’s
teacherly prompts by providing the requested analyses, the male students were quick to see and
acknowledge how advertising images reify gender norms. After a young woman explained the
meaning behind the Bic for Women slogan, a young man pointed out, “it’s going from least
powerful to most powerful.” And another acknowledged, “[t]he perception is to get ahead you
have to be masculine.”
“Why Are Women Advertising Wings?”
Sonya teaches two sections of AP Psychology—sixth and seventh periods. The following
scene was observed in her seventh period class. The sex breakdown is lopsided in this particular
class: there are eighteen female students and seven male students. The class is mixed between
sophomores, juniors, and seniors.
After a review of the previous class’s content, Sonya moves to the day’s main
topic, sexual motivation: “Get it out together—we’re all going to say it together—’Sex,’
ok? 1, 2, 3…” All the student shout, “Sex!” A male student laughs and says, “All the
other classes are probably ‘Whoa!’”
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Sonya introduces the content with the movie trailer for Kinsey. She tells them it
will give them “a better sense of what his work was about.” When the trailer concludes,
Sonya asks, “So what are the values portrayed about sex?” A young man responds using
a quote from the trailer, “‘Forces of chastity mobilizing.’ Some people feel this type of
research would have been bad.”
Sonya adds, “Kinsey did a lot of work to challenge these conventional beliefs,
particularly that it wasn’t something to talk about. It is known that he and his wife had an
open relationship, and he engaged in homosexual relationships.”
A male student clarifies: “So, he was married but gay.”
Sonya redirects the conversation. “Let’s make sure we’re using academic
vocabulary. One convention that was challenged was monogamy. Polygamy and
polyamory challenge this.”
Another male student asks, “This report came before the hippie free love
movement of the sixties?”
Sonya replies, “Forties, so well before.”
A young woman asks, “So, his wife didn’t care?” Sonya smiles slightly. “I don’t
want to spoil the movie, but some people don’t want to be confined.”
Sonya projects a slide12 about the Kinsey study. It mentions the Kinsey Scale,
which moves between zero (exclusively heterosexual) and six (exclusively homosexual).
Sonya draws the scale on the board. The she adds, “They’ve added to the scale recently.
On the other side of zero, an X. A very small portion of people who are asexual.” A male
student laughs, then: “Do asexual people still feel romantic love?” Sonya replies, “Well,
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PowerPoint in Appendix D.
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you’d have to ask someone, but when I was taking psychology in college, we had a panel,
and most people there talked about more friendships than relationships.”
Sonya moves to a new slide: “Psychology of Sex.”
“What I’m interested in is the biosocial psychology of sex. Textbooks mention
sexual disorders or functions. What are the psychological or social influences? So, your
book mentions erectile disfunction; yes, it’s biological—blood flow, but there are also
psychological factors and social factors. So, in Kinsey’s research, why were they using
the psychosocial model?”
A male student responds. “There’s the biological influence, but there’s an
intrinsic desire for knowledge for social, even though he’s going against society’s
expectations for psychology. He’s doing it for the reward—his book was a best seller and
made a lot of money.”
In this early part of the scene, Sonya took a more directive approach to teaching. She
provided content to the students, and they wrote down the information. Though there are more
females than males in the class, in this first section of the class, the male students were the ones
that asked follow-up questions and responded to the content provided.
Sonya projects a slide about external stimuli. One bullet refers to two studies from
the 1980s indicating portrayals of sexual coercion increase the perception that women
enjoy being raped, and these portrayals may increase willingness to engage in sexual
coercion. Sonya asks, “Is this still relevant?” A young man responds, “Blurred Lines [a
Robin Thicke song13] is a little rapey.” Sonya nods. “There is a line, and I quote, ‘I know
you want it.’ How does our media display this idea that women ‘want it’?” Another male
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student replies, “Isn’t Fifty Shades one long portrayal of a rape fantasy?” The class is
quiet after that. Attempting to encourage more students, Sonya jokes, “We already said
‘sex’ guys, don’t be nervous!”
Another male student responds. “I think it [the media] does [sells the idea that
women want sex], but women back then didn’t have as much power. It was less wrong.”
A female student adds, “With social media there are more outlets for these images.”
Another young woman continues: “Women have more power and can stand up, but at the
same time, it’s still happening, and we see it in the movies, so there’s a lot of
desensitization to it.”
Sonya builds on the students’ ideas: “Our access to pornography used to be faceto-face, but now we can just get it online. Is this a social concern?” A young woman
suggests, “Instead of trying to remove it, we should try to change the way people think or
types of material.” Another asks, “What about educating people about sex?” A male
student adds, somewhat jokingly, “Include disclaimers—like at the beginning—’Not all
women are like this. Have a conversation with your partner.’”
Sonya shifts the conversation to the idea of sex education. “Have you received
much sex ed in public schooling?” A male student asks, “Isn’t Florida an abstinenceonly state14?” Another male student says, “I was given the biology, but no one ever told
us the psychology of it.”
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It is not. In fact, fifteen counties require “evidence-based, medically accurate…comprehensive reproductive and
sexual health education curriculum.” And while the text for the curriculum guidelines require teaching abstinence as
the only completely effective way to prevent pregnancy and sexually transmitted infections (STIs), the curriculum
should also offer the “health benefits and side effects of contraception and condoms” (State Statutes, Health
Education, 2018). Of course, the statutes allow school districts wide latitude regarding which elements (“benefits” or
“side effects”) to highlight.
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The young women join the conversation: “We had a talk about rape—what it is
and what to do when/if it happened.” “We were separated and then we learned about
biology.” “Same, but if we had questions, we could ask.” “At the end we had the talk
about teen pregnancy, like the costs—how it ruins your life. But nothing good.”
A young man adds, “It’s not like we should say teen pregnancy is wrong, but that
it’s choices.” A young woman says, “I think there should be conversations about
contraceptives.” A male student replies, “When you don’t have these conversations, the
higher the rates of teen pregnancy and STDs.” A female student says, “When I was at
medical camp, there was a girl who told me there were eight girls in her school who were
pregnant.” A male student offers, “If kids don’t know and parents won’t share, kids will
get pregnant.”
Sonya moves to the next slide which mentions a study from 1980 in which men
who viewed view images of sexually attractive women will see their female partners as
less attractive. A young woman responds: “It puts more pressure on women to change
and look like those models.”
Another young woman considers the time frame. “I think it’s not as bad as it used
to be because sex symbols are not as skinny and tan.”
A male student asks, “Is the inverse true? Are women less attracted after seeing
sexually attractive men? I think they would be.”
A female student counters: “I disagree—women are more likely to change—I
don’t think guys are.”
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The young man responds, “It’s important not to tar all guys with the same brush.
Sure, some guys will say those women in the Carl’s Jr. ad are hot, but I think it’s dumb,
and, like, Hooters—why are women advertising wings?”
The above section of the AP Psychology scene is composed of two parts. The first section
concerns a study about the influence of viewing sexual coercion on male perception of female
sexual desire as well as student experience with sex education in public school. The second
section concerns a study about male perception of female sexual attractiveness. Sonya was
mostly hands-off in this part of the class. With the first study, she provided the content for the
students to discuss and asked a broad question expecting the students to engage: “How does our
media display this idea that women ‘want it’?” Sonya listened carefully to their discussion and
added more open-ended questions to encourage the students to engage in a deep and focused
way: “Our access to pornography used to be face-to-face, but now we can just get it online. Is
this a social concern?” Listening again, out of genuine curiosity, Sonya asked, “Have you
received much sex ed in public schooling?”
When the students came to the discussion about the studies, both young men and women
respond evenly to each other’s comments. Here, we see Sonya’s citizenship concept of
“engag[ing] in dialogue” play out as the students discuss how to alleviate the gendered
assumptions about sexual desire, dominance, and submission often found in pornography. As
one student generated an idea, others took it and added on:
“Instead of trying to remove it [pornography from the internet], we should try to change
the way people think or types of material.”
“What about educating people about sex?”
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“Include disclaimers—like at the beginning—’not all women are like this. Have a
conversation with your partner.’”
Sonya’s hands-off approach to discussion also leads to possibilities of her desired
objective in social studies for compromise and “tak[ing] on multiple perspectives.” The second
study provided an opportunity for a young man to challenge a young woman’s belief that only
women are likely to alter their appearance for the opposite sex:
“Is the inverse true? Are women less attracted after seeing sexually attractive men? I
think they would be.”
“I disagree—women are more likely to change—I don’t think guys are.”
“It’s important not to tar all guys with the same brush. Sure, some guys will say those
women in the Carl’s Jr. ad are hot, but I think it’s dumb…”
Here we see the negotiation of differences between high school men and women in an open and
safe environment.
It is important to note that, just as the discussion of the concept of transgender identity in
the Sociology class produced disruption in student thinking about the sex-gender binary and
sexual activity, too intimate an analysis of sexual fantasy and desire produced a disruption in
conversation about societal displays of female submission. The male student seemed to have
breached a taboo subject when he asked, “Isn’t Fifty Shades one long portrayal of a rape
fantasy?” Sonya had trouble returning the students to the conversation. It was only back on track
when students returned to discussing displays of sexual activity in the abstract.
Portrait: Sandra Paul
Sandra Paul is in her ninth year of teaching. As with Sonya Woodhull, she teaches at
Cypress Glen Preparatory High School. Currently, she teaches two ninth-grade classes,
Advanced Placement Human Geography and Contemporary History. Sandra’s room is bustling
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with students working in small groups. The day I interviewed Sandra, she apologized when she
came to meet me at the front office because she thought she had a free period for us to talk, but
the schedule had changed. When I visited her room, students were creating posters highlighting
contemporary issues the students feel society should address.
As we speak, there is a low hum of student chatter that occasionally crescendos until
Sandra calls out to them to quiet down. She and the students joke easily—it is clear Sandra’s
students enjoy this class. The classroom environment feels relaxed, but the students know what
work needs to be done with little prompting.
Sandra has a quick sense of humor and the laugh to go with it. At one point during our
conversation, she declares herself a “militant feminist” with a laugh. The truth is, Sandra wears
her feminist politics on her sleeve and attributes much of her beliefs to the experiences she with
her family. She also acknowledges how unusual those experiences were:
I had a super feminist mom, too. She made me do, like, a book report in third grade on
Betty Friedan. And I remember dressing like Betty Friedan and…everyone picked
athletes and people everyone knew, and I was, like, Betty Friedan in a National
Organization for Women shirt….My dad is totally a feminist too, and my brother, and
everything. Because that’s always been my upbringing, I don’t think I noticed how
different it was until I started teaching.
She earned an undergraduate degree in Criminology and an M.A.T. in Social Science
Education at a large public university in Florida. When asked why she decided to pursue a career
in teaching, she cited disillusionment with her initial career choice and the influence of faculty:
[L]ooking at it, just the…the politics of funding research in criminology, you know, they
don’t want to improve prison systems or the criminal justice system. So, teaching at a
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research university would have been really difficult. And so, I kind of saw teaching at
high school, at least to start with, as a better path. I met Dr. Vera, and as soon as I met
her, she totally roped me in.
Sandra is passionate about social justice and civic engagement. She recounts a story from
high school in which her government teacher preregistered the class to vote, and how the
teacher’s dismissive attitude towards Sandra’s political beliefs only made her more confident and
certain in her beliefs:
I remember registering as a Democrat, and she…When she got my voter registration at
her desk, she looked at me and told me that it was unfortunate. And I, like, I saw, like,
FIRE.…I think that it was good for me because it just made me want to be even more
aggressive in my politics.
The experience also left Sandra believing in the importance of withholding judgment of her own
students’ political leanings, even when they drastically conflict with her own:
But I do remember thinking, like, “Man, I would never do that to a kid!”.…It’s difficult
to keep your opinions in sometimes when kids spew out things that are so different from
what you believe. But I think that I never want a kid to be in a position feeling what I felt
then, that a teacher didn’t respect my opinion.
Social Studies Education: Empathy and Empowerment
Sandra’s beliefs about teaching for social justice and civic engagement lead her to think
of social studies education as a way to build empathy with others. She also wants to make sure
her students know what privilege is and how it impacts their experiences:
If they get through this course and have sympathy, empathy, and an understanding of
what other countries and other people in other countries face in the world, and they’re a
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better human because of it, then I’ve accomplished my goal. So, I think that a
sympathetic world view and an understanding that not every person is given the epic
privilege that we have in more developed countries.
Empowerment is also key in Sandra’s thinking about social studies education. Students
should know the other, recognize their privilege, and take action for a more just society:
I hope they take with them the understanding that they are so lucky to be in a place—as
flawed as our system can be—they’re so lucky to be in a place that they have the ability
to use their voice and express themselves and to call out problems when they see them
and to work towards justice. And I hope that they actually use that ability to feel
empowered, that they have it, but also use it, and to make a positive difference.
Incorporation as Content and Structure
Sandra’s desire to incorporate gender and women’s experiences arises from her stronglyheld personal beliefs: “It [feminism] was of great interest to me far before the #MeToo
movement, and the women’s movement, and the backlash against Donald Trump, and all of
those things.” She also believes as the years go on, feminist thinking becomes more mainstream,
and students are more receptive to it: “I don’t feel like I have to fight the same battles anymore. I
feel like there’s a lot more people who get it, so it’s easier.”
In Sandra’s thinking, incorporation is not only about content—it is also about how
students are treated in the classroom. She believes young women are often ignored in the
classroom in favor of male students; Sandra wants to rectify that problem by recognizing and
valuing the work of her female students:
I think they’re usually the forgotten ones in the classroom when there’s boys in the
classroom. They’re usually talked over; they’re usually more reserved; and they take a
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back seat. And I think that pushing those girls to the forefront, and also giving them the
understanding that their voice is important and valued…I mean that’s more important
than any lesson, content-wise, that I’m ever going to teach them. And I think boys are
realizing that too.
“We Talk about How We’re Contributing to this Attitude that Someone is ‘Less Than’”
When discussing her lessons, Sandra thinks in relational terms. She easily connects
private and public spheres and thinks about the intersections of gender, race, and sexuality when
discussing her curriculum. She believes our social perceptions about appropriate gender roles
inhibit our ability to achieve gender equality: “[W]e’re putting all this weight on what it means to
be a girl and what it means to be a boy, and we’re contributing to this division and inequality.”
For example, when teaching about economic development, she emphasizes the impact gender
roles have on a country’s economy:
When we talk about population, I talk about how women are the gatekeepers of
population. So, if women are not empowered, and if women can’t work outside the
home…they’re at home having all the kids. If you give them opportunities, and they
finish school, and they don’t get married at fifteen and all of that, you’re going to see
birth rates normalize, and the entire country is going to benefit from a better situation
because you’ve empowered more women.
Sandra also asks her students to consider gender norms in the U.S. as well. Again, she
emphasizes how assumptions about appropriate jobs and behaviors can reinforce inequalities:
I showed them this book that’s called, I’m Glad You’re a Boy, I’m Glad You’re a Girl
that I totally stole from Dr. Vera. So, I show it to them, and I don’t tell them the year it
was published because they think, “Oh, this has to be from the fifties.” And it’s from the
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late seventies…like, the women’s movement was definitely up and running. And so, I go
through that, and the girls get increasingly outraged. But every year I have kids that will
say, “Well, that’s kind of true…” Then we talk about how we’re contributing to this
attitude that someone is “less than.”
Sandra’s relational thinking is also intersectional. At one point, she discusses the
importance of asking students to look at gender as a spectrum rather than a binary: “I kind of try
to bring more than just the female perspective…transgender students are becoming more visible
to kids, so I try to bring that perspective as well.” Sandra also wants her students to consider the
interplay of gender and race. When describing an activity where she had students analyze images
from the Women’s March in January of 2017, she discussed troubling the traditional liberal
feminist narrative: “We talked about what most of the women look like, and they were mostly
white. And, like, why don’t women show up for other issues that impact women like Black Lives
Matter and stuff like that.”
“That Isn’t Going to Be Every Teacher”
Sandra does not find many challenges to her incorporation of gender and women’s
experiences into her curriculum. When asked how often she is able to integrate gender, she
replies, “Oh, every week, every week.” Sandra has this confidence because of her personal
interest in the topic, and she is excited other students want to learn about it as well: “I’ve found a
way to put the feminist perspective in everything, and I think that’s also why I’m so excited that
the amount of kids who signed up for Women’s Studies next year is mind blowing.”
And while Sandra tries to teach students the concept of gender as a spectrum, she
acknowledges the dearth of material for this work in the AP Human Geography curriculum: “I
think that the female experience globally, and gender development specifically, you could bring
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in other perspectives, like nonconforming individuals, and stuff like that; what that is like in
other countries [has] never been added.”
Though not her personal challenge, Sandra recognizes how difficult it would be to
integrate gender and women’s experiences into the curriculum if a teacher did not have the
knowledge already: “[Y]ou have to do it on your own, and we don’t have time to do that, you
know. Not everyone’s summer is going to be home and reading books on feminism if they’re not
inherently interested in it themselves. I mean I feel passionate about it, so I want to read that
stuff, but that isn’t going to be every teacher.”
Portrait: Ruth Stanton
Ruth Stanton is also a teacher at Cypress Glen Preparatory High School. She is in her
fifth year. Ruth teaches Advanced Placement U.S. History, Advanced Placement U.S.
Government, and Honors Economics. I observed her AP U.S. History and AP U.S. Government
classes. The scene described below is from her AP U.S. History class.
Ruth’s room is warm, despite the conventional linoleum floor and cinder-block wall
construction of the building. The room is deep and narrow. Ruth’s desk is in the far corner. A
loveseat sits next to her desk. Below her whiteboard are small posters with a series of AP U.S.
History contextualization components. “Show Me the Evidence: Interpretation. Change and
Continuity. Periodization. Argumentation. Comparison. Causation.” Posters created by students
from her AP Government classes cover every wall of her room. They are colorful explorations of
civil rights movements with titles such as: “Civil Disobedience: Native Americans;” “Women’s
Rights;” “Black Lives Matter;” “Modern Civil Rights: LGBT.” Several other posters examine
methods and interests of non-profit organizations that lobby Congress: “NARAL;” “NOW;” and
“NAACP.”
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Ruth does not have fond memories of high school. “For the most part, my social studies
classes were all the coaches…Male coaches that were teaching social studies. A lot of textbook
reading and movie watching. Nothing that was overly memorable when it comes to history at
all.” An encounter with a government professor at her community college piqued her interest in
social studies education. This instructor gave her the confidence to continue pursuing her
education. She continues her education to this day: Ruth is a James Madison Fellow and is
pursuing her master’s degree in History:
I was very insecure about my intelligence prior, and she took the time to write on my
papers about how well I was doing in the class and just started to help me gain
confidence and realize that I was really smart. I was. I did know a lot about what I was
talking about, and it helped me become more passionate about it once I gained that
confidence.
Ruth wants to be a positive impact on her students as her community college instructor
was for her. She believes it is important to share her adolescent experiences because it may help
students keep up with their academic work when their own lives seem overwhelming:
I’m very open with…my students. Like the first day of school, “This is my life. This is
my experience when it comes to parents suffering from alcoholism, and that’s why I had
a hard time in high school.” And I have lots of students that will come to me and open up
about situations.…I think it’s comforting for them to know that I came from a really
dismal background, but…the way the way that I am passionate and educated, I think it
gives them a positive image, especially for women, maybe lower incomes, or for people
that are struggling.
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Social Studies Education: “If I Ever Ran into Them on the Street, They’d Be Voting.”
Ruth is passionate about politics. When I observed her, I found her wearing what could
be termed “activist” t-shirts under her knee-length cardigans. On the day after the Parkland
shooting15, Ruth wore a shirt with the text, “Organize, Agitate, Educate.” And on the day her
students were studying the Supreme Court, she wore a shirt with Ruth Bader Ginsburg in a
crown with “Notorious R. B. G.” underneath16. When asked what she wants her students to
remember from her class ten years from now, she replies matter-of-factly: “If I ever ran into
them on the street, they’d be voting.”
I began my observations of Ruth’s classes the day before the mass shooting in Parkland,
Florida at Marjorie Stoneman Douglas High School, where seventeen people were killed, mostly
students. Ruth began nearly every class with a discussion of current events, and in the weeks that
followed, many of the discussions involved gun control. Ruth had made plans to travel to the
state capitol with a group from the Women’s March, and she received permission from her
administration to make it a school trip. I observed Ruth the day after she returned. She was
exhausted but invigorated by the experience and the students’ participation:
It was amazing. Fifteen students went—they were angry. The Republicans were very
disrespectful. They weren’t making eye contact; they were on their phones. [Students
who went] left siding with Democrats because they were the only people there saying
anything logical, that made sense.

15

On February 14, 2018, a former student of Marjorie Stoneman Douglas High School, armed with an AR-15
entered the school and shot seventeen people dead, mostly students (Burch & Mazzei, 2018). The event and
subsequent handwringing of politicians hamstrung by lobbying money for the NRA galvanized students from
Parkland to form their own organization, March for Our Lives, to advocate for gun control and youth voter
registration.
16
RBG refers to Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. There was a best-selling biography of Ginsburg
published in 2015 with the title, Notorious RBG: The Life and Times of Ruth Bader Ginsburg (Kelley, 2015). The
“Notorious RBG” image references a photograph of the rapper Biggie Smalls (Notorious B.I.G.) taken by Barron
Clairborne in 1997 (Tobak, 2016).
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Ruth is not a teacher who holds back her personal opinions. She actively participates in
our democratic processes, consistently contextualizes historical events and abstract concepts with
contemporary anecdotes and encourages her students to do both. She believes the purpose of
social studies is to develop students’ citizenship identity:
I use social studies as a way for us to use or teach history and government in order to
create better citizens, for the most part. I like to incorporate a lot of civic engagement into
my lessons and really push the idea that students…need to know this stuff in order to be
better citizens.
She views the disciplines as vehicles for citizenship education and wants to bring relevancy to
the traditional content by connecting the curriculum to current issues:
[In AP Government], we…talk about the women’s movement specifically, and the idea
of civil disobedience, connecting it to modern women’s rights movements and what
women are still fighting for today. And then in APUSH [AP U.S. History], obviously, we
talked multiple times about the push for suffrage, or women’s suffrage, and then
historically where we started as women, and then, where we are now as women.
“They Could Also Be Up There—Come Up with Something and Change the World”
When asked why she chooses to incorporate gender or women’s experiences into her
curriculum, Ruth’s response is matter-of-fact: “Because I don’t know how we could
not….Women are fifty percent of the population, and we make up at least fifty percent of our
history, and how could we just leave them out completely?”
Ruth finds it an easy matter to incorporate women into her AP U.S. History course
because the College Board has brought women into the curriculum: “[I]t’s become a lot easier
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for me to incorporate it because it is tested on, and it’s been, in the last few years, pretty heavily
tested on. So, kudos to the College Board for that.”
Not only does Ruth believe women should be integral to the study of history, she also
finds it critical for her female students to see that women are makers in the economy as well.
Ruth believes if her students see women as economic drivers, they can be inspired to work for
change:
If we ignore them [women entrepreneurs], you know, we’re ignoring the fact that women
are out there. And you also want to give the younger generation the idea…[She rephrases
her thought.] You don’t want women to just be seeing men up there on the screen: “These
are they guys that are successful and had all these great ideas.” Number one, we leave out
the women that have had great ideas and number two, that’s not as inspiring to the girls
that are in the classroom. They could also be up there—come up with something and
change the world.
Shifting Definitions Depending on the Curricular Terrain
Ruth’s definitions of incorporation shift between compensatory, bi-focal, and perhaps
relational thinking as she describes how she integrates women’s experiences into her different
courses. When considering how women’s experiences are incorporated, she thinks in terms of
individuals. In U.S. Government, she notes, “when we’re talking about presidents, I can’t yet talk
about a woman president. So, that one’s a little but more difficult;” in AP U.S. History, “we do
go through a big chunk of time where it’s hard to talk about women because historically we
don’t see them, you know, until we really start talking about them and Republicanism and
Republican Motherhood;” and when considering her Economics course, “I don’t talk about
people in Economics, usually.”
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She does believe it is important to compensate for a “traditional” Economics curriculum
focusing on male accomplishments:
Every now and again, we do an entrepreneur lesson and talk about entrepreneurs. So, I
definitely make sure to incorporate women in that aspect as well: Sarah Blakely17 and
such. And just to make sure that women are getting some shout-outs there as well.
When describing her U.S. Government curriculum, Ruth emphasizes the bi-focal quality of her
thinking in terms of the struggles women face for equal rights: “We talk about the women’s
rights movement specifically, and the idea of civil disobedience, connecting it to modern
women’s rights movements and what women are still fighting for today.”
One way Ruth demonstrates relational thinking is in her description of an activity
concerning the Fourth Amendment and the constitutional right to privacy:
In AP Government we do an entire Socratic on the right to privacy with an emphasis on
Griswold v. Connecticut and Roe v. Wade and whether or not women should have the
right to choose, what the right to choose looks like, whether or not that should be
infringed upon.
By asking her students to consider “what the right to choose looks like,” Ruth is thinking
relationally. The question challenges the traditional assumption that the application of the law is
gender-neutral and applies to all people equally (Francis & Smith, 2017). It asks us to consider
the gendered values present and absent in the concept of legal privacy as birth control and
abortion impact mainly women rather than men.

17

Billionaire owner of Spanx.
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“I Can’t Yet Talk about a Woman President”
Ruth does not see many challenges to incorporation in her AP U.S. History course. As
she mentions earlier, she teaches gender and women’s experiences “[b]ecause I don’t know how
we could not.” She also feels her AP U.S. History curriculum offers the opportunity because
College Board has incorporated women in to the content and the tests: “The last two years, our
exams had an essay-based portion on women’s rights. [And] a huge portion of the exam is their
essays.”
If there is a challenge to incorporating women’s experiences, it perhaps comes in how
Ruth views the content and standards of the non-history social studies courses, such as
Economics and Government. She sees Economics as a concept-based class where she doesn’t
“talk about people.” When focusing on incorporating gender or women’s experiences, Ruth
thinks about the difficulty in finding people, such as entrepreneurs like Sarah Blakely. Similarly,
when thinking about incorporation in her Government course, Ruth discusses challenges in terms
of female political figures: “[A]gain, kind of stacked against us…because when we’re talking
about presidents, I can’t yet talk about a woman president.”
Ruth Stanton: Scenes
“Feel Empowered?”
Ruth’s AP U.S. History class is a fast-paced, call-and-response environment. The sex
breakdown is approximately thirteen females and four males. All students are juniors. The
amount of content knowledge required is significant, and she expects students have completed
readings at home, so they can develop AP U.S. History essay-based skills, such as interpreting
arguments, demonstrating causation, and finding evidence, while in class. The students know
Ruth’s expectations and come to class prepared to work. There is little side chatter, and she does
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not need to remind students about their tasks. By the time I observe in the spring, the rhythms of
the class have been long set.
Ruth has the students for two class periods: AP U.S. History and Research. The AP U.S.
History class is where Ruth introduces new content, students take notes, read primary sources,
and are introduced to activities that require more in-depth creative and evaluative work. Research
is where students develop that creative work, which often involves timelines, posters, and
presentations.
The first week of my observation, the class is studying the Progressive Era. This
particular class is on the women’s suffrage movement. Displayed on Ruth’s PowerPoint is an
introduction to the day’s topic: “Essential Question #5: What were the primary arguments of
those fighting for women’s suffrage? Why were some individuals opposed? In your response
include: specific people, events, documents as evidence.”
It is the day after the school shooting in Parkland, Florida. The bell rings, and
Ruth spends the first fifteen minutes of class discussing the shooting with her students.
One young woman mentions how prior to the shooting, she and her friends went to a
meeting to lobby for gun control, and Rubio shut it down. Ruth nods in agreement:
“Rubio takes a ton of NRA money.” Another young woman brings up friends she knows
from South Florida who say Parkland is “not a bad neighborhood.” Ruth agrees:
“Yeah—Parkland was voted safest town in Florida.” Another female student mentions,
“He’s [the shooter] had problems before.”
Ruth shifts the conversation to local district policy: “It’s a ten-day suspension
only if you bring a gun to school in Lanesboro County. Ms. Darcy [the principal at
Cypress Glen] fought really hard for our school to protect students and teachers, so if a
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student brings something or threatens someone, it’s expulsion.” Referring to the
shootings that occurred at a church in Sutherland, Texas18 and a concert venue in Las
Vegas19 in the past several months, Ruth continues. “So, what’s the solution? We can’t
go to church anymore and be safe. We can’t go to concerts. And we can’t go to
schools…but that’s been the norm.”
A young man mentions that there need to be changes because some men feel left
out. Ruth agrees: “Yeah. Why do young men feel so ostracized from society that they feel
they can only shoot people?”
A young woman looks up the Brady Bill and reads about its requirements of a
five-day waiting period and background checks for the purchase of handguns. Ruth
responds, “Yeah. I don’t get the problem with that.”
Another female student offers: “In my [Dual Enrollment] Criminology class at
LCC [Lanesboro Community College], only four students were arguing against…LCC is
a cop school. When we suggested people should have to wait to get a gun, one guy said,
‘No one has time for that,’ and another said, ‘That’s not my responsibility.’”
Another young woman expressed her frustration: “There are so many loopholes!
Sixteen-year-olds are showing up at gun shows and buying guns. Ok—here ya’ go! Have
fun!” And another: “After Vegas, someone brought up the contradiction between the
regulation of abortion and the time waiting for guns. Because so many guys buy guns.

18
In November 2017, a shooter carrying a “military-style rifle” opened fire in a small church in Sutherland Springs
Texas, killing twenty-six people (Montgomery, Mele, & Fernandez 2017).
19
In October 2017, a man armed with twenty-three firearms opened fire onto a country music festival in Las Vegas
from his window on the thirty-second floor of the Mandalay Bay Hotel. Fifty-nine people were killed and 527 were
injured (Belson, Medina, & Pérez-Peña, 2017).
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But if guys had to wait and watch videos about the awful shootings and things that
happen…” She trails off, implying that the restriction would be unbearable.
Ruth opened most classes with a discussion of current events. She encourages students to
share their opinions about political and social issues, following her belief that the purpose of
social studies education is to develop active citizenship skills: “I like to incorporate a lot of civic
engagement into my lessons and really push the idea that students…need to know this stuff in
order to be better citizens.” Her female students seem to find her classroom a positive space to
express their political opinions.
The space Ruth provides for students to share their views and comments does not involve
much dialogue or debate surrounding the issue of gun control. However, the discussion provides
a necessary space for students to express their anxiety and even anger at the idea that their lives
have become politicized in the battle between gun rights and gun control advocates. The
discussion has moments of catharsis as students and Ruth shared their frustrations aloud.
It is also apparent from the discussion that Ruth is not invested in the axiom that teachers
should not share their political views with their students: she wears her liberal-leaning politics on
her sleeve. As mentioned above, this day Ruth wore a t-shirt that read “Organize. Agitate.
Educate.” under her cardigan. The student posters displayed around the classroom emphasize
liberal causes and politics. When her student describes the requirements of the Brady Bill, Ruth
implies that it is a common-sense solution: “I don’t get the problem with that.”
When the discussion begins to wane, Ruth moves to the Women’s Movement
material. She clicks forward on her PowerPoint and displays: “Rapid Recall: List all the
women we have discussed thus far in history. Include significance and events.” Ruth then
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adds, “With your whole group.” As she circulates among the student groups, Ruth
reminds them, “Feel free to look back on your notes, guys.”
After three minutes has passed, Ruth asks the students to list the names. “Let’s
start from the beginning.” A young woman calls out, “Anne Hutchinson.” A young man
adds, “She was preaching and wasn’t liked by the Puritans.” Another young woman
says, “Abigail Adams.” A female student responds, “Remember the ladies.” Ruth probes
the students’ knowledge: “Gist of her relationship?” A young woman complies: “She
was writing him [John Adams] not to be hypocritical about rights.” A different student
asks, “Was she Republican Motherhood?” Ruth responds affirmatively.
Another young woman adds to the list: “Elizabeth Cady Stanton?” Ruth
responds, “Yeah.” She tries to jostle their memories: “We just jumped a whole bunch of
history. What is she known for?” Another female student replies, “Sentiment of Rights.”
Female figures pour from the young women in the class: “Susan B. Anthony;
Seneca Falls, Grimke Sisters; Harriet Beecher Stowe; Jane Adams…Hull House;
Dorthea Dix; Sojourner Truth; Lucretia Mott; Lucy Stone; Margaret Sanger.” Ruth
adds, “Birth control.”
Ruth clicks forward on her PowerPoint. “Turn and Talk: Using Republican
Motherhood and the Cult of Domesticity, briefly explain the difference in views on a
women’s role in society.”
The young women in the class respond: “They can bestow proper ideals of
democracy.” “They’re not doing anything outside of the home.” Ruth prompts, “What
were the Four Cardinal Truths?” The students call out: “Pure, Piety, Domestic,
Submissive.”
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Ruth asks the students to compare Republican Motherhood and the Cult of
Domesticity. A male student responds, “Caring for the house, caring for children.” She
asks the students to contrast the two concepts. A female student replies, “Teaching
themselves—there’s education in Republican Motherhood, but the Cult of Domesticity is
just about the home.”
Ruth’s work here is focused on review of content and seems to reflect a drive towards the
acquisition and retention of knowledge. To that end, her methods are teacher-directed and
emphasize call and response behavioral patterns. Through the use of quick mental check-ins,
such as “rapid recall” and “turn and talk,” students comply with the request to generate lists of
female figures and comparisons of social movements.
Students respond directly to Ruth. The purpose of this activity seems to be developing the
AP U.S. History historical thinking skills outlined in the posters below Ruth’s whiteboard
demanding “Show Me the Evidence!” In this case, the students’ attention is drawn to previously
discussed figures and social movements so as to aid their recognition of “Change and
Continuity” and “Periodization” of significant historical eras, such as the Republican and
Victorian. Students comply by creating an aural “listicle” of women who participated in political
activities, with an emphasis on abolition, suffrage, and social concerns (plight of the poor and
mentally ill) as well as providing sketch-outlines of the concepts of Republican Motherhood and
the Cult of Domesticity.
Ruth clicks to a slide of notes about Progressive Era Reforms for women and the
Women’s Christian Temperance Union. While the students copy the notes, Ruth gathers
materials and distributes two handouts, a copy of the Declaration of Sentiments from the
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Seneca Falls Conference and the text from a flyer advocating voting rights for women
from 191220.
When the students finish notes, Ruth asks the students to “connect the Declaration
of Sentiments to the current women’s rights movement.” She refers to the handouts she
distributed while the students were taking notes. “Now, we’re reading this flyer as a
group, and we’re going to compare out loud together.” Starting with the front left desk,
the students read, in row order, each of the statements. When they finish, Ruth smiles and
asks, “Feel empowered?”
She asks the students to compare the Declaration of Sentiments and the “Votes
for Women” flyer text. “Ok, turning and talking, what are they still talking about?” After
a few minutes reviewing the documents, a young woman responds humorously, “Women
are people apparently.” Ruth laughs. “I know, right?” Another young woman adds,
“Women have to follow laws.” A male student continues, “Women are taxed and are
consumers.” Ruth adds, “No taxation without representation.” Another female student
says, “Women work and get wages.”
After a brief notes section on “Significant Suffragettes,” Ruth asks her students,
“Why did it take so long? What are some arguments against women’s suffrage? There
are seventy years between the Declaration of Sentiments and the Nineteenth
Amendment.” A female student responds, “Men were always in power. They were scared
women would take over.” A young man answers, “Government listens to business.”
Another young woman says, “They did not think women were smart enough.” And
another adds, “They thought women were inferior.” A final comment from a female
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student: “The Civil War stopped the women’s movement in its tracks just as it started
gaining traction.”
Ruth moves to the next slide and reads a quote opposing the women’s movement.
“There are a couple of arguments there—turn and talk.” After a couple of minutes, a
young woman says, “In the second paragraph—black people can vote and black women
would be even worse.” Ruth pushes the student to be more specific: “So what’s the
problem?” The young woman responds, “We already have a problem.” A young man
continues: “Whites in the South don’t want to change the power dynamic.” Ruth
responds, “They’re focusing on power and representation. Giving these people the right
to vote will destroy White supremacy. Last paragraph?” A young woman answers, “The
war is going on and we need to focus energy there.”
Ruth shows a slide with a political cartoon. “Turn and talk. Arguments?” A
young man responds, “Basically that women will take over and be like men.” Ruth
concurs. “Yes, gender reversal. Women smoking, men staying home. These are against
gender norms. A lot of women voted against this too because they were afraid.”
Again, Ruth focuses students towards AP U.S. History skills. She utilizes a variety of
primary sources during this class to work with her students on the skills of “Argumentation,”
“Comparison,” and “Causation.” She asks the students to define and compare the arguments
presented in a suffragist flyer from 1912 and the Declaration of Sentiments signed in 1848. She
asks students to describe the arguments presented in an anti-suffragist quote and a political
cartoon. This section of the class relies on class call and response with moments of pair-share.
These “turn and talk” moments seem to be used as a way for students to quickly peer check
comprehension.
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Ruth moves to slides on women’s roles in World War I and contemporary
women’s rights issues. When the students complete their notes, Ruth asks, “Compare the
Women’s March of 1913 and the Women’s March of 2017. How are they similar? How
are they different?” A female student responds: “Some people think it’s radical because
they’re marching.” A young man adds, “Probably both are about exerting rights.” Ruth
asks, “How are they different?” Another male student responds, “It was about voting
rights in 1913, but larger issues in 2017.”
Ruth clicks forward to the next slide which has the following assignment:
“Women’s Rights Movement Today: As a group, determine what rights for women are
still being debated today. Create a flyer similar in nature to the ‘Votes for Women’ of the
Suffrage Movement.”
Ruth reads the assignment out loud and then adds, “You’ll start now and finish in
Research.” As students generate ideas, Ruth circulates and listens. She stops at one
group. “Like at our school, we have no maternity leave, so if I were to get pregnant, I
would have to take time off and not get paid.”
The students continue to talk and begin researching on their phones. Ruth
continues to circulate. She stops at another group and listens for a while. She mentions
the gender wage gap and the controversy surrounding the difference in pay between
actors Michelle Williams and Mark Wahlberg during the reshoot of All the Money in the
World21. As the class wraps up, Ruth grabs the students’ attention: “Start thinking about

21
After Kevin Spacey was accused by multiple men of sexual harassment and unwanted sexual advances, he was
removed from the movie, All the Money in the World, and replaced by Christopher Plummer. To facilitate the
casting change, actors Michelle Williams and Mark Wahlberg were asked to reshoot for ten days. Williams accepted
an $80 daily per diem, slightly higher than union requirements, while Wahlberg asked for, and received $1.5 million
plus the $80 daily per diem. He used the fact that he was the last actor to agree to the reshoots as leverage. After the
backlash, Wahlberg donated the $1.5 million to Time’s Up, an organization fighting sexual harassment and gender
inequality in the workplace (Barnes, 2018; Stefansky, 2018).
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how you’re going to write—you’ll have a main statement and then your facts and figures.
It should look like the ‘Votes for Women flyer.’”
While the majority of the class I observed emphasized comprehension skills, the activity
at the end of the class focused on making the political movement for women’s suffrage in 1913
relevant to contemporary issues facing women today. By referring to her personal situation about
maternity leave (“If I were to get pregnant, I would have to take time off and not get paid”) as
well as the Hollywood pay gap between a male and female actor on a movie, Ruth
contextualized how social and economic norms continue to negatively impact women. This is
where she asks students to consider “historically where we started as women, and then, where we
are now as women.” Student posters reflected different issues facing women today: reproductive
rights, paid maternity leave, sexual harassment and assault, and the gender wage gap.22
Portrait: Elena Anthony
Elena Anthony is a first-year teacher at Lakeview Catholic, a private, coeducational
parochial school in central Florida. Elena is intelligent, a talented artist, and has always loved to
learn. She has a ready smile, and an ironic sense of humor. On her wall is a framed statement,
“Fun History Fact: If you were excited by this, you are a nerd.” The first phrase is larger than the
last—you need to walk closer to see the punchline. I fell right for it on my first day in her class;
her eyes lit up and she laughed, “Of course you would get excited!”
This is the point where I mention Elena is a former student of mine and knows me well.
During her sophomore year, I taught her Advanced Placement European History. About a year or
two after Elena went away to college, she texted me to ask if we could chat about majors. When
we talked, she was considering changing her major to Education—either Social Studies or
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English. She ultimately decided to major in History and take a minor in Education, so she could
be on a shorter path to certification. By this time, I had left Lakeview Catholic and was pursuing
my doctorate in Curriculum and Instruction. The summer after Elena graduated, I received a text
from her—she was taking a teaching position at her alma mater teaching World History and AP
Art History.
At the time, I was in the process of developing the proposal for my dissertation. One of
the schools in my study was Lakeview Catholic. My former department chair forwarded my
request for participants to the social studies teachers, and Elena emailed back to say she would
love to participate in my study.
When Elena and I sat down for our interview, she was five months into her first year of
teaching. At the time, she was working under a temporary license, as she needed a year of
teaching in the classroom as well as some more professional development hours to receive her
permanent certificate.
Elena went into teaching because she valued the personal experiences she had with her
high school teachers. She talks frequently about the positive influence of her social studies and
English teachers and believes the connections between teachers and students can be positive,
powerful, and long-lasting. She cites her own experiences connecting with her high school
teachers as a main reason for pursuing education as a career: “[T]he social studies department,
the English department, had a lot of teachers that I feel like I made a connection with. I felt like I
wanted to do the same thing with future students as well.”
When asked why she preferred history courses to other social science disciplines such as
government and economics, Elena referred to her experiences in college classes where faculty
were storytellers. She links that performative aspect of history to her own aspirations as a social
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studies teacher. In particular, she mentions a professor who taught economic history to make her
point:
I couldn’t put my finger on why I loved the class so much. And why I loved him. But it
was because…I realized he told history like it was one giant story, and I had never
thought of it like that before. And so…I went to his lectures and pretended like he was
just telling me a story. Everything [was] just so much more fascinating. And I love
stories. I think I’m a pretty okay storyteller. I don’t know. So, I like telling it like that.
Elena seems to value the personal connections she made with her teachers in high school. She
also seems to value how the discipline of history can provide meaning to the larger world
through intimate portraits of people and events.
Social Studies Education: Gaining Skills and Considering Other Perspectives
Elena believes her role as a social studies educator has two main facets: the first is to
teach her students critical skills, such as reading comprehension and writing; the second is to
encourage her students to develop tolerance for other cultures. She views the skills as crucial for
her students’ success later in life. And while her students may not see the connections between
the content and the skills she teaches, she believes they are overlapping and vital components of
a full education:
[T]he skills that I’m teaching them, so not just having them sit there and listen to me
drone on. Talking about reading, how to read better, working smarter, not harder. They
love that one. Writing. They’re going to use this their entire lives. I had a student ask me
today, he goes, “I’m going to be sitting in a courtroom. No one is ever gonna [sic] ask me
about King John from Europe.” I had a lot of issues with that statement. And so, I went,
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“Especially as a lawyer, you are going to need these skills. Reading, writing, and also,
you’re going to need to know cases, my friend.”
Elena also sees social studies education as an opportunity to build tolerance for other
cultures. She wants to encourage her students to step out of what she considers a small narrow
worldview and learn how to consider other perspectives:
I think, more than anything, the content for World History is most interesting because I
talk about learning about different cultures and putting yourself in a new perspective.
Because these kids grow up predominately within the same demographic of, you know,
white families, middle to upper class, especially in private school. And I think world
history is a really great way to get them out of that singular perspective and help them
understand different cultures and why they are what they are today.
Perhaps this notion of “putting yourself in a new perspective” arises from Elena’s own
personal experiences as a student. When asked to recall a time in high school when she learned
about women or gender, she refers to a comparative analysis project from our AP European
History class. Students read excerpts from Antonia Fraser’s biography, Marie Antoinette, and
compared it to the eponymous film by Sophia Coppola (which was a loose adaptation of Fraser’s
book). What Elena remembers from that activity are the ways in which popular history can
emphasize one perspective over others, eliding a more complex and nuanced narrative. In this
instance, popular history’s vilification of Marie Antoinette causes Elena to consider how
women’s voices are silenced:
The popularized version is not what actually was. There’s a scene in the movie where
she’s sitting the bathtub and she’s like, “Let them eat cake.” And she’s sitting, and she
says, “I never said that—where did they get that from?” I think it’s so fascinating seeing
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how…different it is when we think about women and how they’re portrayed in history
based on a specific narrative versus looking more in depth into it and trying to figure out
where were women actually during this time period. It seems like they were silent, but we
need to read between the lines to figure out and pull out that information of what was
actually happening.
The View from the Top: Tackling Representation and Student Assumptions
A significant argument Elena provides for incorporating women into her World History
curriculum is for her female students. She believes it is critical for the young women in her class
to have strong historical figures with whom they can relate. When speaking of the importance of
this connection between her female students and historical figures, she compares the relative lack
of women found in the school’s textbook chapter about Ancient Rome compared to the time
spent on Empress Theodora when they move into the chapter on the Byzantine Empire:
[W]e don’t get a whole lot of mention of women; strong, powerful women in Rome. You
get constant mention after mention of men, men, men. So, when you get to Byzantine,
there’s a small spark of hope for Theodora. She rises up from this place in society. She
makes her way to the top. She convinces Justinian to stay in the city after a rebellion, puts
down the rebellion because of her. And the girls are suddenly like, “Yeah, OK!” It’s that
representation that I think we don’t really get a whole lot of, and the girls, they don’t
really see a whole lot of it; they don’t find any kind of connection they can make until I
feel like I can make that.
While Elena believes there is a lack of female figures in the traditional World History
curriculum, she finds there is no escape from discussions of gender in her AP Art History course.
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At the very beginning of the year, students must face their assumptions about and perceptions of
gender:
You have to face gender because, starting right off the bat with prehistory, you get all
these statues of naked women that are crazy looking, and my boys are sitting there with
their jaws dropped like, “What is that? Why does her body look like that? Do girls look
like her?”
Elena tries to tackle her students’ perceptions of gender through discussion. When
discussing the Venus of Willendorf23, she asks the students to parse the reasons for the particular
depiction of the figurine:
We learn about the function of a lot of those prehistorical artworks, especially the smaller
ones, like, the travel size ones, I call them. They all have ritualistic purposes. And a lot of
these females, I guess, they’re voluptuous. So, I asked them, I go, “What do you think the
breasts...Why would she have such large breasts?” And so then finally someone hit that
word... And they go, “Fertility.” And I go, “Fertility.” [Nods her head.] And I was like,
“OK, so we know it’s ritualistic, and we can connect it with fertility, so why have a travel
size woman that represents fertility?” And I go, “What did they value? What did we want
back then? They go, “Just create a new generation of people just constantly. Adding
people to the tribe.”
Emphasizing Women and Challenging Norms
Regarding the incorporation of women’s experiences and gender into the curriculum,
Elena shifts her thinking between compensatory, bi-focal, and at times, relational methods. She
laments the lack of female figures in the World History curriculum, often referring to their
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existence as “sidebars” rather than fully integrated. Elena makes an effort to emphasize the
figures present in the textbook, such as Empress Theodora from the Byzantine Empire and
Eleanor of Aquitaine. She also makes use of her textbook’s discussion of women’s roles in
medieval Europe, again, emphasizing those moments where traditional assumptions of male and
female roles are challenged: “This one really interesting blurb the textbook added was if the
estate fell under attack, the woman was able to go defend it, and she went out and fought herself,
which the kids are like, ‘What?’”
In her Art History class, Elena spends much more time discussing the portrayal of women
and what this means in terms of historical context. As she explains, College Board requires AP
Art History students to know two hundred and fifty works of art from prehistory to the present
day, and many of these pieces portray women. Students are forced to “face” gender from Day
One, “especially starting right off the bat with prehistory, you get all these statues of naked
women,” such as the Venus of Willendorf.
Students are not only examining zaftig displays of women. Elena speaks in depth about
how two of the artworks from Egypt allow her to engage her students in discussions of how
“traditional” gender roles can be challenged, even in antiquity. For example, in the mortuary
statue of Hatshepsut24, the female pharaoh is depicted in a masculine manner:
She has these very, very masculine characteristics. She’s got these very broad shoulders,
her chest is very flattened. You don’t seem to see the traditional woman features. So, I
ask my class, “Why would they do this?” I let them try to figure out, put the pieces
together. They discuss it for a little bit. And they talk about, “Okay so, maybe they’re
only allowed to have male pharaohs and she had to hide her identity.” So, they start
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coming up with different theories. And I think it’s really important for them to do that
thinking process of what were women viewed as back then and in this culture in
particular.
The Egyptian statue of King Menkaura and Queen25 also provides Elena with the
opportunity to engage in a nuanced discussion of relational roles between men and women:
[W]e talk about hierarchy of scale and what that means in art. So you have this one figure
that’s giant and someone next to him is smaller; OK, what are you going to assume? The
big person, like, is he important? Obviously, he’s giant. But you have this depiction of
Menkaura and this woman right next him, and they’re equal height. He’s a little bit ahead
of her, and she’s holding him like this [she demonstrates]. Whether it’s holding him back,
it’s a gesture of love, and you’re kind of figuring out, “What does that mean?” Also, the
queen. Is she…is she a mother or is she a wife? Because we’re not a hundred percent sure
what her role was; there’s no proper title to the work. But we say “Queen” because the
stories aren’t one hundred percent sure whether or not she’s the mother or the wife. But I
think it’s important to note the fact that they’re the same exact height, it represents
they’re equal in stature.
It is important to note that while most of Elena’s discussion of gender emphasizes women
and their roles within society, there are times when she recognizes how perceptions of gender
impact males as well. In particular, she explains to me how verism, a form of Roman art in
which portrait busts “reflected every wrinkle and imperfection” (Trentinella, 2003) were chiseled
into perpetuity to represent patriarchal power:
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Why on earth would you ever want yourself portrayed with all these wrinkles all over
your face in a bust forever in your ancestors’ [sic] homes? Because the more wrinkles
you had the more experience you had as a senator. That must have meant that you had a
lot of time in office. You spent a lot of time being in power. So, these men wanted to
portray themselves with this awful, ghastly, worn, wrinkled face.
If It’s Not in the Standards, It’s Difficult to Teach
Elena seems frustrated by the difficulty in finding content about women within the World
History curriculum: “And if [the textbooks] do mention women, again, it’s like that sidebar. It’s
like, on the side. It’s like, ‘Fun fact: did you know this woman did something? Wow! Oh my
gosh! Contribution! Don’t tell too many people though!’”
One major hurdle are the state standards themselves. As Elena notes, the World History
standards in Florida “don’t really find gender relevant or important to talk about in high school
classes.” Another issue is balancing state standards, basic literacy, and comprehension
development skills with her desire to find more female-inclusive content:
[S]ince it’s my first year teaching, I haven’t really gone as in-depth as I wanted to in
certain areas, so I’m kind of just trying to cover the standards, do what I need to do to get
them, do the skills more than trying to find specific things that I really want to cover. So,
I think next year, when I have most of my stuff planned out already, I will have more
time to go through and find those ways to incorporate, especially gender because I think
that’s really important.
What is important to note here is Elena’s struggle with time. As a first-year teacher, Elena has a
great desire to find ways to include women in her World History curriculum but struggles to find
the time to seek outside material when there is so much to “cover” in the state standards.
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Elena Anthony: Scenes
“Staying Home and Taking Care of All That.”
Period H World History is an on-level sophomore class with approximately 28 students,
one-half of whom are female. Both young women and men enjoy Elena’s warmth and humor,
and seek her approval. On many days, students crowd around her desk to tell her stories from the
weekend, complain about other teachers, and even tease her about her friendship with a male
first-year teacher in the English department.
Elena was teaching the late Medieval period and the Hundred Years War when I
visited her classroom. Near the end of the second week, Elena spent two days reviewing
the Lancastrian War and Joan of Arc. She begins class reviewing notes from the previous
day. As she moves to new material, she shows a slide with an image of Joan of Arc and
asks, “Ahh…who is this beautiful person?”
The students in the class call out, “Joan of Arc!” A male student adds, “She’s a
saint!”
Elena pointedly responds, “She’s a female—who was she?” And a female student
replies, “A peasant.”
Elena launches into her Joan of Arc story. “She’s thirteen years old, ripe and
ready to go…” A male student snickers; Elena ignores him and continues with her story:
“…minding her own business, and she gets a message from God…”
The snickering turns to laughter. Elena gives the student a “look.” The boy
responds, “You said ‘ripe and ready to go!’ I thought that was funny!” She ignores the
young man’s comment and looks around the classroom. Another male student redirects
the conversation: “I bet no one took her serious. I wouldn’t.”
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Elena asks, “Why not? What were women supposed to be doing during this
time?”
The male students pepper her with responses: “Washing dishes, doing cooking.”
“Housewife things.”
Elena follows up, “Is that how it is today?”
A male student in the front replies, “My mom stays at home and takes care of all
that.” Another boy says, “Nowawdays [sic], we have housekeepers.” Continuing along
that vein, another young man responds: “If she has a rich lawyer for a husband, she
doesn’t have to do that kind of thing.”
Elena brings the conversation back to the topic at hand: “Let’s focus again on
Joan. The things we’re talking about: cooking, cleaning, sewing, are domestic duties—
they take place around the home. But she gets a message from God and goes to find the
king.”
Elena is interrupted by a male student, “She dies.” Elena responds in a mockfrustrated fashion, “I’m trying to tell a story! Let me tell the story!” A female student
turns to the interrupter and jokes, “Thanks for ruining it.” The male student replies, “We
all know—she’s a saint!”
Elena returns to her story: “Joan finds the King.” She kneels as a supplicant in
front of a male student’s desk and, as Joan, cries out, “‘Let me lead an army! I know
we’re in trouble, and I can do it!’” She stands and looks over the whole class. “And what
does Charles say?”
A female student responds. “Yes—because he’s desperate.”
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Elena turns to a male student who had spoken earlier. “Andrew, what did you say
about how you would respond to Joan?”
“I asked if men would take her seriously, because back then, I wouldn’t. Women
didn’t go to war.”
A female student speaks over Andrew. “But she was a soldier!”
Elena follows up. “Do we look at her as a woman or a soldier?”
The female student responds matter-of-factly. “Soldier.” Andrew hedges. “Both.”
Elena restarts her story. “Joan disguises herself as a man so as not to attract
attention…” A male student interrupts. “There are certain things you can’t hide…”
Elena gives the student a sideways glance and retorts, “Armor.” Another boy adds,
“Kinda like Mulan.” Elena agrees, “Yes, kind of like Mulan.”
Suddenly, jarringly, the bell rings, ending class. Students rush to pack up, loudly
calling to each other as they head out the door. Elena tries to finish up on Joan of Arc,
shouting over the din: “She was burned at the stake at nineteen!” On his way out of the
door a young man says: “Miss A, you forgot the witchcraft stuff!”
In this scene, we see Elena’s thinking about history as a narrative demonstrated in her
storytelling technique as well as her desire to generate interest in the subject by emphasizing the
fact that Joan of Arc was an actual person rather than a historical abstraction. As she was
engaged by the story of history, she attempts to engage her students similarly: “Everything was
so much more fascinating…I think I’m a pretty okay storyteller….So, I like telling it like that.”
Students quickly identify the challenge to traditional, patriarchal gender norms the figure
of Joan of Arc presents. One male student notes that it would be difficult for men to take an
adolescent seriously in the middle of a war, acknowledging if he were there, “I wouldn’t.” Elena
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takes advantage of the young man’s comment to elicit discussion from the students about gender
roles in the past and attempt to contextualize them with the present. The male students
commandeer the conversation, listing stereotypical private sphere roles women historically
performed within the home. When prompted to consider how society has changed, the young
men responded that roles had not changed: “My mom stays home and takes care of all that.”
They note a service industry exists now so economically advantaged women do not have the
responsibilities of traditional housework, but the husband is still the economic provider: “If she
has a rich lawyer for a husband, she doesn’t have to do that kind of thing.” These young men
reify the boundary between the public, a masculine space of economic provision (Kimmel,
1997), and the private, a space of caretaking. This is not only historically antecedent, but a
contemporary fact.26
As these young men strongly consider the traditionally-gendered Man-Provider, WomanCaretaker roles appropriate, they attempt to challenge the portrayal of Joan of Arc as
appropriating the traditional male role by sexualizing her. When confronted with Joan’s crossdressing, a young man definitively states, “[t]here are certain things you can’t hide.” When Elena
opens her story by describing Joan as thirteen and “ripe and ready to go,” another male student
laughs at the phrase, marking it as a sexual innuendo referring to Joan’s sexual availability.
After the class, Elena was struggling with the balance between providing what she felt
would be her own opinions versus letting the students share their beliefs and values about
women. When asked about how she felt about her male students’ responses, she was conflicted:
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It is interesting to note that there is no recognition that women represent fifty-seven percent of the U.S. labor
force. Perhaps this reflects the fact that this number is a decline of three-and-a-half percent from 2000 (Black,
Whitemore Schanzenbach, & Breitwieser, 2017; Burke, 2017). These students were born amid the decline of
women’s labor participation.
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I really had to hold back, especially with my kid at the front, when he was talking about
today, and his mom, and his experiences of moms and females and their responsibilities
and what they should be doing. Because I…I don’t know if you know, I did bite my lip
and I was smiling, so I really wanted to say something. But I wanted the class to continue
to talk and continue discussing to see what their perspectives were.
Elena’s decision to hold back her opinion on the matter of women’s roles seems to stem
from her belief that her role should be as a facilitator of discussion and her desire to develop a
better understanding of her students’ values and beliefs:
I don’t want to stand in front of the room and tell them what they should be thinking,
what they should be believing because, [and here she sighs in frustration] I don’t know. I
think it’s helpful [for me] to get the perspective of different people, especially students of
their age, so I can understand what they think, what they’re experiencing today right now,
not just in the classroom, but at home, like that kid did. What they experience with their
friends, whether their guy friends or their girlfriends.
However, she notes the difficulties the students have fully engaging in discussions. In
fact, she quickly recognized her female students did not engage in the conversation; rather, they
were mostly silent while the boys dominated the class discussion:
But the thing is I, again, did not get a lot response from the girls in that class. So, I did
not get their perspective on what they think women are doing today. And I could have
probably singled a girl out, but the girls in that class are a little...They don’t want to speak
out unless...I don’t know. The boys dominate that class.
Ultimately, she was surprised (and perhaps disappointed) by the boys’ traditional views
on gender, even though she wants to give them the space to share their views. And, I think it is
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critical to note how she believes her emphasis on female figures has the potential to change these
boys’ points-of-view when it comes to gender roles:
And again, it’s not…I don’t think the kid up here meant to be aggressive in the way he
was talking about it, I think that’s just his view. That’s what he knows, that’s what he’s
used to. And so, I think by learning about Joan of Arc and other important figures in
history, regardless of what time period we’re in, I can try to move them out of this notion
of society still expect[ing] women to do these things that we’ve seen in the past. Because
especially today, we’re in 2018; we’re talking about women that are doing...They’re
putting themselves first before their families or pursuing a career. We’re seeing dads that
are at home with their kids.
“She’s Not a Ho.”
Elena teaches one section of Advanced Placement Art History. It is a small class—18
students—and features a mix of sophomores, juniors, and seniors. The majority of students are
female; there are only three male students in the class.
The last day I observed Elena, she had her AP Art History students analyze Titian’s
Venus of Urbino27. She projected the painting on her screen. The plan was to have the students
complete an individual writing exercise for the first half of class and then have a whole class
discussion.
As students drift in during passing period, one of the few male students in the
class exclaims, “Oh my god, there’s a naked lady!” A female student enters next. “Oh
look! Naked lady!” Elena responds to the students’ discomfort with humor. She grandly
gestures to the screen and in a low voice declaims, “Welcome to Art History. She’s
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welcoming you to AP Art History.” Another female student looks at the painting and
declares matter-of-factly, “It looks like she had a rough night.”
It is apparent there is some student discomfort at the nudity depicted in the Venus of
Urbino. And the painting takes you by surprise with its forward display of sexuality. The female
figure is fully nude, one hand draped almost as an afterthought to “protect” her modesty: “This is
a painting about sensuality; it’s about the sort of beauty of the physical” (Harris & Zucker, n.d.).
This discomfort at the art work to be studied is deflected by humor, both from the male and
female students. Whether the students are discomfited by the overt nudity of the subject, the
explicit sexuality displayed by the female body, or the interplay of both is difficult to discern.
What is clear is the students are surprised to see such image within a classroom. Elena seems to
pick up on the students’ surprise and tries to play it off with humor as well, responding to the
students’ initial shock with a low voice that suggests the sensuality of the painting.
The bell rings and Elena gets the students started. “There is no bellwork today. I
have posted a writing prompt28—you’re going to work on this for the first half of class.
You cannot use any resources; just do this to the best of your abilities. This is based on
your assumptions but use what you know. Let’s keep this formal—I know our bellwork
has been kind of fun, but I want this one to be more formal.”
A female student asks, “Can we know the title?” Elena replied, “No. I’m not
going to tell you the title.” Another female student asks, “Can you at least tell us what
kind of couch it is?” She is answered by another young woman: “It’s a chaise.”
As the students settle in to write, Elena clarifies the assignment. “Pretend you are
taking me to an art museum, and I know something about art and you’re trying to
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impress me.” It’s a relaxed writing environment. Elena plays contemporary crooner
Michael Bublè while student write and quietly talk.
A small group of young women chat about the painting as they write. One quips,
“She’s waiting for her boy to come home.” Her friend adds, “On Valentine’s Day!” The
group laughs.
A young woman exclaims suddenly, “Miss A, her feet are so small!” Elena
responds, “So, my board is a little off, but yeah, her feet are on the small side.”
While writing, students pepper the room with comments and clarifying questions.
One young woman looks at Elena and says, “She looks like a Victoria’s Secret Angel.”
Elena asks, “Could she be a Victoria’s Secret Angel?” The student replies, “I totally
think she could be.” Another female student asks, “Is the picture naturally yellowish or is
it old?” Elena informs her that it is naturally yellow. One of the male students comments,
“She’s in college.” A female student replies, “She just got out of college.” Another male
student asks (to no one in particular) “Are those grapes in her hand?” And another:
“Where is she? I’m trying to figure this out.” The student who asked about the grapes
then jokes, “I totally relate this to me…it happens so often.”
The overt sexuality displayed by the female figure in the painting disrupts traditional,
patriarchal understanding of gendered sexuality. Her forward stare challenges the viewer. This is
a confrontational, powerful, and fully aware sexuality. And the students attempt to corral this
dominant sexuality into an appropriately gendered role. The young women’s jokes reference
female passivity in the heterosexual binary: “She’s waiting for her boy to come home.”
However, these students also want to insist that this type of female sexuality is not a common
experience: “On Valentine’s Day.”
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After twenty minutes, students have wrapped up writing and Elena asks them to
offer two words they wrote to describe the painting. The students call out their responses:
Female students start the comments in rapid fire: “Venus?” “Sensual.” “Rich”
“Elegant. Tiny.” “Beauty and grace.” “Titanic—because of the scene in the movie where
Leo paints her.” Elena steps in. “Right—when she says to him, ‘draw me like one of your
French girls.’ So what makes her graceful?” The student responds, “Not everyone can
pull off that look.”
Elena shifts the conversation to comparisons: “How does this compare to other
works you have seen?” Once again, female students begin a rapid-fire response to her
question: “It’s Rose—she posed like that for Jack.” “I compared her to herself—Venus.”
More classical connections are made: “The Parthenon Pediment.” “I just thought of
this—the Sarcophagus of the Spouses.” “The sculpture of Nike—the way the clothes cling
to her sensually.”
Elena turns the discussion to form. “Let’s talk about color. We talked about the
glowing thing—she’s glowing in the front and it’s dark in the back.” One young woman
says, “The red in the back pops.” A male student comments, “The emerald green of the
curtain.” Another female student says, “The sunset.”
Elena steps in to demonstrate how all the colors the students are describing guide
the viewer’s eye through the painting: “It’s very surprising. You get this attention to
detail, especially in the background.” She walks to the image, and with her hand, traces
a line down the body of the woman and then up to the figures in the back. “You follow the
body down and then the light leads you up to the lady vomiting in the trunk.” She looks to
see if the students catch her joke.
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One young woman says, “I thought she was a thief.”
The young man who joked that this kind of thing happened to him all the time
exclaimed, “Oh, that’s how you’re supposed to look at a painting!”
Elena asks him, “What’s the first thing you noticed?”
“A naked lady eating grapes29.”
“Did you get beyond that?”
“No.”
Students laugh, and Elena moves on. “Okay, so what questions did you have for
the artist?”
Students call out: “Why is the dog sad?” The jokester from earlier yells, “Oh my
god—I didn’t even notice the dog!” More young women respond to Elena’s prompt and
each other. “Why the small feet?” “Maybe they idolized them.” “Did he have someone
pose?” “Was it awkward?” “How well does she know the other people in the painting?”
The jokester continues. Looking at another male student in the class, he asks,
“Steven, will you paint me naked?”
In this part of the scene, we see a male student sexualize the female figure in the painting
through humor. In this discursive shift, the student focuses solely on the nude figure refusing to
acknowledge any other part of the artwork. When asked what he saw, he described the image as
a “naked lady eating grapes.” When Elena asked the student what else he noticed, he responded
that there was nothing else worth his gaze.
A young woman shifts the conversation. “She seems vulnerable.”

29

The figure is actually holding flowers.
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Elena counters, “She’s full frontal nudity and she’s staring right out at you like, ‘I
dare you.’”
A male student, looking at the painting says, “Her eyes, like, follow you.
Elena agrees. “Her eyes really capture you—she’s alluring.”
As the students seem to be wrapping up their observations, Elena moves to the
informational portion of the lesson. “So, this is the Venus of Urbino by Titian. He was a
Venetian Master. It was painted in 1538. And our medium is oil on Canvas. There’s a
juxtaposition of light and dark, and he uses a technique called glazing to get the ethereal
way of glowing. It’s sensual—that’s how I would describe her. It’s almost too sensual,
but it’s a college class so we can handle it. The title was given later on—we don’t know
who this person is. We’re very uncomfortable displaying women like this—she’s really
sexy, right?”
A male student counters Elena’s interpretation. “I wouldn’t say that. Her eyes are
really powerful. It’s almost like you’re being watched.”
Elena nods. “She exudes sexuality and sensuality. While we’re so caught up in
her beauty, we don’t bother to notice the odd things about her. She’s beautiful, but her
torso is much too long, her feet are much too tiny. We call her “Venus” because we’re
not completely comfortable yet with a woman being displayed I such a sensual manner.
It’s okay for her to be a goddess. Venus is a safe word.”
A female student responds, “She’s not a ho.” Elena laughs. “Yeah—we don’t
want to think of her as a ho.”
Two items are worth noting in this last part of the scene. First, a male student does not
think of the painting as “sexy” because the female figure demonstrates a power that challenges
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the conventional notion that female sexuality exists for the male gaze (Mulvey, 1989). Instead,
this young man acknowledges the penetrating nature of the figure’s gaze, as if she were
challenging the viewer to keep staring. There is a discomfort in having the gaze turned back on
the viewer: “It’s almost as if you’re being watched.”
Second, at the end of the painting analysis, there comes a moment when we see how the
painting has been shunted into an appropriately gendered role. When Elena explains the painting
received the name, Venus, because of the social impropriety of a woman displayed in such a
sexually powerful manner, a female student jokingly recognizes that labeling the figure “Venus”
allows the viewer to sidestep the issue of female sexual desire. Because she is Venus, Love made
manifest, “[s]he’s not a ho.” In other words, she is not a desiring female body, but a
representation of sexual desire manifested as a Roman goddess.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I described my study participants and outlined themes found in my data,
including how my participants view the purpose of social studies education, why they
incorporate gender and women’s experiences in their curriculum, how my participants define
that incorporation, how they describe the challenges to incorporation, and how incorporation is
enacted in my participants’ classrooms. I also positioned myself in relation to my participants
and presented and analyzed my data as portraiture and scenes. In the following chapter, I will
conduct a comparative analysis of my data, discuss the implications of my findings for social
studies education, and suggest possible avenues for future research.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION
Introduction
I embarked on this study to examine how teachers think about and enact social studies
curriculum incorporating gender and women’s experiences. The purpose of this study was
twofold. First, I examined the ways in which teachers who report they regularly incorporate
issues of gender and/or women’s experiences into their social studies curriculum described their
reasoning and intentions. Second, I explored how those teachers’ expressed aims were
manifested within their classrooms.
I began with two research questions: 1) In what ways do teachers who report they
regularly integrate issues of gender and/or women’s experiences in their social studies
curriculum describe their intentions? 2) In what ways do teachers who report they regularly
integrate issues of gender and/or women’s experiences in their social studies curriculum do so in
the classroom? I utilized Eisner’s (2017) educational connoisseurship and criticism to frame my
study, Lawrence-Lightfoot’s (2005) concept of portraiture to structure participant interviews, and
I crafted scenes to render my observations into a narrative structure. In this final chapter, I
conduct a comparative analysis of my data, discuss the implications of my findings for social
studies education, and suggest possible avenues for future research.
Comparative Analysis of Teacher Intentionality and Enactment
Values and Beliefs
Social studies as idealism. All teachers demonstrated a sense of idealism when
discussing the purpose of social studies education. They viewed the purpose of social studies
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education as teaching students to see multiple perspectives and developing empathy for others.
According to Sandra, she had succeeded in her goal if her freshmen “get through this course and
have sympathy, empathy, and an understanding of what other countries and other people face in
the world, and they’re better people for it.” Elena wanted students to consider the world and
others from outside their own narrow cultural zone: “world history is a really great way to get
them [students] out of that singular perspective and help them understand different cultures and
why they are what they are today.” Sonya wanted to teach students to be open to multiple
perspectives and learn to compromise: a “willingness to understand another’s point of view” to
develop “a greater complexity when they look at the world.”
For these teachers, social studies education meant teaching empowerment— they
believed students have agency and a responsibility to use it to better their world. Sandra believed
teaching students empathy and perspective taking had the potential to lead students towards a
social justice perspective: “they have the ability to use their voice and express themselves and to
call out problems when they see them and to work towards justice.” Ruth offered her students
multiple avenues for activism through attendance at rallies and town hall events and believed
these opportunities would lead them towards active citizenship. When asked what she wanted her
students to remember ten years on, she laughed and replied, “If I ever ran into them on the street,
they’d be voting.”
Social studies as ameliorative. All teachers professed the belief that social studies
should be ameliorative when it came to the incorporation of women’s experiences or gender. All
four teachers held the belief that women’s experiences represent a null curriculum in certain
social studies subjects. Therefore, part of their responsibilities as social studies educators was to
include women where they felt able. Sonya was able to incorporate significant female
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psychologists into her AP Psychology class as background to the content; Ruth emphasized
women as entrepreneurs in her Economics course; Elena utilized the available content within her
World History curriculum, spending time fleshing out the stories of the women, placing them
center stage for her students.
Gender parity was important for all four teachers. Ruth emphasized that women need to
be present in the curriculum because we make up half the population, and “we make up at least
fifty percent of our history.” Elena and Ruth saw incorporation as critical for female students to
be able to engage with the subject as well as see themselves as potential actors in traditional
masculine spheres. Elena believed young women “don’t find a connection” to the subject matter,
but if she could demonstrate how women have always been a part of the historical record, they
would. Thus, she spent time emphasizing the stories of women in the textbooks who took on
leadership roles, such as Joan of Arc. Ruth emphasized the importance of showing her female
students that women are involved in the stereotypically masculine field of business because
“they could also be up there—come up with something and change the world.” Sandra wanted to
be sure that female students knew “their voice[s were] important and valued.”
Elena and Sandra also saw emphasizing women in the curriculum as a way to challenge
the male-centric view of History for the male students as well—having potential to change how
they view gender relations. Sandra argued “pushing…girls to the forefront and giving them the
understanding that their voice [sic] is important and valued…that’s more important than any
lesson…I’m ever going to teach them. And I think boys are realizing that too.” Elena argued, “by
learning about Joan of Arc and other important figures in history…I can try to move them [her
male students] out of this notion of society still expect[ing] women to do these things that we’ve
seen in the past.” Sonya believed it important to bring women into view in the curriculum
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because students themselves are beginning to question why women are absent: “because every
year that passes, I think our students become more and more aware of who is included and who’s
not included, and why.” These teachers thus demonstrate the “exhortative” quality behind the
conception of the null curriculum as they sought ways to manifest women’s experiences in their
various subject areas. (Flinders, Noddings, & Thornton, 1986).
The conflation of “gender” and “women.” When talking about the incorporation of
gender and women’s experiences in the social studies curriculum, all four teachers had the
tendency to conflate the terms “gender” and “women.” Sonya discussed incorporating narratives
about female psychologists into her AP Psychology class because textbooks are “full of white
men as our major theorists.” When speaking about AP Government, Ruth found incorporating
gender challenging “because when we’re talking about presidents, I can’t yet talk about a woman
president.” Gender, in other words, has to do with women, rather than structural or institutional
relationships.
However, as teachers provided examples of their lesson plans, the structural features of
gender’s impact on society became more salient, though focusing on social inequities impacting
women. Describing an AP Art History discussion about the masculine features of the female
pharaoh Hatshepsut’s statuary, Elena noted her students’ discussion of cultural norms: “they talk
about, ‘Okay, so maybe they’re only allowed to have male pharaohs and she had to hide her
identity….’And I think it’s really important for them to do that thinking process of what women
were viewed as back then and in this culture in particular.”
Subject Matter Matters
Compensatory thinking about incorporation and relational enactment. As mentioned
above, when discussing incorporation, teachers conflated the concepts “gender” and “women,”
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and emphasized integrating and adding female figures into the explicit curriculum. Ruth
discussed the ease of incorporation because the AP U.S. History curriculum had integrated
women for several years. Elena lamented the difficulty of incorporating women because state
standards for World History “don’t really find gender relevant or important to talk about.”
However, as teachers described lessons and activities, the curriculum they devised moved
beyond the additive and became more relational, a more gender-balanced and intersectional way
of thinking. These described activities emphasized the structural and systemic issues facing
women that prevent gender equity. Though keeping the discussion centered on women, Sonya
implicated gender norms and constraints in power relations in her Government class: “We just
did a current event roundtable activity about sexual misconduct in politics…and why it might be
difficult for a woman—or anyone—to come out against someone in a position of power.”
Electives offer more opportunities for integration of gender than core classes.
Teachers pointed out the difficulties incorporating women into certain classes (Economics,
Government) because the teachers viewed these courses as dealing with concepts rather than
people. However, as Stevens and Martell (2016) noted with regard to Sociology courses at the
secondary level, electives provide more opportunities for teachers to challenge students’ thinking
about gender norms and roles. As we have seen in her Sociology class, Sonya taught a unit on
gender socialization, asking students to examine how family, peers, and the larger culture
influenced their gender identity development. The unit also challenged students to consider the
issue of gender dysphoria/incongruence and introduced students to the concept of gender as a
spectrum rather than a binary. Elena’s AP Art History class provided multiple opportunities to
discuss the use of the female body to define cultural and gender norms. This is seen in Elena’s
discussion of Hatshepsut’s masculine pharaonic depiction as well as the class activity where
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students analyzed Titian’s Venus of Urbino, unleashing a Pandora’s Box of contemporary
assumptions about female sexuality.
Enacting a Complementary Curriculum
Values and beliefs about the purpose of social studies education, teaching, and the
importance of incorporating gender and women’s experiences into the social studies curriculum
play large roles in developing each teacher’s complementary curriculum. As defined earlier, the
complementary curriculum is the conscious and unconscious mapping of values and beliefs onto
the explicit curriculum.
Sonya’s belief in the importance of teaching multiple perspectives is a critical component
of her classroom. Students led the conversation; Sonya generally maintained a hands-off
approach. Instead, she would lob large, “big-picture” questions at her students and listen as they
discussed the topics among themselves. As students opened up new avenues, Sonya took time to
follow up some of those threads into unexpected spaces. Just as she expected her students to
listen to each other, she listened to them, and seemed genuinely curious about their perspectives.
Elena was influenced by storytelling as a pedagogical tool. She had fond memories of her
own teachers as storytellers and wanted to teach in a similar way. This impacted the way she
thought about incorporating women into her curriculum: she focused on the female figures who
made significant and narrative-worthy political and social strides, taking the time to emphasize
their singular impact in their cultural and historical moments. Elena believed this emphasis on
the stories of significant women would have two-fold accomplishment: first, it provided the
young women in her classes with historical figures like them so they might connect to the subject
and find political agency; and second, it offered the young men in her class an alternative way to
view women other than in the traditionally-gendered way.
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Ruth’s personal activism guided her pedagogical emphasis on civic engagement. She had
a strong liberal compass, and while she did not demand students ascribe to her viewpoint, her
lessons took on activist attributes. Students learned about the expansion of civil rights through
the creation of posters and flyers arguing for the cause. She encouraged students to engage with
current events each day by opening class with discussion about the news and connecting it
locally—both to their community and state.
Student Response to Incorporation of Gender and Women’s Experiences
As I have detailed earlier, my study focused on the first two components of the
instructional arc (Thornton, 1988; Uhrmacher, et al., 2017): the intended curriculum (what
teachers say they will teach) and the enacted curriculum (what teachers actually do in the
classroom). However, as I examined the data, I kept bumping up against another issue—what
students say to the teacher and each other when they encounter the enacted curriculum. Here, I
hope to provide an addition to the instructional arc highlighting how student responses are
entangled with it. Thornton’s “experienced curriculum” (1988) and Uhrmacher, et al.’s (2017)
“received curriculum” emphasize what students “take away” from the enacted curriculum; I am
thinking about how students respond to the enacted curriculum. Thus, a third question emerged
during my analysis portion of the study:
•

In what ways do students respond to the integration of gender and/or women’s
experiences in the social studies curriculum?
The additional avenue of study should not be surprising or problematic in a qualitative

study. Ideas are emergent, and as Eisner (2004) has argued, “[o]ne may act and the act itself
suggests ends, ends that did not proceed the act, but follow it. In this process ends shift; the work
yields clues that one pursues. In a sense, one surrenders to what the work in process suggests” (p.
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6). Researchers must follow where the data lead. My analysis suggested an opportunity:
exploring student response to the incorporation of gender and women’s experiences in the social
studies curriculum.
A Diffracted Curriculum
How students respond to the enacted curriculum can be considered a “diffracted
curriculum.” I turn to Haraway’s (1992) notion of diffraction to think about this interaction
between student and curriculum: “Diffraction is a mapping of interference, not of replication,
reflection, or reproduction. A diffraction pattern does not map where differences appear, but
rather maps where the effects of difference appear” (p. 300). Learning is not a one-way
discursive process, and students are not passive vehicles for curricular content (Apple, 1990;
Hall, 1973). Dewey, too, acknowledged student agency regarding the learning experience: “It is
not the question of how to teach geography…but what geography is for the child” (cited in
Tanner, 2017, p. 43). When grappling with the question of how to teach about gender in the
social studies curriculum, I came face to face with the question of what gender is for these
students. Student responses to the enacted curriculum provide an opportunity to examine how
their values and beliefs may “interfere” with a teacher’s intended and enacted curriculum. In this
way, we may “map” the effects of this diffraction.
Diffraction as resistance. With regard to norms surrounding gender and sexuality,
Loutzenheiser (2010) argued resistant responses occur because teachers mistakenly believe if the
students simply “know enough” or “know right,” they will alter their thinking: “[O]ur attempts at
teaching with, amongst, and across difference have often failed because of the belief that
students just need to come to an understanding or be fully conscious, and then normativity
can…be changed” (p. 68). However, when students are forced to comply with nonnormative
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ideas without an honest, relational discussion with teachers, they will dig in their heels and, thus,
the potential for an educative, transformational experience is weakened: “[T]he very act of trying
to have white and/or straight preservice teachers [or students]…get it ‘right’ will only engender a
resistance that will impede the possibility of even momentary reflection and empathy” (p. 70). At
this moment it might be useful to recall Noddings’ (2003) argument about teaching as a
relational practice between teacher and student: “We affect the lives of students not just in what
we teach them by way of subject matter but in how we relate to them as persons” (p. 249).
In this study, students’ responses to the various enacted curricula emphasizing women’s
experiences and/or gender construction show us where student resistance to certain
nonnormative ideas appear and how these ideas teachers attempt to “get across” shift in
unexpected ways when encountering specific, local resistance. A diffracted curriculum extends
from the received curriculum affecting both student and teacher responses to the enacted
curriculum.
Diffraction of enacted curriculum. In this study, issues surrounding appropriate social
and sexual gender norms were raised as students grappled with challenges to the sex-gender
binary. As scholars have suggested, heterosexuality is implicitly taught as the normative sexual
relationship (Mayo, 2017; Mayo & Sheppard, 2012; Pascoe, 2012; Pascoe & Herrera, 2018;
Schmidt, 2010). This heteronormative discourse is deeply etched into the explicit, implicit, and
hidden curricula. Students encounter it when they invite their mothers to “tea” and fathers to
“daddy-daughter” dances; when high school students select homecoming courts with “Kings and
Queens;” when female students’ clothing is policed because male desire is inscribed upon their
bodies.
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There were times when student responses to curriculum about gender/women’s
experiences diffracted the enacted curriculum, reifying the traditional sex-gender binary
regarding appropriate social and sexual roles. At times, students resisted material challenging the
gender binary. In Sonya’s Sociology class, a young woman joked to a friend after a discussion
about transgender identity, “‘Excuse me Ma’am’ [Deep voice.] ‘I’m not a ma’am’ [Back to her
regular voice]. We can’t even call people a boy or a girl anymore.” Using the dichotomy between
what male and female voices “should” sound like in a traditionally-gendered world and then
criticizing our inability to use binary sex-gender labels, the young woman provided a point of
interference with Sonya’s enacted curriculum. Out of the teacher’s earshot, this interference
might be seen as student resistance to nonnormative definitions of gender.
Students also resisted the idea that women could take on non-traditional gender roles. In
Elena’s World History class, students were prompted to consider how society had changed since
the medieval period. Young men in the class contended gender roles had not changed: “My mom
stays home and takes care of all that.” While they noted a service industry exists now so
economically advantaged women do not have the responsibilities of traditional housework,
husbands remain the economic provider: “If she has a rich lawyer for a husband, she doesn’t
have to do that kind of thing.” Male students diffracted Elena’s enacted curriculum of Joan of
Arc as a transgressor of gender roles by bringing in their personal understandings of how society
operates, reifying the boundary between the public, a masculine space of economic provision,
and the private, a feminine space of caretaking (Kimmel, 1997).
Students also resisted the idea that female bodies could have sexual agency. In Elena’s
AP Art History class, a group of female students discussing the Venus of Urbino sought ways to
diminish the overt sexuality of the female figure’s gaze and position by rendering her an object
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for male desire and her agency nominal and temporary: “She’s waiting for her boy to come
home.” “On Valentine’s Day!” And a male student reinforced his own powerful gaze (Mulvey,
1989) by reducing the artwork to a piece of pornography despite Elena’s attempts to corral him
to a more analytic approach: “Oh, that’s how you’re supposed to look at a painting!” “What’s the
first thing you noticed?” “A naked lady eating grapes.” “Did you get beyond that?” “No.” The
students’ diffracted curriculum countered Elena’s structured art analysis and contention that the
figure is daring in her sexuality.
It should be noted I utilize the term “resistance” and have examined situations where
students resist the nonnormative ideas within the curriculum. However, a diffracted curriculum
could just as easily be found in the accretion of ideas and experiences shared relationally among
those in the classroom. For example, when Elena seeks confirmation from her students that the
Venus of Urbino is “sexy,” a male student counters Elena’s interpretation. For this student, the
figure is compelling rather than sexy: “I wouldn’t say that. Her eyes are really powerful. It’s
almost like you’re being watched.” Here, the diffracted curriculum is not difference as resistance,
but difference as accretion—a layering of multiple understandings. The student acknowledges
Elena’s point and adds a new dimension. In Loutzenheiser’s (2010) terms, a “reciprocal learning
relationship” develops in this moment where teacher and student “are resisting and embracing
the mutual apprenticeship” (p. 70).
Diffraction as entanglement. The diffracted curriculum is also an entanglement of
student-to-student responses. This in turn, has the potential to entangle with teacher reflection on
their intentionality. When Elena reflected on her Joan of Arc class discussion, she recognized the
silence of her female students and acknowledged what she intended did not manifest in the
enactment: “I did not get their perspective on what they think women are doing today. And I
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could have probably singled a girl out, but the girls in that class are a little...They don’t want to
speak out unless...I don’t know. The boys dominate that class.” The young women diffracted the
male students’ “dominating” behavior by not participating, and this led to Elena’s somewhat
frustrated comment about her students’ responses and her own lack of action.
Implications
Harnessing Teacher Idealism
Idealism plays a large role in explaining why these teachers believe in the importance of
redressing the lack of gender and women’s experiences in the social studies curriculum. Part of
that desire for increasing representation arises from their belief that the purpose of social studies
education is to teach students multiple perspectives and narratives exist, and society is a better
place when individuals understand differences make the social whole stronger. As Sandra
intended for her AP Human Geography students: “If they get through this course and have
sympathy, empathy, and an understanding of what other countries and other people in other
countries face in the world, and they’re a better human because of it, then I’ve accomplished my
goal.” I think my participants have a point. It is important to remember critical thinking is not an
educational victory if it a mindless activity—an intellectual exercise for intellectualism’s sake.
Teaching multiple perspectives could move students to empathy, asking them to think more
broadly about what the world could be, rather than what the world is. This is the result of a
transformative educational experience: students who think about the world in potentialities as
well as their own agency to effect change.
As teacher educators, we should encourage this idealistic, ameliorative strain in our
students. We need to continue to provide pre-service and in-service teachers with content and
activities that move beyond the textbook curriculum in our methods classes. We should also ask
them to explore how the material connects with state standards. Coupling these components can
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offer new teachers ideas for integrating “nontraditional” curriculum when, as Elena points out, as
an overwhelmed first year teacher, there is simply no time to incorporate outside material: “I
haven’t really gone as in-depth as I wanted to in certain areas, so I’m kind of just trying to cover
the standards, do what I need to do to get them.” This idealism reflects Noddings’ (2003) point
of the importance of developing the “whole person” (p. 249). A teacher’s goal is to “help
students use [the] subject effectively for their own legitimate purposes. The hope is that, in
working towards this goal, both…lives [teacher and student] will be enriched” (p. 250).
Jane White (1987) argues teachers are “brokers of scholarly knowledge” who are
responsible for mediating between the worlds of scholarship and classrooms so as to help
students understand academic content and “conventional…knowledge” (p. 19-20). I might also
add to White’s argument that teachers can utilize their scholarly knowledge as an opportunity to
encourage students to think critically with empathy. As the teachers from this study
demonstrated, they wanted to use the content as a springboard for discussions about gender roles,
attempting to encourage students to think about perspectives other than conventional beliefs
about women.
Harnessing Discussion as a Pedagogical Tool
As the interviews in this study demonstrated, the teachers felt constrained by the
curriculum, whether it was state standards, textbooks, or college-level mastery tests, such as
College Board’s Advanced Placement curriculum. The teachers in the study acknowledged their
personal limitations which emphasized lack of time and knowledge. Sandra extended her
ruminations to other teachers: “Not everyone’s summer is going to be home and reading books
on feminism if they’re not inherently interested in it themselves. I mean I feel passionate about it,
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so I want to read that stuff, but that isn’t going to be every teacher.” There is only so much
teachers can, or are willing to, do on their own.
Gatekeeping and the complementary curriculum explain much of how and why teachers
make decisions about what to include (and exclude) in their lessons. In this study, teachers
believed the incorporation of women’s experiences was important for their students’ education,
and thus, emphasized the topic to varying degrees in the subjects they taught. However, not
every teacher will consider gender and women’s experiences a null curriculum, let alone a
necessary topic.
Standards are already cumbersome and lend themselves towards surface level
comprehension of names and dates; it is difficult for teachers to cover everything required with
any meaningful depth. Thus, teachers may choose to gloss over topics of little personal interest.
But if discussion were emphasized in the social studies classroom, teachers and students might
benefit from a reciprocal learning experience where both utilize the subject for “their own
legitimate purposes” (Noddings, 2005, p. 250).
We should encourage pre-service and in-service teachers to develop their own discussion
skills and teach them discussion pedagogy for the social studies classroom. Preparation for
discussion and respectful listening and response skills are part and parcel of teaching students to
understand differences of opinion and to learn how to compromise. At Cypress Glen, both the
English and Social Science departments utilize structured discussions such as Socratic seminars.
As the observations demonstrate, student engagement in class discussion was quite high even in
less structured discussions. Perhaps this is due to the fact that students have developed the
appropriate listening and response skills beginning in the ninth-grade.
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Research has demonstrated female students participate in class less as they progress
through school (Sadker, Sadker, & Zittleman, 2009) and male students are more aggressive and
dominant in classroom discussions (Segall, Crocco, Halvorsen, and Jacobsen, 2018), a finding
reinforced by Elena’s class discussion about Joan of Arc. Segall, et al. (2018) argue Socratic
seminars have the potential to invite more female students into participation due to its
deliberative, rather than divisive, nature. Sonya’s classroom, which, as mentioned, utilized
Socratic seminars regularly, seemed to have an even split in male-female participation.
Teacher educators should consider shaping the pedagogical skills of new teachers by
spending time in activities such as Socratic seminars (Facing History and Ourselves, 2019) or
structured academic controversies (Teaching Channel & Civic Engagement Research Group,
2019). Lo (2018) makes the case for role-play and case studies as “portals to plurality” (p. 333)
as they provide avenues for considering perspectives they may not normally take. Role-playing
activities, however, must be relevant to students’ lives and not be “derogatory, inauthentic, or
portray a skewed sense of history that may induce trauma” (p. 331). While none of the teachers
observed utilized role-play, when used properly, it has been shown to increase student
engagement and teach multiple perspectives.
Shifting Our Thinking: Discussion within the Disciplines
Stoldolsky (1988) argued teachers viewed the various social studies subjects (e.g.
History, Geography, Anthropology) differently and adapted their teaching style to “fit” the
curriculum. For example, teachers tended to view History and Geography as courses about facts
and definitions, and as such, required students to learn lists of items rather than processes. Thus,
classes tended to be more teacher-centered when these disciplines were taught. However,
teachers emphasizing anthropology, psychology, or sociology when they taught, tended to view
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the content about developing skills, thus incorporated more student-centered activities, such as
group-work into their lessons. Stoldolsky also noted teachers who valued working with students
and found the job rewarding were also more likely to encourage student participation and
involvement. It is worthwhile noting that all teachers observed in this study found intrinsic value
in the idea that their work could make a difference by changing a student’s way of thinking,
reflecting their idealism.
Teachers in this study tended to see social studies disciplines such as Economics and
Government as subjects about abstract concepts (e.g. supply and demand; separation of powers)
that were to be memorized rather than discussed in process. Thus, they did not consider these
subjects ones where women’s experiences could be easily integrated. As Ruth mentioned, “I
can’t yet talk about a woman president. So, that one’s a little bit more difficult.” However, there
are opportunities to consider how the ways we think about gender roles are reflected in economic
concepts and governmental structures. Blending the notion of “social education” (Crocco &
Davis, 1999) into the disciplinary structure of “social studies” provides a way to think about the
gendered nature of the courses teachers deem conceptual or abstract and opens up an avenue for
devising relevant discussion topics for students. In White’s (1987) terms, “bring[ing] knowledge
from the outside world inside the student’s world” (p. 20).
Crocco and Davis’ (1999) definition of social education, “teaching and learning about
how individuals construct and live out their understandings of social, political, and economic
relations” (p. 1), encapsulates the connections between conceptual discipline and concrete
student experience. When considering how gender and politics are entangled in a Government
course, students and teachers might consider how the Supreme Court needed to utilize the Ninth
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Amendment30 to guarantee women the right to access birth control in Griswold v. Connecticut
(This American Life, 2019). With the recent spate of state laws attempting to limit abortion in the
earliest weeks of pregnancy (Mazzei & Blinder, 2019; Williams & Blinder, 2019), classes might
grapple with concepts of justice and responsibility when considering a child’s care if access to
abortion is denied. In an Economics course, students and teachers can entangle gender and the
economy by examining the ways the concept of “family” plays into perceptions about men’s and
women’s roles in the work force and the gender wage gap (Miller, 2019) or how structural
sexism impacts the household division of labor in heterosexual households while economic
factors play more of a role in the division of labor in gay and lesbian households (Lockman,
2019; Miller, 2018). These examples provide an opportunity for preservice teachers to grapple
with Noddings’ (2001) concept of the care tradition and her questions which are still pertinent
today: “Why do we teach social studies? What do we hope our students will learn? What changes
in attitudes, values, and beliefs do we want to encourage?” (p. 30). As states begin to mandate
the inclusion of LGBTQ content in the history curriculum31 (Wittich & Issa, 2019), a subject
noted for its teacher-centered pedagogy (Stoldolsky, 1984), we must be mindful the work is not
merely additive. While I do not disagree with the notion that representation matters, it is
imperative students also think about why this representation is so long in coming, how
representation reflects societal values, and whether those values have contemporary worth.
As teacher educators, we, too, must grapple with these questions and consider how we
might encourage our students to deploy the social studies to discuss the gendered and raced
nature of social values. Returning to the idea of modeling discussion activities in the classroom,

30

The enumeration in the Constitution of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained
by the people.
31
California, Colorado, Illinois, New Jersey, and Oregon
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teacher educators can reinforce the connections between abstract concepts and current events.
For example, while modeling how to conduct a Socratic seminar, teacher educators can ask
students to research the different ways charges of discrimination are deployed in the debates
between supporters of marriage equality who argue refusal of service is tantamount to secondclass citizenship and opponents who argue refusal to serve is protected under the Constitution’s
guarantee of freedom of religion.
I am aware this work faces many obstacles: state standards emphasize memorization of
facts over discussion of concepts; teachers tend to avoid controversial issues because they are
concerned about tensions that may develop in the classroom (Haynes & Murris, 2008; Hess,
2005; 2009; McNeill, 1986); teachers may decide integrating discussion is not cost-effective
(Doyle & Porter, 1977). But when students do not learn how to discuss these difficult issues with
their teachers and each other, the social studies loses its potential as an agent of empathy and
empowerment.
Deploying Discussion to Respond to the Diffracted Curriculum
As noted earlier, this diffracted curriculum has the potential to impact student
experiences of the enacted curriculum. It also seems to affect how teachers view their efficacy.
This was observed in Elena’s reflection of her experience during her Joan of Arc class
discussion. Rather than challenge the male students’ perspectives, Elena believed her role was to
facilitate a conversation and stay out of the way: “I really wanted to say something. But I wanted
the class to continue to talk and continue discussing to see what their perspectives were.”
However, she acknowledged that she did not hear perspectives from the young women in her
class. She was also frustrated by the ways the students played out gendered behaviors in her
classroom. And, as a first-year teacher, she seemed reticent to force the issue of participation
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with her female students: “I could have probably singled a girl out, but the girls in that class are a
little...They don’t want to speak out unless...I don’t know. The boys dominate that class.”
However, teacher self-efficacy is not always impacted by the diffracted curriculum.
Sonya also encountered diffraction when discussing the construct of gender identity. When she
asked her students whether or not biological sex (“body parts”) were foundational to gender
identity, one of her male students implied they were certainly connected: “I didn’t have an
existential moment, but I have ‘this,’ [He refers to his body] so I’m like this.” Sonya
immediately questions the young man’s assumptions by offering some more information on the
subject (which Elena was hesitant to do): “But for some people, what they have and what they
feel don’t match.”
When comparing these two teachers’ experiences with the diffracted curriculum,
discussion seems to be a pedagogical space where the diffracted curriculum affects classroom
experience. Elena expressed the desire for classroom discussions in which students analyzed the
role of gender in historical and contemporary societies. However, she was also reticent to engage
her students with her own ideas because she worried expressing her opinions may be perceived
as “tell[ing] them how to think.” Simultaneously, she was unwilling to call upon her female
students to participate because she feared they would not engage. When the discussion was
steered by male students towards traditional gender roles, she did not try to raise questions about
the students’ assumptions. Instead, she allowed the young men’s depictions to go unchallenged.
Engebretson (2018) noted the difficulty novice teachers face when facing the reality of students
who do not share similar views, even when they have the passion and tools to teach for equity. In
other words, Elena is not a “bad teacher;” on the contrary, students appreciated her warmth and
humor, and her storytelling technique was truly engaging. However, in this instance, she did not
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utilize discussion techniques that might have mitigated the issues she faced during her Joan of
Arc lesson. Instead, she relied upon students to know how to discuss the topic with each other in
a constructive manner.
Sonya, on the other hand had two advantages: she was a veteran teacher who had hosted
numerous student interns, and she was familiar with her curriculum. As with Elena, Sonya
desired discussion in her classroom. To encourage it, she structured scaffolds to ensure the
process. First, students would think independently, then they would discuss in small groups, and
finally, the whole class discussed the topic together.
When holding discussion, Sonya was as much a part of it as the students. As noted, she
listened to her students and was genuinely curious about their ideas. But she also had no issue
with throwing out ideas to “stir the pot” and challenge the students’ concepts. Importantly,
however, Sonya did not force her students to comply with her way of thinking; rather, she made
a point and expected her students to take up the debate. In her relationship with her students,
Sonya demonstrates and models her belief in the importance of listening to and valuing other
perspectives. One could argue Sonya values this relationship more than the subject matter Sonya
teaches. Loutzenheiser (2010) might call this a “reciprocal learning relationship.” Perhaps
Sonya’s focus on teaching students to consider others’ perspectives moves them towards
empathy, and the diffracted curriculum becomes an accretive, rather than resistant practice.
Recommendations for Future Research
Themes of amelioration, epistemological beliefs about the social studies disciplines, and
student response emerged as important aspects affecting the enacted curriculum incorporating
gender and women’s experiences into the social studies curriculum. And of course, new
directions for research have appeared due to these findings.
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Teachers in this study were relatively homogenous in terms of race and class as were the
school settings. Three participants were white, though one also identified as Jewish, and one
participant was biracial, Filipina and white. All participants are middle-class and all but one was
raised in middle-class environments. Two participants attended public school in the state of
Florida, though one attended a specialized International Baccalaureate magnet school. One
attended a co-ed parochial school, and another attended an all-girls school. More research could
be done specifically tackling how race and social class impact teacher intentionality about and
enactment of the incorporation of gender and women’s experiences, as only one teacher in the
study32 ever mentioned intersectionality as an important component for her students’ education.
Delving specifically into teachers’ racial and classed experiences may shed more light on the
decision-making process for incorporation of gender and women’s experiences. It could also
provide insight into teacher choices regarding who and what is incorporated as well as how the
incorporation is enacted.
All teachers in this study identified as female, and sexual identity was not specifically
addressed. Several questions, then, arise. Teachers self-selected into this study. Was it
coincidence that teachers who report incorporating gender and women’s experiences into their
curriculum identified as female? Does a teacher’s self-identified sex-gender affect their decision
to teach about women and/or gender? How might outcomes appear if self-identified male
teachers were part of the study? How might findings appear if teacher sexual identity was
included in the study—might the issue of gender construction be more salient?
Pursuing these research questions in a more diverse school setting than a parochial or
charter school would also add to our understanding of how teachers think about and enact this
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curriculum. Private and charter schools are generally more selective than traditional public
schools, and students tend to come from higher socioeconomic classes. Does this fact influence
the way teachers think about their students, or at least, the “type” of student attending their
institution? If so, does that influence reasoning for content selection? And while students at
charter schools in the state of Florida are required to take state-mandated accountability tests,33
students at private schools are not. Does this fact influence the amount of non-tested content
teachers choose to incorporate?
More research on student response to an enacted curriculum including gender and
women’s experiences and its impact on teachers (the diffracted curriculum) is also needed. For
example, students at the parochial school in this study maintained highly gendered expectations
regarding social roles for males and females. Is this a trend across parochial schools due to the
conservative and patriarchal nature of the Catholic religion’s doctrines? Is this trend across
private schools in general due to the larger population of upper-middle- and upper-class students
attending these institutions? Considering the students themselves, this study does not delve into
their socioeconomic status, or their self-identified race, ethnic/cultural background, sex-gender,
or sexual identity. How might these factors affect students’ responses? Interviews with students
after classroom observations may shed light on student response to an enacted curriculum.
As Thornton (1991, 2005) and Moroye (2009) have demonstrated, values and beliefs play
crucial roles in shaping teacher decision-making. I suspect if one were to recast this study
considering race and/or ethnicity, socioeconomic class, or sexual identity, one might find similar
findings regarding idealism and amelioration within teachers’ intended and enacted curricula. I
also suspect an enacted curriculum incorporating race/ethnicity, class, or sexual identity would
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face similar student diffraction. And while this is specifically a study about incorporating gender
and women’s experiences in the social studies curriculum, I suspect similar findings might
appear in other secondary subjects within the humanities, such as English.
Conclusion
I began this dissertation by arguing that we cannot know if what we, as teacher educators,
advocate for in social studies education has any ameliorative impact if we do not go into the
classroom and examine what occurs there. On the one hand, much of what I found was not
surprising: teachers were not challenging the explicit content; they created a compensatory space
in which women “fit into” the existing curriculum. Spaces where the construct of gender was
specifically discussed occurred in certain elective classes (Sociology and AP Art History), but
rarely in core classes, such as History or Government. What was unexpected was the student
response to the enacted curriculum and how teachers reacted to it. This diffracted curriculum
manifested most often as a resistance to teacher attempts to challenge traditional gender roles and
ultimately reified heteronormativity. This diffracted curriculum had the potential to frustrate
teacher expectations of their personal efficacy.
Recalling Eisner, these findings are my “re-presentation” of the data I collected. I was
specifically seeking patterns and themes that might indicate why teachers chose to incorporate
gender and women’s experiences into their social studies curriculum. I acknowledge, however,
there may be other ways to interpret this data. Issues of classroom management, teacher
experience, and the efficacy of direct-instruction compared to student-centered learning were all
exposed during my interviews and observations. Some scholars may find these (or other) issues
more salient than my focus on teacher incorporation of gender into the social studies curriculum
and student response.
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However, if we, as teacher educators, wish to ameliorate issues of gender, race, ability,
and class in the social studies curriculum, we must be mindful of what goes on in the classroom,
specifically how students respond to the curriculum offered. Students are not passive sieves in
which teachers pour content knowledge; they actively construct their understanding of the world.
If students encounter information that does not match up with their own experiences, it is not
surprising that an initial response would be resistance. In an age of information silos, it is not
only critical we expand content to include the excluded; it is also imperative we provide teachers
with tools to breach those silos in such ways that students will listen.
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APPENDIX A
EMAIL SCRIPT FOR PARTICIPANT OUTREACH
Dear [Teacher Name],
My name is Andrea Watson-Canning, and I am a doctoral candidate in Social Science
Curriculum and Instruction at the University of South Florida. I am conducting a study about
teachers who incorporate gender and/or women’s experiences into their social studies curriculum
on a regular basis. [Name of Contact] provided me with your name because s/he thought you
might be a potential candidate for my study.
In broad strokes, the research would require one hour-long interview and between two
and four weeks of classroom observation for a few hours a day. The observations are of the
classroom environment, and would not require any changes on your or your students’ part. At
this point, I project the study will occur in December 2017 or January 2018.
Please let me know if you would be interested in the project. If you have any questions,
please feel free to email or call me (813/468-6163).
Thank you for your consideration.
Andrea Watson-Canning
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APPENDIX B
LETTERS OF CONSENT
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APPENDIX C
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
•

How long have you been teaching?

•

What was your major in college?

•

Were traditionally or alternatively certified?

•

Why did you choose teaching as a profession?

•

What subjects do you teach?
o How long have you taught these subjects?

•

What do you think are the purposes of social studies education?

•

What do you hope students will remember from your class five years from now?

•

What kinds of social studies experiences did you have as a high school student?
o Can you remember any learning experiences specifically about gender and/or
women in your high school social studies classes?
o How do you think your high school experiences have affected your teaching style
and content choices?

•

What kinds of social science/history experiences did you have as a college student?
o Can you remember any learning experiences specifically about gender and/or
women in your college classes?
o How do you think your college experiences have affected your teaching style and
content choices?
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•

Why do you incorporate gender and/or women’s experiences into your course
curriculum?
o On average, how often would you say you incorporate gender and/or women into
your curriculum?
o Can you tell me about a particular lesson plan or activity in which you incorporate
gender and/or women’s experiences?
o Can you tell me about any professional development experiences in which you
learned about incorporating gender and/or women’s experiences into the social
studies curriculum?

•

Do you think your school/department is supportive of your curriculum choices? Can you
explain your response?
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APPENDIX D
CLASSROOM MATERIALS FOR SONYA WOODHULL
PowerPoint for Sociology Class: February 13, 2018
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PowerPoint for AP Psychology class:
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APPENDIX E
CLASSROOM MATERIALS FROM RUTH STANTON
Handouts from AP U.S. History
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Student Posters from February 15, 2018
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APPENDIX F
CLASSROOM MATERIALS FROM ELENA ANTHONY
Venus of Willendorf (AP Art History)

Mortuary Statue of Hatshepsut (AP Art History)

200

Menkaura and Queen (AP Art History)

Venus of Urbino (AP Art History)
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Writing Prompt for AP Art History class, Venus of Urbino: January 8, 2018
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APPENDIX G
INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD APPROVAL
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